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Introduction

The end of the Cold War has brought with it a time for

reflection and for putting the events of that period in history into

their proper perspective. For students of international relations it

is a time for taking stock; for determining the place of the Cold War

in the evolution of the international system. What elements of

evolution or, indeed, continuity did it contain? The Cold War

system that developed in the wake of the Second World War did

not develop in a vacuum. It was the product of both the unique

circumstances of the time and of the continued operation of the

traditional mechanisms of international politics. While the nuclear

age represented .a new dynamic operating between states it did not

entirely supplant the orthodox patterns of power already

functioning. It did require that the old order be reexamined and

modified, but it did not erase it completely.

The role of Britain during the Cold Wa¡ stands as what is

arguably the best example of this modification of tradition to fit the

international system in the nuclear age. This study - an exploration

of the development of Britain's balancer role both before and

during the Cotd War - contends that Britain did operate in its

traditional form throughout the Cold War era, although not

necessarily with completely traditional methods. That Great Britain

did play a part in the origins and evolution of the Cold War system

has been explored in some depth. Recent works by Dimbleby,
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Baylis, Ovendale, Harbutt, Bull and Louis, Ryan, and Bartlett, to

name but a few, have served to offer a wealth of new information

as to the role of Britain within the Cold War dynamic. In reading

the works of these scholars, as well as reviews such as Francis

Carroll's,

A New Perspective,l it becomes abundantly clear that the role of

Britain has not been dealt with correctly in relation to its own

historical/theoretical context. The omission comes in large part

from the fact that the historical record of the Cold War has been

drawn primarily from American sources and as such carries an

inherent biasZ. With the release of records from the British

A¡chives, however, one would expect that this injustice would be

eliminated. And to some extent this has happened. Unfortunately,

the most compelling evidence of the existence of and importance of

Britain's role in the Cold War has been missed. It is addressing this

lacuna in the study of Britain's Cold War role that is of interest

here.

lF.M. Cuttoll., "Anglo-American Relations and the Origins of the Cold Wa¡: The New
Perspective,''@,19,August1989.,pp.l91.208.seealso,
The lron Curtain: Churchill. America and the Origins of the Cold War by Fraser

Harbutt, Tbe Special Relationship: Anglo-American Relations Since 1945, Wm. Roger
Louis and Hedley Bull ed., The English Speaking Alliance: Britain. the United States.

the Dominions and the Cold War. 1945-1951 by Ritchie Ovendale, The Yision of Anslo-
America: The U.S.-U.K. Alliance and the Emerging Cold Wa¡ 1943-1946 by Henry B.
Ryan, The Special Relationship by C.J. Ba¡tlett, The Diplomacy of Pragmatism: Britain
and the Formation of NATO la42-la4q. This is only a very short list of works on the

topic of Anglo-American relations during the Cold War. As Carroll points out
however, they are the oues that deal with material that has been recently released from
the British Archives.
2rui¿., p. 193
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As will be presented in this thesis, international relations

theorists and historians in viewing the formation of the new

international system after the Second V/orld War essentially

wrote Britain out of the balance. The balancing role of old had

ceased to operate according to observers, because the system had

changed from a multi-polar to a bipolar structure ordered and

maintained by the superpowers themselves. Such a view is

myopic. Britain did not simply step aside to allow the United

States and the Soviet Union to mold the system. The balancer

continued, albeit in a modified form. The archeology of this

necessitates an approach from three different areas. As a result

the work here operates in the fields of international relations

theory, history, and strategic studies. Only through the

incorporation of this broad view can one see that the tradition of

balancing did not stop with Hiroshima. Britain operating as a

lesser balancer worked to maintain the integrity of the system

and in the end its own security for the duration of the Cold War.

In his book,

Balance, John Baylis commented that, "Most of the literature on

British defence policy since 1945 is highly critical. Titles such as

The Long Retreat, The Long Recessional, The Collapse of British

Power and A Nation in Retreat? reveal a widely held view that the

United Kingdom's post-war security policy has been characterized

by a continuous process of contraction and decline. Readers are

left with a strong impression that British defence policy has been
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highly unsuccessful."3 That this doctrine of decline has so

permeated the literature, and as a result, the study of British

defence policy during the Cold 'War, is significant. Coupled with

the predominance of information biased toward the American role

in international politics during this time, it would seem that

attitudes like this would serve only to confuse perceptions of

Britain's role in international politics, and ultimately to limit or at

least colour any study undertaken. While there has been much

valuable work done on the role of Britain through the Cold War it

has generally underestimated Britain's contribution to both the

structure and maintenance of the system. By examining Britain's

role as lesser.balancer during the Cold War this study will offer a

fresh view on this issue.

The primary thesis is highly contingent on the notion that

Great Britain was a great power in reduced circumstances.4 The

purpose will be to demonstrate the continued great power status

of Britain through its actions as the lesser balancer. Britain as the

balancer has historically used its insular great power status to

restore equilibrium to the balance of power in the European state

system. After the Second World War the rise of the United States

and the Soviet Union to superpower status led to a belief in the

extinction of the balancer as an operational concept. This was not

so. Britain remained the archetypal balancer state. The main

3John Baylis., ., (New York: St.

Ma¡tiu's Press, 1989) p. xi
4p¡il Witliams., "Meeting Alliance and National Needs," The Future of British Defence

&,!LçJ., John Roper ed., (London: Gower Publishing, 1985) p. 10



difference between the balancer and the lesser balancer being that

the balancer entered into the balance after disequilibrium to

restore stability defined as an equilibrium of power: usually

through the use of force, while the lesser balancer worked from

within the bipolar balance to ensure that the balancer (in this case

the United States) remained firmly attached to the balance. It also

developed its internal strengths to compensate for any local

disequilibria. In the end the lesser balancer sought to prevent

disequilibrium from occurring. In a nuclear environment in which

any disruption of the stability of the balance had the potential of

cataclysm the maintenance of the balance as a preventative

measure was essential. Whether through restoration or prevention

the role of the balancer/lesser balancer has been to, "...prevent the

occuffence of a permanent disequilibrium in the international

slster¡. "5

A secondary purpose of this study is that it will serve to

counter criticisms of British defence and foreign policy forwarded

by those who subscribe to the doctrine of decline. Through the

course of the discussion it will be demonstrated that, considering

the sea-changes in the international system after the Second World

War, the subsequent reconfiguration of Britain's defence efforts

and use of diplomacy was well within the bounds of tradition for

Britain and a highly pragmatic re-affirmation of Britain's position

among the international system's powers.

5Michael Sheehan., "The Place

@15,2,
of the Balancer in Balance of Power Theory," Review of
1989, p. I24
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The structure of the discussion will be such that it follows

the evolution of British doctrine and policy. Presenting the topic

in this manner will facilitate an understanding of the importance

of maintaining the balance to the United Kingdom. Chapter 1 will

lay the essential theoretical groundwork for such a discussion. It

will provide a brief overview of balance of power theory in

general and draw from this overview the key concepts and

definitions that will be used throughout the thesis. In order to

properly present the evidence in support of the case of Britain's

lesser balancer role one must have the theoretical tools in hand to

organize the information. Different definitions of balance of

po\¡/er will be examined. By stating a number of previous

definitions of balance of power the definition presented in the

thesis will be seen to fit into the theoretical literature. Once a

clear view of balance of power theory is available the next step

will be to present the theoretical model of the balancer. The

presentation of this model is absolutely essential to the further

progress of the thesis. It is from this model that one is able to

derive a model for the lesser balancer. The operation of the

balancer provides the important elements of continuity that are to

be found in the lesser balancer model. Many of Britain's

diplomatic and military actions during the Cold War can be

explained by the lesser balancer model.

The second chapter of the thesis presents the historical

evidence of the growth of the balancer tradition for the Linited
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Kingdom. As stated earlier, the Cold War balance of power did not

develop in a vacuum. It is in the ruins of the nineteenth century

edifice that one can find the materials for a new balance.6 The

purpose of this chapter will be three-fold. First, it will provide a

general history of the balance of power in Europe and of the role

of the balancer in European political history. Second, and perhaps

the most important element of this chapter, it will examine why

Britain would act as balancer. It will present and develop the

general themes that have served to guide British policy in this

area through history and in particular how they have manifested

themselves in the European state system up to the early twentieth

century. The chapter will look at the various balancing periods of

the nineteenth century and the role of Britain in them. This

exercise is of extreme importance because it will illuminate the

attitudes held in Britain about the security of the state and the

balance in Europe. These attitudes carry over into the second half

of the twentieth century.

Finally, the chapter will look at the rise of the United States

as an actor in the balance. The assertion of American power in

the twentieth century affected and would continue to affect the

way in which Britain approached its balancer role. Seeing this

relationship develop from its early stages will bring a more

historical perspective to the actions of the lesser balancer. David

Reynolds argues that the origin of the relationship between the

6F.H. Hinsley., Power and the Pursuit of Peace: Theoiy and Practice in the History of Relations
Between States., (London: Cambridge University Press, 1963) p. 192
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United States and Britain is to be found in World War Two.7

However, an early balancing relationship between the United

States and Great Britain can easily be seen in Canning's famous

speech in which he called the New World into existence to redress

the balance of the Old.8 By the end of this chapter, in 1945, all of

the historic pieces will be in place to develop the model of the

lesser balancer completely.

The practices of Britain both diplomatically and militarily

during the Cold War will be the focus of attention in Chapter 3.

This chapter will look at the question of the decline of Britain. To

this end many of the criticisms of Britain's post-war defence

planning will be re-evaluated. Is it true that, "There is little cause

for self-congratulation in the U.K. contribution to NATO, " as has

been argued by critics?9 Or, has, "Britain's defence policy-making

been based on more rational considerations than Baylis [Chichister

and Wilkinsonl are willing to concede?"lO An examination of the

adjustment of British attitudes toward, and actions in, Europe and

NATO will settle the dispute, particularly when examined through

the lens of the lesser balancer concept. This section will seek to

conclude that Britain's response to the new international

TDavid Reynolds., " Roosevelt, Churchill and the Wartime Anglo-American Alliance, 1939-45:
Towa¡d a New Synthesis," Wm. Roger Louis and Hedley Bull ed., The Special Relationship: Anglo-
American Relations Since 1945 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986) Þp. 17-41 also in F.M.
Carroll op cit., p. 204
8Alg".ooo Cecil., British Foreign Secreta¡ies 180?-1a16: Studies in Personalit]¡ and Policy.,
(London: G. Bell and Sons Ltð., 1927) p. 70
9Michael Chichister and John Wilkinson., The Uncertain Ally: British Defence Policy 1969-
1990., (Aldershot: Gower Publishing, 1982) p. ix
l0Michael Dock¡ill., British Defence Since 1945.. (Oxford: Basil Blackwell Ltd., 1988)
p. 125
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environment, far from being hasty and dangerous, was pragmatic

in both style and substance. It was a continuation of Britain's

traditional method of dealing with adversity in political life.

While it has been a difficult task for the British to come to grips

with their new role and for the defence establishment to adopt a

new policy direction, in the end Britain's reaction to the changed

international environment has been prudent. It, "strikes the right

balance between national considerations and Alliance concerns

and is therefore a sustained and impressive attempt to manage a

continuing dilemma."l1 The sources of support for the lesser

balancer concept will be illustrated through a discussion of

Britain's first post-war Foreign Secretary, Ernest Bevin, and by

military/political investigations into Britain's conventional and

nuclear policies during the Cold War.

The final chapter will be essentially a synthesis of ideas that

come out of the previous chapters of the thesis. After looking at

Britain's defence policies and diplomatic initiatives as they

developed out of the Cold War the question will be asked as to

whether the role of Britain in the bipolar balance constituted a

continuation of its historic role as balancer. This section of the

discussion will respond to Hans Morgenthau's contention that a

balancer could not exist in the superpower balance. The role of

the lesser balancer will be demonstrated through a theoretical

examination of the information provided in chapter three. First,

the continental commitment will be examined to reveal the

1lwilliams., op cit., p.1o
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significance of Britain's conventional role in NATO and its efforts

to maintain local stability in the all important European theatre.

Another integral area of examination will be the military

relationship between the United States and Britain. This

relationship constitutes an important foundation of Britain's

nuclear policy and role in NATO. The interaction between the U.S.

and Britain, both conventionally and on the nuclear level, will

demonstrate the importance of Britain's efforts to keep the U.S.

involved. It is important to address the question of whether there

would have been a marked disequilibrium and instability had

Britain not acted to ensure the construction and maintenance of

the bipolar balance. Baylis recently wrote that Britain played a

distinctive role in reacting to the perceived challenge from the

Soviet lJnion by entangling the United States in the security

affairs of Europe.l2 "'Without the participation of the United

States," he presented, "there was virtually no chance of the

countries concerned [British and 'Western European] being able to

withstand a Soviet invasion."l3 In the end a balance of power was

constructed and maintained.

Winston Churchill, in a speech in the House of Commons on

March 1, 1955, stated, "We have entered a period of transition in

which past and future will overlap."l4 For the United Kingdom

l2Joho Baylis., The Diplomac]¡ of Pragmatism: Britain and the Formation of NATO.
1942-1949.,(Keut[OH]: The Kent State University Press, 1993) p. 4
13rbid., p. 55
l4John H. Herz.. Inte¡national
1959) p. 25

Politics in the Atomic Ase., (New York: Columbia University Press,
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nothing could have been more true. More than any other nation

Britain found itself between two worlds. It carried centuries of

tradition and sentiment concerning the fate of the Continent into

the atomic age, yet had to modify experience to deal with a new

reality. The contribution that Britain brought to the Cold War

balance quite possibly meant the difference between war and

peace. The recent literature on Britain's role at the dawn of the

Cold W'ar has pulled back the shroud and revealed that Britain

indeed was instrumental in raising concerns about the motives of

the Soviet Union. It has documented the significance of Britain's

contribution to increasing awareness in the U.S. as to the threat

posed by Stalin. The purpose of this study is to put the role of

Britain throughout the Cold War into the perspective of Britain's

historic role as balancer. As will be seen Britain was not simply in

a 'special relationship' with the United States. Britain was ensuring

its own survival through ensuring the security of the system. The

motto of Britons might well have been: Primo Vivere Deinde

Philosophari; let us first think about how to survive, there after

about everything else.15

l5lbid.,p.3
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Chapter I

1. I Balance of Power Theory:
An Overview

It has been said that no concept causes more difficulty or is a

greater source of confusion in discussions of international relations

than the concept of the balance of power.l Sentiments such as these

have led to tension in the field as to the proper use of balance of

power concepts and the belief that related concepts such as that of

the balancer should not exist at all. A.F.K. Organski is one clear

example of the type of virulent critic that balance of power theory

has produced. In his work World Politics. he goes to great lengths to

discredit balance of power as a usable concept in international

relations.2 The simple fact that a term has inherent difficulties is not,

however, license to discredit it in whole or in part. Hedley Bull was

quite correct in defending it, stating that the term is not unique in

suffering abuses of this kind. Other overworked terms such as

'democracy', ' imperialism' and' peace' have also fallen into some

disrepute from overuse. The point being that the very currency of

the terms is an indication of the importance of the ideas within

them.3 Balance of power is no exception. Before proceeding with its

use, however, it is in need of careful and consistent definition.4

lE-"rron M.S. Niou and Peter C. Ordeshook., "A Theory of the Balance of Power in
Interuatioual Systems," Journal of Conflict Resolution., 1986, 30, 4, p. 685
2e.¡.f. Organski.,-þr!slþ!!¡!çg, (New York: Alfred A. Kuopf, 1968) pp. 298-299
3Hrdt"y Bull., The Anarchic Society: A Study of Order in World Politics., (London: The
MacMillan Press, 1977) p. 110
4lbid., p. uo
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A survey of the literature in the field quickly reveals that

balance of power as a concept has apparently been defined so widely

that it seems to have lost much of its utility. Following Bull's advice

the first section of this chapter will be devoted to careful and

consistent definition. This definition will be useful for the purpose of

this analysis and also be broadly consistent with its general use. It is

the resultant definition that will serve as the basis for the

examination of Britain's role in the balance of power. Without such a

foundation this examination would be futile. To begin, then, the

multiple meanings of balance of power must be enumerated and

categorized. After a satisfactory definition is presented the

discussion will then turn to the operation of the balance of power

and the balancer in the international system. It is essential that this

be understood before the formulation for the lesser balancer is

stated as many of the traits of the lesser balancer are drawn from

the traditional model. This section of the study sets the activity of

the balance of power and the balancer on a firm footing for further

analysis and explication.

The first use of the term balance of power in the lexicon of

international politics was in Bernardo Rucellai's history of the French

invasion of Italy entitled, DeBello Italico Commentarius which was

written between t495 and 1509.5 Now, as then, balance of power

concepts can be seen as rooted in the school of power politics and as

5M.rtio Wight., "The Balance of Power and International Order," Ih.e-Bises-of
International Order: Essays in Honour of C.A.W. Manning.. Alan James ed.,

(London: Oxford University Press, 1973) p. 88
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such have certain characteristics inherent in them. In Politics in the

Twentieth Century. Hans Morgenthau commented that:

We have learned that the balance of power, far from
being just an arbitrary device for reactionary diplomats
and Machiavellian scholars, is the very law of life for
independent units dealing with other independent units
domestic or international- that want to preserve their
independence.
check, must be

approximately

Independent power, in order to be kept in
met by independent power of

equal strength.6

As a reference to the first principles incorporated into any

conception of balance of power Morgenthau's statement could not be

clearer. The first principles of balance of power are power and

independence. In each case the relationship between these two

concepts must be taken into account when interpreting any meaning

of balance of power. Arguably, the most important element of realist

thought that underlies the terms independence and power is that of

interest defined in terms of power. This concept has been referred

to as, "the main signpost that helps realism to find its way through

the landscape of international politics."T In an anarchic and

inherently hostile international system, the primary national interest

is survival and this can be obtained only through some use of power:

be it diplomatic, economic, or military. In the act of acquiring,

maintaining, or using power the state in effect mitigates the anarchy

of the system. It positions itself such that it can survive in an

6H"nr J. Morgenthau., Politics in the Twentieth Centurl¡ ., (Chicago: The University
of Chicago Press, 1962) p. 22
THaos J. Morgenthau., Politics Among Nations-The Struggle for Power and Peace.,
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1967) pp. 4-11
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anarchic system. Anarchy cannot be transcended and has to be dealt

with directly.S As this discussion of the British approach to balance

of power politics will demonstrate, the British interest was clearly

defined in terms of power. The vast inventory of literature shows

this. Further, it is particularly visible in the analysis of Britain's

traditional role as balancer. The British interest as defined in terms

of power is more subtle in the Cold War context and requires a

creative application of balance of power theory to draw it out. In
both the Cold War and traditional systems, however, the British

activation of this interest was the linchpin in the system restoring or

maintaining the integrity of the status quo through the exercise of

power.

With power and independence as the leitmotif for existence

within a balance of power system the study can now turn to the

myriad of possible definitions that have been appended to the

concept of the balance of power to see if and how they apply. A well

rounded collection of meanings can been derived from a number of

scholars in the field. Ernst Haas presents several different meanings

for the term such as: distribution of power, equilibrium, hegemony,

stability and peace, instability and war, power politics generally,

universal law of history and guide to policy marking.9 Inis Claude

sees balance of power as: a situation, a condition of disequilibrium, a

SMartin Hollis and Steve Smith., Explaining and Understanding International
Relations., (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991) p. 102
9Ernst B. Haas., "The Balance of Power: Prescription, Concept or Propaganda,"
'World Politics. 1953, 5, 4., pp. 442-476
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policy and a slstep.lO Morgenthau, in Politics Among Nations gave

to balance of power four meanings : a policy aimed at a certain state

of affairs, as an actual state of affairs, as an approximately equal

distribution of power, as any distribution of power.l l More recently,

Paul Schroeder listed eleven possible meanings for balance of power.

They are as follows:

1) An even or balanced distribution of power;
2) Any existing distribution of power
3) Any existing general situation or status quo, with no
particular regard to power relations;
4) The European system or order, the general framework
of European politics;
5) Some indeterminate meaning involving some
combination of the above;
6) As a verb, to play the role of a balancer, which can
mean (a) oscillating between two sides, or (b) being an
arbiter between two sides, each of which roles may
require either being within the balance or standing
outside it;
7) Stability, peace, repose
8) A labile, shifting condition in international affairs,
tending toward resolution by conflict;
9) The rule of law and guaranteed rights
10) The general struggle for power and influence, and
advantage-power politic according to the rules of raison
d'etat
11) Hegemonyl 2

Based upon first examination the numerous meanings of

balance of power presented would seem to support critics like A. F.

Pollard who concluded that, "the balance of power may mean almost

i0lnis L. Claude Jr., Power and International Relations., (New York: Random House,
1962) pp. I3-2r
llMorgenthau, op cit, 1967, p. 125
l2Paul W. Schroeder., "The Nineteenth Century System: A Balance of Power or
Political Equilibrium," Review of International Studies., 1989, L5, 2, p. 137
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anything; and it is used not only in different senses by different

people, or in different senses by the same people at different times,

but in different senses by the same person at the same time,"l3 or

Richard Cobden who is noted for stating that, "the theory of a balance

of power is a mere chimera."l4 In viewing the panorama of

European politics, however, it becomes clear that the theory and

practice of balance of power politics was very real. Some type of

balance existed during virtually every period in modern European

history.

This continuity in balance of power politics was expressed by

Schroeder who saw two themes within the balance of power concept

in his study of nineteenth century Europe. Schroeder's themes will

be used throughout the discussion as they are fundamental to the

periodizing the development of balances of power. One theme was

most evident in the first half of the nineteenth century, and

continued to a lesser extent in the last decades of the century.l5

This theme, the associative balance of power, is founded upon

notions of collective rules and norms within international society,

that is, "equilibrium as the rule of law, the mutual guarantee of

rights under treaties and the supervision of major changes in the

international system by the greater powers."l6 In the associative

tradition it is assumed that in a balance of power actors can

13A,.f. Pollard., "The Balance of Power," Journal of the British Institute oi
International Affairs., 1953, 2, pp. 57-64, also in Claude
l4claude., op cit, 1962., p. 13
lSSchroeder, op cit., p. 137
16lbid., p. L37 also in Richard Little., "Deconstructing the
Traditions of Thought," Review of Inrernational Studies.,

op cit.l962, p. 12

Balance of Power:
1989, 15, 2, p.88
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cooperate and pursue policies according to community norms and

traditions.lT Efforts regarding the manufacture of some form of

international society fall under the rubric of what Schroeder terms,

'political equilibrium'.1 8

The term political equilibrium is appealing here because it

divorces this type of balancing by consensus and alignment from the

type of balancing found in an adversarial balance of power system.

It is not an equilibrium based on military power but on diplomacy.

This system is one in which policies are adopted only after conscious

action on the part of statesmen that regard the welfare of the

community of states over national preservation.l9 It is, however,

somewhat idealistic. There is a distinct difference between the world

as an statesman wishes to see it and the world in which policy must

actually be carried out.20 Portions of the discussion will address

these more cooperative periods in international politics. This will be

done with the intent of showing the importance of the rules of the

system to Britain. During these associative periods Britain was at the

forefront of creating the system which it worked to set up in both

the interests of the system and most importantly Britain itself. Its

key role in creating what was hoped would be stability led in large

part to their interest in restoring or maintaining it.

17rbid., p. 88
l8schroeder., op cit., p. 142
19H^.r., op cit., 1953., p. 445
20Rob.tt Jervis., Perceotion and Misoerceotion in International Politics.,
(Princeton: Princetou University Press, 1976)., p. 13
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The second theme is that of the balance of power in its more

ordinary, active sense. This can be seen in attempts to attain an

acceptable distribution of power as well as the policy of checking and

restraining the dangerous accumulations and uses of power by

nations through the use of countervailing po*er.zl this second

theme is deemed the adversarial balance of power.2z The balance of

power in which Britain as balancer has been deemed to have

operated most successfully has been the adversarial balance. This is

largely because British activity in these periods has been highly

visible. History has shown, however, that British efforts have been

successful in both adversarial and associative circumstances. While

Schroeder applied his periods specifically to the nineteenth century

they will be used here as the background for the activities of Britain

as a unit in the balance of power to the end of the Cold War.

Given that the definitions given here aÍe bounded within two

general but related themes it would seem that a definition

appropriate to both themes be developed. This will facilitate

understanding of the evolution and continuity in British thought.

Balance of power, then, is a method of creating order in an anarchic

system, attempted at first through the use of diplomatic efforts, and,

failing that, through the demonstration of, and ultimately the use of

force against force. It represents movement between two types of

systems that are working toward a similar goal: the goal being the

prevention of destabilizing crisis and war. In an associative system

2lSchroeder., op cit., p. r37
22Litl"., op cit., p. 88
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the primary means is diplomacy. In an adversarial system the

primary method of consolidating the ability to use force is alliance.

In general both types of balances are fluid in that they are

susceptible to changes that will impact on the stability of the system.

As Colin Gray pointed out stability should not be equated with

stalemate.23 A state's perception of crisis and management of crisis

by working toward an equilibrium of power with other states, does

not mean that the state is looking for a stalemate. Rather, it is trying

to optimize its position without creating fear in others and upsetting

the delicate balance of the system. It is a question of managing the

security dilemma. Equilibrium is a concept that, if anything, acts as

a barometer measuring the distribution of power in the system. On

this point Claude commented that:

Since balance of power sometimes means equilibrium and
sometimes means disequilibrium, it is not too surprising
to learn that sometimes it achieves a position of
majestic neutrality and consents to neither one. In
this usage, the balance of power becomes equivalent to
the dist¡ibution of power; just as temperature refers to
the thermal situation,whether it be hot or cold, so
balance of power refers to the power situation, whether
it be balanced or unbalanced.2a

The balancer in this situation becomes an important regulator of the

stability of the system, either restoring stability or preventing its

disruption.

23colin s. Gray.,
24Claude., op cit.,

"Strategic Stabitity

1962. p. t6
Reconsidered," DaeflS.l-us., 109, 4, 1980, p. 150
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Depending upon which period in European history is looked at

the emphasis of relationships between states will fall largely into one

or the other camp. This temporal aspect of balance of power is too

often overlooked.2S In reality the period one is examining is an

important element of the type of balance of power method used.

Haas saw this in the work of Professor Quincy Wright. Wright saw

that there were static balances and dynamic balances of power.2 6

Essentially "static" and "dynamic" aÍe synonymous with associative

and adversarial respectively. These fit into the view of Morgenthau

that the balance of power is either an actual state of affairs or a

policy aimed at bringing about a certain distribution of power.

Balance of power as a teleological concept is aimed at bringing about

a certain state of affairs: a result. Periods of cooperation and

associative action most clearly demonstrate this. Generally, states

cooperate as a means to an end, this end being peace. Balance of

power as an actual étate of affairs more accurately describes the

adversarial system in which the struggle of states to determine who

gets what forms the basis of the system. It is the level of conflict in

the international system that determines which theme will be most

active.

25Kalevi Holsti's study, Peace and War: Armed Conflicts and International Order 1649-

1989, while a very good and thorough examination of periods of cooperation and conflict
does not focus specifically on the balance of power. Its periodizatiou of wa¡ and peace is,
however, useful in that it provides the student of international politics with a view of the
overall flow of war and peace. The discussion here looks more directly at the different
periods in the development of the balance of power in Europe and at Britaiu's role as

balancer in the European system.
26Haas., op cit., 1953., pg. 445
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The associative system is most active in post-war periods as

with Utrecht, the Congress of Vienna, and the League of Nations. In

these situations the adversarial component of international power is

usually condemned. Associative sympathies coincide with the

emergence of liberal political attitudes towards international politics.

Reinhold Niebuhr acidly stated the liberal view as being that, "wars

ale stupid and can therefore only be caused by people who are more

stupid than those who recognize the stupidity of war."27 A more

tempered view of the difference between associative sympathies and

adversarial rancor can be found in the type of language used in

politics through each period. The distinction between an equilibrium

in the moral legal sense and as a strict balance of power shows up in

the two divergent vocabularies connected with balance terminology.

The moral-legal definition of equilibrium tends to incorporate

phrases such as, "the unity of powers, the Concert of Europe, order

and peace, and the independence of Europe: all terms which have no

necessary balance of power connotation and are in express

opposition to power politics."28 Conversely, balance of power

terminology incorporates the language of Realpolitik, politics

governed by state interests rather than principles or moral rules.29

Terms common here include counter-weight, counter-balance,

distribution of power, and alliance.

2TReinhold Niebuhr., Reinhold Niebuhr On Politics: His Political Philosophy and
its Application to Our Age as Expressed in His Writings., Harry R. Davis and
Robert C. Good eds., (New York: Cha¡les Scribner's Sons, 1960) pg. 15
28schroeder., op cit., p. 138
29rbid., p. 138
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In an adversarial balance of power the state of affairs is

centered around the problem of the distribution of power and the

preservation of national interest. And, it has been noted that the

balance of power does not always refer to equilibrium as is found in

the more benign associative balance. In an anarchic system in which

suspicions abound, power fluctuates in response to a perceived

situation. States work to maintain or build up their capabilities to

gain desired ends vis-a vis other states.3O Wa\tz noted that, "to

achieve their objectives and maintain their security, units in a

condition of anarchy [states] must rely on the means they can

generate and the arrangements they can make for themselves. Self-

help is necessarily the principle of action in an anarchic order."3l The

classical conception of the balance of power in this type of system

can be found in the pamphlet Europe's Catechism. published in l74l:

Catechist:

Europe:

Catechist:

Europe:
Catechist:

Europe:

Catechist:

You have been asked concerning the Ballance
of Power. Tell me what it is?
It is such an equal Distribution of Power
among the Princes of Europe, as makes it
impracticable for one to disturb the repose of
the other.
Tell me wherein consists the Safety of
Europe?
In this same Ballance of Power.
What is it that generally causes V/ar in her
Bowels?
It is occassion'd by the Ballance of Power
being destroy'd.
And how is the Ballance destroy'd?

30Joho H. Herz., International Politics in the Atomic Age.. (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1959) pg 49
3lKenneth Waltz., "Anarchic Orders and Balances of Power," Robert O. Keohane ed.,
Neorealism and Its Critics., (New York Columbia University Press, 1986) p. 108
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Europe:

Catechist:

The Ballance may be destroy'd by Force or
Fraud; by the Pusillanimity of some, and the
Corruption of all.
When any Potentate hath arriv'd to an
exorbitant share of Power, ought not the rest
to league together in order to reduce him to
his due proportion of it?
Yes, certainly. Otherwise there is but one
potentate and the others are only a kind of
Vassals to him.3 2

Europe:

Drawing from this passage, one of the most difficult antimonies in

balance of power theory can be addressed. The difficulty being that

of whether the balance of power refers to situations of equilibrium

or disequilibrium. In essence what the term balance of power refers

to is both equilibrium and disequilibrium depending upon how the

power interests of individual states manifest themselves. Through

history the pattern of inter-state relations has been that of one side

attempting to overthrow the balance and the other side trying to

maintain and preserve ft.33 Both states are acting in terms of

interests defined in terms of power. The difference being that one

state desires to preserve the status quo, and the other state is a

would be usurper of power in an attempt to improve its power

position in the system. Whether or not by force, each state plots the

course it thinks will best serve its interests. "If force is used by one

state or its use is expected," wrote Waltz, "the recourse of other

32Edward Vose Gulick., Europe's Classical Balance of Power: A Case Historv of the
Theory and Practice of one of the Great Concents of European Statecraft., (Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 1955) pg. 2 also in Godfried van Benthem van den
Bergh., The Nuclear Revolution and the End of the Cold Wa¡: Forced Restraint
(London: The MacMillan Press, 1992) pp. 28-29
33claude., op cit., t962., pg. 14
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states is to use force or be prepared to use it singly or in

combination."34 Regardless of the perspective of these states it must

be recognized that at the heart of balance of power theory is the

insight that power is what counts in international relations and that

the important question is: which states have how much of what kind

of power?35 And further, how they will use their power to achieve

the ends desired for the state. Britain, for example, worked to

restore the system which it had in large part created.

At this point a further refinement can be made in the search

for an adequate definition of the term balance of power. Haas again

comes to the analyst's assistance. After enumerating the various

meanings of balance of power it is possible to further clarify their

meaning. Haas' article, "The Balance of Power: Prescription, Concept

or Propaganda," correlates the intentions of the users of the terms

with the terms themselves. Alt of the meanings provided fit into

four categories of intent. The four areas of intention being: a

descriptive intent, a propagandist intent, an intention of using the

terms as an analytical concept in the construction of a theory, and

the intention of using balance of power as a guide to policy-

making.3 6

The first two intentions have no utility in this analysis. The

use of balance of power as description implies only the most

34wultr' op cir., 1986., p. 110
35lni, L. Claude Jr., "The Balance
Studies.. i989, 15, 2, pg. 70
36Hu"r., op cit. 1953,, pg. 459

of Power Revisited," Rcwicw nf Tnternetinnal
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pedestrian understanding of international affairs. The uses of

balance of power by journalists and media commentators most

frequently falls into this category. Because the term in this instance

can be, and often has been, applied to virtually anything that

conforms to the notion of balance, its meaning has become hollow.

As a result, "clarity of thought and purpose may be jeopardiz ed."3 7

The propagandist intent of balance of power concepts is equally

dangerous as the concepts become loaded as justifications for policy.

Propaganda assumes that facts and concepts have been used

dishonestly and have been distorted. In it there is the implicit

knowledge that there has been a conscious attempt at falsification.3 8

As a result of these haphazard usages of balance of power concepts

both the descriptive and propagandist intentions will be discarded.

The last two notions presented by Haas have great utility for

the discussion. The use of balance of power as an analytical concept

fits clearly into the purpose of this work: to analyze Britain's

changing role as balancer. The use of balance of power concepts for

analytical purposes makes the final intended use, balance of power

as a guide to policy making, necessary. If the British did, indeed, use

balance of power as a consideration in their policy-planning then

there should be evidence of this to support the argument. Having

narrowed the terms of reference to two points of perspective, that of

the analyst and that of the state, will help in keeping the structure of

the discussion clear. With only two points of view, one outside of the

37Ibid., pg.
38rui0., pg.

460

462
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process looking in, and one inside of the process, it will be clear that

the object of the study is to determine what the balance of porwer, as

it relates to Britain, is, and how it has been operationalized.

The scope of the examination will be further clarified by

looking at both the associative and adversarial periods of balance of

power politics in operation. These periods must be examined in

order to better understand the balancer role of Britain during Cold

War. Balance of power concepts have analytic utility in that one can

observe the attitudes and actions of a state to determine the impact

of its actions on the integrity of the balance. As .a guide to policy,

balance of power, and specifically the idea of the balancer, in this

study refers to a growing fusion of the associative and adversarial

systems. States using balance of power concepts as the foundation of

policy making during periods of heightened tension seek to preserve

power and independence in the face of conflict and anarchy. The

usual historical model for the operation of the balance of power, the

inhibition of hegemonic power by one nation, kept the independence

of states within the system as the primary goal. This has been

especially true of studies of Great Britain as balancer. Britain has,

however, always been at the forefront of action in both associative

and adversarial systems. The increasing complexity of international

politics led to a fusion of these systems in the Cold War and out of

this the lesser balancer was born. To continue the development of

this study of Britain's balance of power role the next step must be an

examination of the role of the balancer in traditional balance of

power thought.
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L.2 Restoring Balance:
The Traditional Balancer Model

V/hen exploring the literature relating to balance of power

theory what becomes evident upon closer scrutiny is that a great

deal of balance of power thought focuses upon only one operational

model. The model in question is that of the traditional, semi-

automatic balance of power; regulated by a balancer state. A

balancer being a state that forms alliances with weaker states to

swing the balance back to equilibrium. It is the operation of this

particular model that is of interest here. Before embarking on a

study of the balance of power system and the role of the balancer in

this system certain assumptions must be made. The most important

of these is the assumption that actions in international politics

emanate from the level of the state and are not embedded in the

structure of the international system itself. Specifically, the actions

of the most powerful states will impact more heavily on the

structure of the system than the system does on the actions of the

state.39 Very weak states generally do not influence activities at the

systems level.

When the structure of the system changes, as it did with the

rise of the United States at the end of the Great War, the way in

which great powers act within and upon the system can be expected

39f'ni, is not to say
meant to assert that

that the system
powerful states

does not impact
will affect the

on the state at all. It is only
shape of tbe system
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to change as well. By the end of the Second World War power was

spread largely between the superporwers. "Russia and America," it

\ilas noted, "depend militarily mainly on themselves. They balance

each other by 'internal' instead of 'external means, relying on their

own capabilities rather than on the capabilities of allies."4O This

statement is not entirely true. The Warsaw Treaty Organization

being an imposed order did not have mechanisms for allowing the

security considerations and relative capabilities of the alliance

members to impact upon Soviet strategy. The United States in NATO

did not have this luxury. The capabilities and security requirements

of members of the Atlantic Alliance had to be incorporated into the

overall strategy of the alliance. While power may have been

distributed between two blocs, the relative capabilities within each

bloc must also be a consideration. This altered power structure

changed the way that Britain had to act if it wished to continue to be

master of its own security. A cursory glance at this statement leaves

the impression that structural changes do indeed affect state action.

Waltz noted that, "The structure of a system changes with changes in

the distribution of capabilities across the system's units."4l In

Waltz's presentation of structuralism it is argued that, "like-units are

not formally differentiated by the functions they perform."42 YeL

Britain has been differentiated. The literature illustrates this

through consistent reference to Britain as the holder of the European

balance. A reductive view is required to interpret adequatly

40Kenneth N. Waltz., Theor)¡ of International Politics., (New York : Addison-Wesley
Publishing Company, 1979) p. 168
4lwuhtr., op cit., 1986., p. 92
42rbid., p. 87
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Britain's actions as balancer. This possibility was left open by Waltz

in commenting that internationally like units sometimes perform

different tasks.43 British capabilities as they developed through the

course of the Cold War, coupled with motivations for continental

security, had a distinct effect upon the structure of the system.

Where Waltz would see Structural Causes and Military Effects,44 the

action of Britain during the Cold War as lesser balancer point to a

case of Military Causes and Structural Effects. As will be

demonstrated, Britain continued to perform its singular task of

assuring a preponderant free continent and in the process acted as a

catalyst for the formation of symmetrical bipolar system.

As with the balancer, states in possession of great power status

can and do project their influence throughout the system. Without

this assumption the concept of the balancer is useless. Believing that

the equilibrium of the state system is achieved automatically leaves

no place for the balancer.45 In an automatic system the balance

occurs spontaneously as a natural function of the international

system. It is unintended by any of the actors.46 The automatic

version has been likened to a chandelier or a mobile in that nations

or groups of nations are automatically balanced by one another

because of the structure of the slstem.47 Conversely, emphasis on a

43lbid., p. 92
44wattr., op cit., 1979., pp. 161-193
45Michael Sheehan., "The Place of the Balancer in Balance of Power Theory,"
Review of International Studies.. 1989, 15, 2 pg. 126
46Ju-"r G. Fergusson.,
Capabilities and Alliances 1816-1q3q., (Vancouver: University of British
Columbia, 1989) pg. 15
47Organski., op cit., pg. 274
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manual version, in which stability is said to be willed by leading

statesmen bears an unrealistic belief in the convergence of the goals

of differing political leaders.4 8

Subscribing to the state level assumption one finds that there is

a mid-point between the automatic and manual version of balance of

power theory which has utility. This semi-automatic version hotds

that, "the balance of power is assumed to be largely self-sustaining,

but should a major danger threaten the balance, the additional power

of the balancer is able to retrieve the situation."49 Lerche, similarly,

felt that the balance of power system had to include, in addition to

the ordinary states, "a powerful nation standing in a particular

relationship to the system, partly within the system and partly

external to it, and able and willing to hold the balance by engaging in

intricate maneuvers motivated for that purpose."5O The semi-

automatic version of balance of power theory, in which the balancer

is the prime operator, is best exemplified through the actions of the

United Kingdom up to the end of the First World War and again

through the Cold V/ar. It is this version that serves as the model for

this discussion.

Balance of power concepts to the end of the First World War

should be referred to as traditional because the international system

48sheehan., op cit., pg. 126
49lui¿., pg. t26
50Rostyn Simowitz., The Logical Consistency and Soundness of Balance of Power
Theory.,(Denver: Monograph Series in World Affairs,. 1982) pg. 2l
Cha¡les O. Lerche., Principles of International Politics., (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1956) pg. 2a
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they were meant to explain was the multi-polar European system.

Balance of power theorists as a school focussed upon the

maintenance of a multi-polar balance in Europe. Britain, as key to

the continuation of the balance, is not only the archetypal model of

the balancer state, it is the archetypal model of the impact of state

level action on the overall structural stability of the system.

Beginning a study of Great Britain during this period one can see how _

the intended use of power concepts as a guide to national interest

came into play. It has been observed that balance of power theory is

a policy theory which explains changes in state behaviour in the aÍea

of security and unit survival.5l B.f' Penrose saw changes in state

behaviour as occurring in a system in which statesmen, in pursuit of

the defensive aim of preventing one power from attaining

preponderance, entered from time to time into alliances with other

powers as suited the changing strategic situation.52 The behaviour

5lFergusson., op cit., 1989. pg. 12

52Simowitz.,op cit pE. 2l
The type of alliance behaviour described here is a somewhat parsimonious view of
the British tendency to move into, and out of alliances throughout Britain's
history. Alliances do exist for reasons other than the defensive aim of preventing
one power from attaining preponderance. Rothstein describes military and
political reasons. An alliance even in wartime usually offers significant political
advantages to its members, especially if any member hopes to influence the policy
of an ally in a favourable di¡ection. " A formal tie may be accepted in hopes of
gaining the right to be consulted." see Robert L. Rothstein., Alliances and Small
Powers., (New York: Columbia University Press, 1968) p. 49 WaIt describes
alliances as fulfilling the function of consensus and community building,
balancing against a perceived threat as opposed to an opposing power. He defines
alliance as a formal or informal relationship of security cooperatioD between two
or more sovereigr states. This definition assumes some level of commitment and an

exchange of benefits for both parties. see Stephen M. Walt., The Origins of
AIliances., (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1987) p. I Paul Schroeder has argued
that alliances are formed either to (1) oppose a threat, (2) accommodate a threat
through a pact of restraint, or, (3) provide the Great Powers with a tool of
management over weaker states. see Paul Schroeder, "Alliances, 1815-1914:
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of Britain as the traditional balancer in the European system

demonstrates this view of national security and survival. Michael

Howard in, The Continental Commitment: The Dilemma of British

Defence Policy in the Era of Two World Wars, reflected the British

view of self-preservation. This statement reveals the motivations

behind Britain's actions as balancer which will be elaborated upon

throughout this discussion. The nineteenth century view was that:

[Britain's] security remains involved with that of our
continental neighbours: for the dominance of the
European land-mass by an alien and hostile power would
make almost impossible the maintenance of our national
independence, to say nothing of our capacity to maintain
a defensive system to protect any extra-European
interests we may retain.5 3

It was in preventing the rise of any continental hegemon that

Britain as balancer came to the fore. If ever there was a threat of

the emergence of a dominant continental power Britain would

redress this by moving to ally with the states of Europe opposing the

preponderant; re-establishing an equivalency of power in the

system. It is this action of alliance that has been the hallmark of

balance of power theory. In it rests the fundamental explanation of

the existence of alliances in Europe to this day. All of this will come

out as the analysis develops. The ability of the balancer to align,

Weapons of Power and Tools of Management," Klaus Knorr ed., Historical
Dimensions of National Security Problems., (Lawrence: University of Kansas Press,
1976) While all of this has been true of alliances at different times the
description of alliance activity chosen for the discussion embodies the British
temperament and as a result was deemed to have utility.
53Michael Howard., The Continental Commitment: The Dilemma of British Defence
Policy in the Era of Two World Wars.. (London: Temple Smirh, 1972) pp. 9-10
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however, necessitates that certain requirements be met. Michael

Sheehan lists these criteria as:

a) a status quo orientation
b) possession of great power capabilities
c) a considerable degree of strategic security
d) possession of interests outside the balance
e) a non-ideological foreign policy5 4

These elements allow the balancer to have the freedom to choose if
and when to enter into an alliance or entente to balance a growing

preponderant. The basic function of the balancer is to prevent the

occurrence of a permanent disequilibrium in the slster¡.55 And, to

this end, the balancer must be able to ally with any state in the

system to prevent this unbalance. Morgenthau observed that:

The balancer is in a position of splendid isolation. It is
isolated by its own choice; for, while the two scales of
the balance must vie with each other to add its weight to
theirs in order to gain the overweight necessary for
success, it must refuse to enter permanently into ties
with either.5 6

Evidence of this is available in the form of alliance commitments in

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, as well as in the World

Wars of the first half of the twentieth century. On the whole alliance

commitments of this period were of a comparatively short-term and

designed as instruments to encompass specific goals, most often the

54sheehan., op cit., pg. 131
55Ibid., pg. 124
56Haos J. Morgenthau., Politics Among Nations: The Struqgle for Power and Peace.,
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1952) pg. I43
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restoration of an element of crisis-stability in the slstem.57 There

have been many recorded cases of Britain allying to thwart a would

be hegemon. Most recently, the First World War and the Second

World War provide striking examples of this action. In both cases

the emergent power, Germany, threatened the security of the United

Kingdom by moving to occupy the continent and in both cases Britain

entered into alliances to halt the attempt, ultimately through war.

The Triple Entente of the First tilorld War, cemented by

agreements between France, Russia, and Britain, serves as a clear

example of the balancer at work.58 When the German dominated

Dual Alliance, comprised of Germany, Austria-Hungary was seen to

be mobilizing in response to Russian support of Serbia after the

Austro-Hungarian War Declaration of July 28, 1914, Britain saw that

action would have to be taken to restore the stability and balance of

the European state system. The threat to the sanctuary of Britain

which served as final notice for Britain's entry into the war was the

invasion of Belgium by Germany. rWhile Britain would have found it

difficult to remain aloof at this time, the invasion of Belgium created

a justification for war which was rooted deep in Britain's past: that

no great power should control the Low Countries has always been a

57John J. Weltman., Systems Theorl¡ in International Relations: A Study in
Metaphoric Hypertrophy.. (Lexington [MA], D.C. Heath and Company, 1973) pg. 72
58Ttipl" Entente Agreements: France aud Russia-1891, 1894, England and France-
1904, England and Russia-1907. These agreements were supþorted by adjunct alliance
agreements with Japan in 1902 and 1907, Italy in 1902, the Balkan League of 1912-13,
and the Peace of Bucharest Coalition of 1913-1914. The iuteraction of the major players
in alliance formation in the closing decade of the niueteenth and opening of the
twentieth centuries is complicated and will be dealt with later.
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cardinal principle of British policy.59 The European state system had

to remain intact for the security of Britain to be ensured. The same

rationale was behind Britain's entry into the Second World War. It
was reco gnized that Nazi Germany posed a strikingly similar, if not

more menacing, threat to the British homeland.

The operation of the balancer in both of these cases served to

restore the stability and continuity of the state system through the

use of force. Significantly, the use of force came after the fact of

disequilibrium. It was only after hostilities had broken out in borh

cases that the balancer, Britain, used its latent power in an attempt

to re-establish the balance. This does not mean to imply that signed

treaties were, as the British Ambassador to Belgium unfortunately

noted in 1839, "a scrap of paper;"60 rather, it points to the fact that

once hostilities have broken out that threaten the status quo actions

speak louder than words. Treaties serve to guarantee action if
required. The function of this balance of power system was to return

equilibrium after disruption, not to prevent disruption. Bull

recognized this as can be seen in his statement that, "The chief

function of the balance of power... is not to preserve peace, but to

preserve the system of states itself. Preservation of the balance of

povver requires war, when this is the only means whereby the power

of a potentially dominant state can be checked."6 1

59C.e. Btack and E.C.
York: Alfred A. Knopf,
6oni¿., pE. 54
6 lBull., op cit., 1977 .,

Helmreich., Twentieth Centur]¡ Europe: A Histor]¡., (New
1972) pg. 54

pg. 3l
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The purpose of the balancer, a nation in possession of great

power strength, is, essentially, to augment the power that opposes

the hegemon, thereby increasing the chances for success in war.

Implicit in the concept of the balancer is the knowledge that there

was a power sufficiently unconcerned with the issue of the crisis as

to be able to add its weight to whichever side was weaker and thus

prevent the victory and eventual hegemony of the stronger,

especially over the low countries of Europe.62 The holder of the

balance in this system can use its power in different ways. First, it

can make entry into a conflict contingent upon conditions which at

the outcome will favor the restoration of the balance. Its support of

any peace will be affected by similar conditions. Finally, and most

critically, it can use its position as balancer to ensure that the

objectives of its own national poli cy arc rea\ized.63 As Waltz

asserted, "Balance of power theory assumes that the desire for

survival supplies the basic motivation of states, indicates the

responses that the constraints of the system encourage and describes

the expected outcome."64 The balancer is the actor that supports the

theory in this case. Its desire for survival and independence

motivates it to act upon the system to ensure the desire and

expected outcome, the restoration of equilibrium. Hobbes wrote that

62lFraas, op cit., 1953., pg. 458
63Morgenthau., op cit., 1952., pg. 143
64Kenneth N. Waltz., "International Structure, National Force, and
World Power," International Politics and Foreign Polic]¡., James N.
(New York: The Free Press, 1969) pg. 304

the Balance of
Rosenau ed.,
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the purpose of power is to produce an intended effect.65 The

balancer uses its power in this way.

The national interest in survival is what makes the balancer in

the balance of power system an example of state level action.

Organski criticized this stating that Britain was not a balancer if
acting in its own interest rather than in the interests of the

collective.66 This has been shown to be untrue. It has been

contended that by acting in its own interest as balancer Britain was

simultaneously acting in the interests of the collective.6T In a semi-

automatic balance of power system any state that chooses to ignore

the balance does so at its own peril.68 Britain recognized that its

interests were best guaranteed by paying close attention to the

balance. In international politics the onus is upon each nation to be

the guardian of its own security and independence. This statement is

particularly true of the balancer. Of all states in the balance of

power system the balancer is the one state that can claim to have

any modicum of control over its actions, hence, the phenomena of

semi-automaticity. It should be noted that all states are self-

interested and will, for their own purposes, turn to multi and

bilateral agreements to fulfil their interest, whatever they may be.6 9

The balancer, however, because of its greater capabilities and

65Kenneth N. Waltz., Man. the State. and Wa¡: A Theoretical Analysis.,
Columbia University Press, 1959) pg. 205

(New York:

66F"tgurron., op cit., 1989, pg. 33
67Iui¿., pc. 33
68w"ltr., op cit., 1959., pg. 206
69Lisa L. Martin., "Interests, Power and Multi-Lateralism," International
Organization.. 1992, 46, 4., p. 767
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motivation to preserve the balance carries more weight and latitude

for action upon entering alliances.

Through the discussion the general theme has been to develop

the concept of the balancer as found in the literature, especially in

regard to the actions of the United Kingdom in the European state

system up to the end of the First World War. As the balancer, the

U.K. was the carrier of unique characteristics which made it the only

possible balancer in the system. Sheehan's elements of the balancer

mentioned earlier in this section have, up to here, been clearly

applicable to Britain, although some would argue that a capitalist

industrial state does have certain definite ideological motivations to

maintain stability in the system. Britain, as will be shown, possessed

a status quo orientation in that it entered the balance to ensure the

preservation of the state system and as a result its own survival and

position. Britain also possessed great power capabilities, as will

become evident in the description of Britain's imperial aspirations

and acquisitions in the following chapters. Further, and perhaps

most significantly, Britain's insular status gave it a special

perspective on the nature of continental politics.

The geopolitical argument helps further in clarifying the type

of balance being sought by Britain. Continental powers, it has been

observed, prefer a power distribution that is weighted in their own

favour, whereas insular powers prefer equality among the

continental powers or at least equality of themselves with the
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strongest power on the continent.T0 This view of balance of power

politics will be seen to have been a major theme in British policy

during the heyday of British power in the nineteenth century. More

importantly for the discussion it emerges again in the face of the Cold

War Soviet threat. The absence of claims on any continental territory

facilitated Britain's ability to manage the balance on the continent to

its advantage. All of these factors point to a nation that was both

separated from continental politics and powerful enough to intervene

if necessary. These conditions can be summarized as follows:

the balancer must be isolated in a geographic sense from
the other actors in the system. The result of this
isolation, or insular status, is the absence of the
immediate threat posed by a physically adjacent state.
To achieve this relatively unique security condition, the
insular state must have no territorial possessions, or
goals on the continental land mass. Second, the balancer
must not only be a gteat power, but must also be a power
which ranks at or near the top of the hierarchy of great
powers. This ranking, and the capabilities which underlie
it, enables the balancer to affect significantty the
distribution [of power] through alliances with other
great Powers.T 1

On the whole these conditions were fulfilled by Great Britain through

its traditional balancer role. The unique circumstance described by

the conditions presented here allowed Britain to ally in the interests

of equilibrium. The image of scales is used to represent this. If
there is a preponderant weight on one side forcing a disequilibrium

70Ju*.t G. Fergusson., Explaining the Formation and Dissolution of Alliances:
Georrolitics and fhe Balance of Power., (unpublished,.1993, Cent¡e for Defence and
Security Studies, University of Manitoba) pg. l8
71Fergusson., op cit., 1989., pg. 229
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in the system, the placing of a counter-weight will return the scale to

its balanced state. Britain was the counter-weight. This examination

of the balancer as a state operating from outside the balance to

restore equilibrium after the fact of hostility leads to some questions.

It is important to consider the validity of the concept of the balancer

in the Cold War era. Considering the sea-changes that transformed

the international system after World War Two it has been asked if
Britain could still fulfil its role as balancer. The next section of this

chapter, in introducing the concept of the lesser balancer, will

address these questions.

1. .3 Maintaining the Balance:
The Lesser Balancer Model

The end of the Second World War and the advent of the

nuclear age brought with them a sea-change to the structure of the

international system. What had been seen in terms of multipolarity

underwent a metamorphosis and quickly reformed, polarizing the

world into two distinct spheres. A seemingly permanent bipolar

system was created. Some, Hans Morgenthau being, perhaps, the

most prominent, saw this as the end of the balancer as a useful

concept. He noted:

The power of the United States and the Soviet Union in
comparison with the power of their actual or prospective
allies has become so overwhelming that through their
own preponderant weight they determine the balance of
power between them. That balance cannot be decisively
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affected by changes in the alignments of their allies, at
least for the foreseeable future. 7 2

Morgenthau added with specific reference to Europe that:

The European balance of power has become a mere
function of the world-wide balance of which the United
States and the Soviet Union are the main weights, placed
on opposite scales. The distribution of power in Europe
is only one of the concrete issues over which the power
contests between the United States and the Soviet Union
is waged.T 3

The development of the concept of the lesser balancer begins with

criticism of Morgenthau on these points. The first criticism is in
effect a restatement of the opening point of the previous section.

Traditional balance of power theorists, Hedley Bull for example,

considered the use of force as a possible operation capable of

restoring balance. This was no longer true in the atomic age. While

the use of force was possible in a pre-nuclear balance of power

system how was it to be done in a system deemed to operate within

a balance of terror? A world where the use of force has ceased to be

an option will be very different from a world in which this practice

was commonplace. Associative diplomacy and adversarial suspicion

were married. Power considerations had to be tempered with the

recognition of the apocalyptic nature of nuclear wÍu. V/hile there

have been many score of wars and conflicts in the world since 1945,

what must be remembered is that the type of conflict that serves as

T2Morgenthau, op cit,
73lbid., pg. t49

1962., pg. 272
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the background to this analysis is major systemic war.74 Britain, as

the archetypal balancer state has been involved in some way in most

major European wars of the past three centuries. The Cold War was

no exception. The nature of a system built on the foundation of

nuclear terror, however, required that a balancer state operate by a

somewhat different set of rules. Britain, through an often painful

process of adjustment came to represent what can be termed the

lesser balancer.

The lesser balancer role is particularly evident through

Britain's Cold War diplomatic initiatives, its re-invigorated

continental commitment, and its nuclear policies. These will be

examined in depth in the following chapters. The lesser balancer

does not move from alliance to alliance but, rather, works from

within the balance to ensure its own survival by maintaining the

central integrity of the system. This brings up the second point of

contention with Morgenthau. The strategic importance of Europe is

much underrated in his second statement. Europe was the most

important theatre to the superpowers. The European balance was

not merely a function of the world-wide balance. It was the heart of

the world-wide balance upon which the equilibrium of the entire

bipolar system was dependant. The maintenance of stability in

Europe was paramount. Britain, as lesser balancer, worked within

74By maior systemic wars what
changes to the structure of the
First World Wa¡ and the Second
great po\flers on both sides.

are being referred to are wars that involve major
system; examples include the Napoleonic Wars, the
World War. These wa¡s generally must include
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the heart of the system, ensuring, as with the traditional balancer, its

own survival by keeping the system intact.

From the traditional balance of power perspective this notion

of maintaining the balance from within might seem heretical. Yet, if
it can be shown, much of the relevance of the balancer in balance of

power theory will be recovered. The theoretical foundation for this

concept is derived from Kenneth Waltz's 1969 article "International

Structure, National Force and the Balance of World Power," and from

John Herz's International Politics in the Atomic Age. Waltz makes

reference to a different operationalization of power balancing. This

different balancing formula provides the basis for the concept of the

lesser balancer which can be applied to the Cold-War United

Kingdom. Waltz observed that:

In a two power world, emphasis must shift from the
international process of balancing to the prospect of
altering power by the internal efforts of each
pafticipant...balance of power analysis remains highly
useful if the observer shifts his perspective from a
concentration upon international maneuver as a mode of
adjustment to an examination of national power as a
means of control and national effort as a means of
compensating for incipient disequilibria of power. With
this shift in perspective balance of power politics does
not disappear.T 5

Later, in Theor]¡ of International Politics. Waltz wrote that

changes in structure change expectations about how the units of the

system will behave and about the outcome their interactions

of

vill

7'wult ., op cit., 1969., pg. 306

w
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produce.T6 Analytically, the first order of business will be to

examine the change in the international system in order to

determine what conditions differentiate the traditional multipolar

balance from the bi-polar balance. Looking at the traditional balance

of power as has been presented and comparing it to the new system

will make the differences, and similarities, clear. Balance of power as

a guide to policy choice will be developed from here as both the

diplomatic and military backgrounds are examined. What will be

seen as a result of this examination is that the conditions of stability

were drastically different. The important underlying source of policy

for Britain, however, remained unchanged. Conditions of national

interest, reflected in policy, were essentially the same through both

balance of power periods. Britain not only desired to, but did remain

a balancer throughout the Cold War era. The changed conditions of

stability, however, required a new approach on the part of Britain, in

that the balance had to be maintained from within.

Prior to the Great V/ar there were, in relative terms, more

states having some power status. Because the United States and the

Soviet Union had not yet emerged as superpowers at this time the

system was confined to the European region. Of the powers that

existed in this system: France, Germany, Austria-Hungary, Russia and

Great Britain, only Britain was in a position to counter any hegemonic

aspiration coming from the other powers. This was largely to do

with the fact that Britain was insulated from the continent, had no

territorial aspirations on the continent as such, and had the power to

76W^ltr., op cit., 1986., p. 94
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foil any continental ambitions of the other powers. At the heart of

balance of power theory, wrote Claude, "lies the insight that power

counts decisively in international relations, and that the crucial data

are to be found in the answer to the question: which states have

what kind of power?"77 Britain had the type of power that was best

suited to the balancer.

Further, because Britain was itself a great power it could throw

its weight onto the scales to restore equilibrium. Before 1918 this

type of balancing was the norm. The image of the scale applied. In

times of crisis the multiple powers of the system would polarize on

opposing sides of an issue. What in effect took place was the

formation of a bipolar system. This was noted by both tilaltz and

Sheehan. Waltz stated that, "If there is an advantage in forming

coalitions then logically players will pursue the advantage until all of

them are divided into two blocs."78 Sheehan was more specific in

his observation that in the 1730s Europe was a multi-polar system.

This was a system based essentially upon attempts to create a

system based upon associative considerations. But as the crises of

L739-40 and 1756 developed states took sides so that in the end two

blocs had formed. Adversarial pressures usurped attempts to form a

cooperative community of states and forced states into a position of

confrontation. Bipolarization of this type was also evident in the

decades leading up to the Great War, in the post-Bismarckian

77C\aude., op cit., 1989., pg. 79
78Vy'altr., op cir., 1959., pg. 205
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period.79 Balance could be restored and the state system preserved,

through the action of the balancer.

If there are two comparable blocs of states in the system then

the uncommitted power of the balancer will prove a decisive factor

in the conflict.80 According to Walt this is clearly a case of balancing

as it involves aligning with the weaker side.sl As the Great War

showed, Britain was not powerful enough to decisively tilt the scales

in her own favour, and, as a result, the U.S. had to intervene. At this

stage 'Walt's definition of balancing might apply. Britain did need a.

stronger power to intervene to ensure that the scales were tipped in

the right direction.s2 This Anglo-American relationship did not carry

over to the Cold War period. From an objective analytical

perspective, to see this type of power balancing in action was to see

something that could be explained in relatively simple terms using

the weights and scales analogy. what is alluded to, however, is that

viewing a changed world through old glasses made any analysis of

the balancer impossible. Some saw British efforts to enlist the United

States as an attempt to bandwagon. Rather, these efforts were

intended to create a new balance of power in a new type of system.

The bipolar nuclear world did not fit the model and, as seen

with Morgenthau, balance of power theorists were quick to dismiss

79sheehan., op cit., pg. 124
80lbid., pe. r24
8l Stephen M. Walt., The Orisins of Älliencec
1987) p. 2l As opposed
probable victor in hopes
ï2rbid., p. zl

to bandwagoning which
of gaining benefit from

(Ithaca: Cornell Universify Press,
is an attempt to ally with the
the spoils of wa¡.
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the balancer in the modern context. The Cold 'War world, dominated

by the two superpowers, seemed to be a system impervious to the

impact of any other state. On first inspection it would seem that the

balance was so controlled by the actions and capabilities of the

superpowers that analysis would be easier than that of the previous

multi-polar system. This has not proven to be true. As Bull noted,

"Situations of a simple balance of power have always been

complicated by the existence of some other powers, whose ability to

influence the course of events may be slight but is always greater

than zero."83 This was certainly true of the Britain in the Cold War.

Britain's role in the Cold War was not slight. And through an

examination of Britain as lesser balancer it will be seen that the

bipolar balance was not as simple as it first appeared.

The principles of power and independence that were seen to

underpin the concepts of balance of power in the pre-Cold War

context have been equally applicable to the bipolar Cold War balance

of power. Through the Cold War Britain saw that it still had to use its

power to maintain the central integrity of the system and to ensure

its own independence. The power game had not changed at all in
this sense. However, the arrival of the Cold War and the growing

balance of terror between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. meant that while

Britain may have wanted to guarantee its survival and independence

it could not do so with traditional methods. Hence statements that it

seemed clear that the international system had no room for a

balancer. Given the previous examination and discovery that the

83gult., op cit., 1977., pg. 102
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pre-1914 balancer acted to restore equilibrium after conflict had

already been engaged this does not seem unreasonable. The bipolar

system in the nuclear age was a system which had to avoid conflict

at all costs. The use of force to restore equilibrium was not a realistic

consideration. Waiting until conflict had broken out would invite

extinction as opposed to survival. What this means, of course, is that

for the balance to work in the bipolar system it had to be approached

differently.

Through an analysis of Britain's Cold War agreements,

continental commitment, and nuclear policies this new perspective is

clear. The maintenance of equilibrium and stability in the balance

had to be enacted as a preventative measure, as opposed to the

traditional restorative method. As opposed to the adjustment of

weights on scales the bipolar system required something more

subtle. As the system was for all intents and purposes a closed

system the idea of the external action of a great power on the weight

of the balance was eliminated. The concept of the balancer took on

the operation of a thermostat or regulator, working to preserve

homeostasis, "in which some variables continually readjust to keep

other variables within given limits."8 4

The main argument of those who saw the bipolar system as

locked in the superpower grasp was that no outside state could

intervene. This was true. The bipolar system and the nature of

the hostilities were such that no objective party could intervene

84v/elt-an., op cit., pg. 16
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or even existed to intervene. Stability had to be internally

generated. Two points are important to consider here. The

superpowers were not the only states within their respective

spheres, they were only the largest and most powerful. Second,

this massive power, particularly nuclear power, made the

superpowers virtually impotent in so far as acting to preserve the

balance was concerned.S5 This is not to say that there were not

attempts to preserve the balance. Arms control agreements such

as SALT and START reflect these efforts. In the early post-war

years, however, international relations was different and had to

be seen as different. It could no longer be judged in traditional

terms.86 If the essence of the classical balance system was found

in the possibility of restoring a disturbed or lost balance through

the use of force, it should seem that the impossibility of doing so

indicates that there was no such system following the Second

World War.87 The system was seen as a stalemate, "a balance in

the mere factual sense of the word."8 8

Michael Mandelbaum refers to the Cold War balance as a

modified balance in that there was a recognized need for some

cooperation and restraint in order to prevent the outbreak of war.

There was a, "conscious management of the distribution of

power."89 A fusion of associative and adversarial tendencies had

85Her".op cit. pg. 2l
8 6lbid., pg. I I
87Ibid., pg. 156
88Iui¿., pg. 157
S9Michaet Mandelbaum., The Nuclear Revolution: International Politics Before and After
Hiroshima., (New York: Cambridge Universiry Press, 1981) pp.ó5-67
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occuned. A mere factual balance would have been extremely

dangerous as there would be nothing to keep the system on track.

Mandelbaum's argument that there was an acknowledged need to

cooperate does not, however, mean that there was in fact any real

progress made in the effort to improve relations between the

superpowers. It was not until well into the Cold War that any

significant improvement was made. Early in the Cold War the

United States was concerned primarily with ensuring the political

independence of Western Europe and the avoidance of war. It
also wanted to ensure that if war avoidance failed then allies were

in place to halt any Soviet advance. Such actions carried out writ

large by a major component of the balance were highly

destabilizing and dangerous. The essential security dilemma

between the superpowers remained delicate and dangerous. Its

maintenance required positive action by a power not directly in

the fray. Waltz provides a concept that opens up possibilities for

this system beyond the immobility asserted by Herz. The

impotence of the superpowers created the conditions in which the

lesser balancer could operate. Support for this can be found in
'Waltz's statement that, "When great powers are in stalemate,

lesser states acquire an increased freedom of movement...weak

states have often found opportunities for maneuver in the

interests of a balance of power."90 As a result, "nations endowed

with infinitely less can behave in a whole range of issues as if the

difference in power didn't matter." 9l

90wultr., op cir., 1969., pg. 307
91lbid., pe. 308
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That a weaker state could operate in the bipolar

environment because of superpower impotence is an important

acknowledgement. By stating this the possibility is raised of a

balancer existing. In the traditional model, however, the balancer

was insulated and entered into alliances with other states to

ensure stability. This would seemingly place Britain out of the

category. In the Cold War environment the only state capable of

operating as balancer from the Western position was the United

States. The balancer being the holder of the balance, the

stabilizing variable in the European power equation. It would be

a stronger state allying with weaker states to redress an

imbalance in the state system. Herz points out in his work that

the United States was in theory the state that should have been in

the position to take up the role of balancer in this new system. In

this larger system the U.S. was seen to have acquired many of the

characteristics necessary for a balancer as it in effect was in 1917.

The u.S. was insulated from F-urope, it was certainly a great power

(a superpower), it did not possess territorial claims on its

opponent, its doctrines of deterrence and physical isolation gave

the U.S a considerable degree of strategic security, and, generally

speaking, it did not have any interests outside of the balance for

the duration of the cold war.92 However, it was prevented from

adopting this role by being a major component of one half of the

92Fo, a good discussion of this point see John Lewis Gaddis., Strategies of
containment: A critical Aopraisal of Postwar American National securit), policy.,
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1986 )
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bipolar structure.93 one cannot be that involved in the balance

and hope to retain the flexibility required to be the balancer. If
the United States was made virtually impotent due to the

structure of the system and the threat of assured destruction then

it could not effectively fulfil the balancer role.

As will be seen as the discussion progresses, waltz's view of the

possibility of action by a smaller power was embodied in the record

of the United Kingdom. Rather than the stronger state joining the

weaker to maintain the balance it was a case of the weaker enlisting

the stronger. Britain operated as the lesser balancer, offsetting the

negative impact of American impotence by ensuring the credibility

of extended deterrence and the status quo on the Central Front. This

was not bandwagoning on American power. It was, rather, a

pragmatic effort to construct a durable balance system that would

ultimately guarantee European and British security. Definitively the

lesser balancer: recognized the immediacy of the preponderant

th¡eat of the Soviet Union, recognized the inabitity of the European

states plus Britain to successfully ward off this threat for a

protracted period, sought actively to incorporate the military power

of the united states (the balancer) into the balance of power

equation so as to construct a credible equilibrium of power, worked

to develop national conventional and nuclear capabilities to redress

local imbalances should they occur and to protect itself from the

possibility of the United States abandoning the balance, worked to

create an Atlantic security community in order to ensure its own

93bid., pg. t52
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power and independence, and, worked within the bipolar structure

of the system to create and maintain a workable equilibrium with a

combination of diplomatic effort and military prowess. Britain did

not seek to entrap the United States into a security arrangement

which was not beneficial to its national security. Rather, Britain

worked to entangle the American perception of what constituted its

national security priorities with the British desire to keep the Soviet

Union from any further expansion into the continent of Europe.

As Lord Palmerston once stated, Britain has no permanent

friends only permanent interestr.94 This sentiment applied to the

'special relationship' through the Cold War as much as when it was

first stated. The balancer can have no affinities for its allies in any

permanent sense nor can it possess a deep ideological belief. Richard

Rosecrance commented that, "there exists a hierarchy of state

objectives, with ,"ruiity the most fundamental. States will pursue

secondary ideological objectives only when security is ensured."95

While the United States and Britain did share many of the same

beliefs, beliefs in basic freedoms and a market economy, for example,

this was not the foundation of the relationship; at least from the

British point of view. The element of interest did not change with

the evolution of the international system. Britain's security interest

has always been found in the denial of Europe to any single nation.

94Rob"rt M. Hathaway., Great Britain and the United States: Special Relations Since
World War Two.. (Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1990) preface
95Richard Rosecrance., International Relations: Peace or Wa¡ ?.. (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 7973) ch. 14-15 A¡thur A. Stein., Why Nations Cooperare:
Circumstance and Choice in International Relations., (Ithaca: Cornell University
Press, 1990) p. 91
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This feeting extended to the relationship with the United States. Both

nations were drawn together by basically identical views on the

threats confronting them; first by Imperial Germany, then Nazi

Germany and ultimately by the Soviet Union. Throughout the course

of the Cold War strategic interest has furnished the underpinnings of

the 'special relationship'. In fact it has been quite directly stated

that Anglo-American relations have been about securiry.96 Because

of Britain's history and experience in dealing with the looming threat

of continental hegemony unq because of their own national interest

in survival and power there grew in the United States the feeling

that Britain was the U.S.'s most effective adjutant in the task of

containing the Soviet Union and its allies.97 Even after Germany

grew in power and position in Europe this held true. As a continental

state Germany could not act as an effective balancer. The United

States, while in a position to act as balancer, could not without

Britain. British efforts as lesser balancer were central to the

maintenance of the bipolar balance of power.

A lesser balancer, then, can be hypothesized to have been

operating in the Cold War balance. The term lesser balancer

intimating that the role for Britain, as lesser balancer, was to keep

the united States involved in the balance as well as to do whatever

was nationally possible to maintain the local balance in Europe. It

also implies that balancing was achieved through more subtle and

96lbid., pg. xvi
9TDavid Watt.,
and Hedley Bull
1945.. (Oxford:

"Introduction: The Anglo-American Relationship", Wm. Roger Louis
ed., The Special Relationship: Anglo-American Relations Since
Cla¡endon Press, 1986) pg. 4
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regulative mechanisms than the power wielding balancer of a

multipolar system would have used. Doing so ensured the

equilibrium of the balance and the continued existence of the state

system of which Britain was a part.

As the study progresses something will become apparent.

Britain did not lose any of Sheehan's balancer criteria during the Cold

War. From the analytical use of balance of power concepts put

forward earlier the overall shape of the system becomes visible. It
was a system in which the Soviet l-Jnion threatened the continent, the

United States, while facing the threat, wished to distance itself from

Europe, and Britain worked to preserve itself by keeping the

Americans linked to Europe as the strategic heart of the balance.

V/here the United States wanted to limit its liability and avoid, if
possible, any future European war, British efforts were aimed at

ensuring that the U.S. rccognized its role and remained attached to

the European security corpus. One defence analyst commented that

British policy during the Cold War was a , "policy which contribute[d]

explicitly to the maintenance of [the alliance] framework while

planning implicitly for its demiss."98 The lesser balancer, unlike the

old style balancer, was not in a position to move laterally. It was

recognized that operating within the system was intrinsic to survival.

Britain, through the 'special relationship' pragmatically worked

within this bipolar system. As implied in the previous quotation,

however, the lesser balancer requires more. It must always keep

98pnit wiiliams.,
Defence Policy..

"Meeting Alliance and National
John Roper ed., (London: Gower

Needs," The Future of British
Publishing, 1985) pg. 10
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one eye on the potential demise of the system in which it operates

and the possible return of an increasingly anarchic, multipolar

system. In the literature Britain has been seen as possessing a Janus

head, looking in two directions at the same time. Traditionally this

represented Britain as keeping one eye on the continent and another

on the empire. In the Cold War this Janus head continued. One face

looking at the continent and the other looking at the world beyond

Europe, looking to the new bipolarity.

Britain has always been keenly aware of the precarious nature

of international anarchy and had in past sought to guarantee its

security through massive naval power, an extended empire, and by

distancing itself when possible from the currents of continental

politics. In the past Britain's instinct has been to remain isolated as a

better assurance of survival. This is reflected in the way in which

Britain entered into both World Wars in the twentieth century as

well as the conflicts of centuries past. Britain entered only for as

long as necessary to restore the balance. The atmosphere of the Cold

War was different. For Britain there was no option of isolation.

Britain was involved at the very center of the superpower balance.

The instinct was to develop this involvement pragmatically and use

it to make certain that that the state would survive and continue as a

great power. To best work within the new balance Britain had to be

aware of and deal with both the rigid structure of the Cold War

system and the ever-present danger of anarchy in a less ordered

system. How Britain achieved the goal of both being protected by

the United States and developing the ability to defend itself has
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much to do with how the balance of power was approached in real

terms. To fully understand the British view of their role in the

balance of power one must go to the beginning. The following

chapter will present in the framework of a historical essay the

European balance of power and the role of Britain as balancer up to

the end of the Second World War. At that point Britain's role within

the international system would take on its lesser balancer form.
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2.1 The Balancer
in European History

In Chapter 1 the evolution of the balancer role was

discussed in theoretical terms. The theoretical concepts provide

the key to understanding and explaining the role of Great Britain

as it evolved along with the international system. The stages of

balance presented were the associative and the adversarial

balance; associative being political equilibrium based on

cooperation and diplomacy, and, adversarial being a system of

conflict and polarization. British efforts to preserve the balance

of power took place in both systems. And, as will be seen, Britain

was relatively successful in utilizing both diplomatic and military

means to achieve this end. It is, however, primarily within the

adversarial balance that one historically finds the balancer at

work. Once the system that had been created began to unravel

Britain found itself in the position of trying to restore it to

legitimacy.l These situations were adversarial and it was in these

situations that Britain as balancer affected the outcome. In

nineteenth century the most pressing challenge to statesmen was

to avoid, if possible, the type of absolute violence that had swept

Europe during the Napoleonic period. Throughout the century

statesmen struggled with the problem of establishing a workable

equilibrium between the powers of Europe. Craig and George

have found that the nineteenth century was a laboratory in which

I Btitish views on the
during the nineteenth

legitimacy of
century, will

the balance of power system in Europe, especially
be developed later in this chapter.



three quite different experiments in power balancing were 6 0

attempted. Each experiment reflected the "characteristic

tendencies of its time,"2 to attempt to organize the continental

order. The 'experiments' enumerated by Craig and George include

the Congress of Vienna, the attempts by German Chancellor Otto

von Bismarck construct a state system at the end of the 1870s,

and the break-up of the Bismarckian system prior to the Great

War.

The purpose of this chapter is threefold. First, the general

history of Europe in the balance of power context and the role of

the balancer in European political history will be discussed. The

second goal will be to examine the various balancing experiments

of the nineteenth century and the role of the United Kingdom in

them. It can therefore be said that this chapter will study how

the balancer, Britain,' operated in the state system and, perhaps

most importantly, why Britain would act as the balancer.

Finally, the chapter will look at the rise of the United States and

the beginnings of the transformation of Britain's balancer role. It
will develop the general themes that have served to guide British

policy in this area through modern history, and, in particular how

they have manifested themselves in the political environment of

the European state system up to the mid-twentieth century.

The century from 1815 to 1914, however, marks the acme

2Gordon A. Craig and Alexander
of Our Time., (New York:Oxford

L. George., Force and Statecraft: Diplomatic Problems
University Press, 1990) p. 28



61of Britain's power in Europe and the world. As the growth of a

power is the basis of the discussion, the concept of the distribution

of power is fundamental. In Chapter 1 it was stated that an equal

balance on the continent or at least equality with the strongest

continental power was desirable for the balancer. Why?

Graham's thesis asserts that Britain could most effectively act as

balancer if the differences between the continental powers were

greater than their collective differences with Britain.3 Conditions

such as these made it possible for Britain to manipulate the

system in order to achieve a balance on the continent that

resulted in stability defined as the absence of a preponderant.

The result being that any perception of crisis was forestalled. An

examination of dynamics of the European distribution will address

this question in detail. Clearly, if a balance of power can be

deemed to operate within the international system then how the

power within that balance is distributed will have a bearing on its
durability. The European system has seen the patterns of power

change almost continually for centuries. While the development

of the adversarial balance in the final decades of the nineteenth

century will be the primary focus of this chapter, the history of

British action in the European balance must be presented to give

the nineteenth century system its proper position in the stream of

historic continuity. To this end the discussion will begin with an

overview of the balancer in history.

3Gerald S. Graham., The Politics of Naval Supremacy: Studies in British Maritime
Ascendency., (London: Cambridge University press, 1965) p. 8l



62In the history of the Western state system two principles,

unity and diversity, have been behind all events. Unity and

diversity, of course, fit the conception of associative and

adversarial actions respectively. It has been said that for more

than a millennium the , "pendulum has swung back and forth

between a tendency toward unification, which never led to

complete unity, and a divisive tendency, which never led to

complete disintegration. In different epoches the two tendencies

aÍe linked to varying circumstances and forces"4 When there is a

divisive adversarial climate in the system the balance is formed

more by the aggressive interactions of powers than by

cooperation. The outcome of the balance in this situation can, and

has, been historically linked to the operation of some type of

balancer. Long before the emergence of the Westphalian state

system an objective agent can be seen to have acted on a conflict

to prevent the rise of a preponderant power and the suppression

of a system of independent units. As far back as the

Pelopennesian War this has been the case.

The emerging balancer role for Britain in the new state

system of Europe can first be seen as being attempted under the

reign of Henry VIII in the early 1500s. Evidence of this comes

from a notable reversal in policy on the part of the King. From

l5I2-I4, England participated in a war against F¡ance on the side

of the Spanish-Austrian Power. However, as their power grew too

4l-ud*ig Dehio., The Precarious Balance: Four Centuries of the Eurooean Power
Struggle., Charles Fullman trans., (New York: Vintage Books, 1965) p. 19



great Britain switched allegiance to that of France. In the history 6 3

of British foreign policy this episode has been considered to have

been the first application of, "a conception which was afterwards

to become, and to remain longer than is always allowed, the

guiding principle of English, and subsequently British, foreign

policy. This principle was that of the Balance of Power."S The

Cambridge History of British Foreign Policy states succinctly that:

The Balance of Power is...an idea practically
inseparable from all policy properly so called-nor in
the domain of international relations or foreign
affairs only. But in this domain-to pass whatever
precedent ltaly, the mother of modern diplomacy, may
have to offer in her sixteenth century history-the
action or conduct of the English Government after the
first great self-assertion of the united Habsburg
Power may be described as the beginning of a new
system. To this system the political world of Europe
was not to cease to have recourse in the succession of
crises undergone it by the times in question onward to
those of the Thirty Years War, of the War of Spanish
Succession, of the Napoleonic rule, and of the German
design of overwhelming the world. So far as England
is concerned, the English archer's motto Cui adhaereo
praeest might seem to denote sufficiently the way in
which this country has, by prescribing its remedy,
been wont to apply the doctrine of the Balance of
Power.6

It has been argued, however, that at this time, under Henry VIII,

England was not yet powerful enough to carry out this new role.

In fact, it was not until the reign of Elizabeth I that England forged

5Sit A.W. Ward., "Introduction," The Cambridge History of British Foreign Policy
Vol. 1. Sir A.W. Ward and G.P. Gooch eds., (London: Cambridge University Press, 1922)
p.6
6lbid., p. 7 cui adaero praeest: The one whom I support will get the upper hand



the strength necessary for playing a role on the wo¡ld stage.T 6 4

Nevertheless, there was a recognition in England at this early time

that her fortunes could best be guaranteed by paying careful

attention to the ebb and flow of balance of power politics on the

continent. Although the use of balance of power as a guide to

policy making was in its infancy in Europe at this time the

conception of it was that, "given two stronger powers of

fluctuating strength, and one weaker power, the weaker power

would throw its weight on one side or the other in order to

preserve the equilibrium."8 The alignment of a weaker power

with a stronger power is perhaps one of the most significant

historical references to be drawn from this portion of the study.

As an operational model it was largely forgotten as Britain grew in

strength and found its balancer role in aligning with weaker

states. It will be seen as the study progresses that the changed

international system during the Cold 'War, with its two strong

powers, forced Britain to return to a mode of action similar to this

early conception.

The sixteenth and seventeenth centuries constituted a time

of growth and consolidation for England. As the European state

system developed out of its embryonic stage there grew to be

discernable pattern of power relationships between states. Henry

VIII, Elizabeth I, James I and Charles I, early in this period, all

7Dehio., op cit., p. 39
Slord V/illiam Strang., Britain in Vy'orld Affairs: The, Fluctuation in Power and
Influence from Henr]¡ VIII to Elizabeth IL, (New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 196l)
p. 56



65saw the English duty to be to preserve the status quo of the

European state system, which could only be beneficial to England

itself. Their motives were not, in the beginning, entirely patriotic.

Evidence exists to support the claim that Britain's participation in

the conflicts of the time were personal. The royal court entered

into battles to vindicate itself from some supposed humiliations.

James I, for example, has been purported to have entered into the

Thirty Years 'War because he was personally humiliated by the

failure of the Spanish marriage negotiation and his feeling that he

now had to turn to the sister of Louis XIV to find a match for

Charles.9 The Dutch Wars were generally mercantile in nature,

stemming from a commercial rivalry between Britain and the

Netherlands which extended to the colonies. These wars,

however, were resolved when the precarious status of the

Netherlands relative to France was realized. The accession of the

Dutch william to the throne of England would alter the situation.

The Dutch had indeed acquired a strong ally.lo TVith William III
on the throne the efficacy of balance of power politics for England

materialized.

It was out of the inconsistent foreign policy of this age that

the ignominious title 'Perfidious Albion' was earned. Thurloe,

Cromwell's Foreign Secretary commented that, "although it was

commonly said that the interest of England was always the same

in reference to other nations and remained unaffected by changes

9Ibid., p. 4s
l0craig and George., op cit., p. 8



of government, experience proved the contrary. Not until the 6 6

time of William III was a consistent purpose pursued."ll To this

point, then, it can be seen that there were distinct early stages in

the evolution of Britain's balancer policy. Under Henry VIII the

island nation considered alignment with stronger powers to

preserve itself and by extension the system. For the century

following Henry VIII Britain's rulers seemed to alty themselves

with whomever they felt they could get the best deal regardless

of the state system. This was a period of no clear direction for

Britain. Next will be examined the third phase in Britains' balance

of power policy. It stands as the most recognizable in terms of

contemporary balance of power analysis. Looking at the two

centuries from William III to the First World War, Britain's

traditional balancer role will be developed.

2.2. The Early Evolution of
Britain as Balancer

Britain's mastery of balance of power politics started in the

seventeenth century with the accession of William and Mary to

the throne of England after the Revolution of 1688. Arguably,

the reign of william begins the history of modern English foreign

policy.l2 His personal approach to the wielding of power came to

be regarded as championing the cause of the balance of power.

Decisions made by william were recognized as being necessary to

1 I St.ung., op cit., p. 57
lziH.P,. Egerton., British Foreign Policy in Europe to the End of the Nineteenth Centur]¡:
A Rough Outline., (London: MacMillan and Company, 1918) p. 43



67the existence of the states of Europe.l3 From this point there is a

marked consistency in the motivation for Britain's actions in

relationship to continental Europe. The English Revolution

brought with it a new approach to the long fought dynastic

rivalries on the continent. Prior to the Revolution England

remained a peripheral player in European politics generally

speaking, having been preoccupied with her own civil difficulties.

This is not to say that England remained oblivious to continental

happenings. As has already been observed Britain did intervene

on occasion in times of crisis, although not always according to

the rules of balance of power theory, and there were fought three

wars against the Dutch. During the sixteenth and most of the

seventeenth centuries, however, Britain could not have been

considered to be at the forefront of European politics.la

Alarmed by the belligerence of Louis XIV, the continental

neighbours of France formed the League of Augsburg to restrain

France from further attempts at dominance. The coalition was to

include Spain, the Empire, Sweden, Bavaria, Saxony, the

Palatinate and Savoy. William's move to the English throne in

1688 was instrumental in checkmating France as it added

England's power to the League.l5 From this time on the power of

Spain and Holland were in decline while, simultaneously, France

was on the rise. From this time until the Entente Cordiale of

l3rui¿., p.43
l4louis Gottschalk and Donald
Foresman and Company, 1951)
l5Iui¿., p. 409

Lach., Eurooe and the Modern World., (New York: Scott,
p. 408



681904 the rivalry and competition between Britain and France

would be the dominant theme in European politics. This rivalry

would extend from Europe to Asia to the Americas and would not

be settled in any conclusive way until the Battle of Trafalgar in

1805 finally determined that Britain would have maritime and

overseas supremacy, safe from French competition. A century

would have to pass before this was to happen. The ensuing

eighteenth century would see a continuous trend toward the

balance in Europe being held by the actions of the United

Kingdom. The first major test of the century was the War of

Spanish Succession.

The battles of this eÍa, Blenheim(I704), Ramillies(L706),

oudenarde(1708), and Malplaquet(l709), proved to be decisive in

the evolution of the concept of balance of power politics in Europe

as well as in Britain's role in this balance.l6 These battles

culminated in the signing of the Treaties of Utrecht and Rastadt in

L713 and 1714 respectively.lt White balance of power had been

used in the literature of European politics previously Utrecht was

the first treaty to embody it as a specific point of agreement.

Article VI of the treaty contained the following statements by

Louis XIV, and the King of Spain respectively, "[there is hope ofl

obtaining a general Peace and securing the Tranquility of Europe

by a Ballance of Power," and, "[balance of power is] the Maxim of

securing for ever the universal Good and Quiet of Europe, by an

l6craig and George., op cit., p. 8
17mia., p. s



69equal Weight of Power, so that many being united in one, the

Ballance of Equality desired, might not turn to the Advantage of

the one, and the Danger and Hazard of the rest."l8

The treaties represented the first institution alization of the

concept of the balance of power in European politics. That the

balance of power concept should emerge so forcefully in this

treaty reflects the relative conditions in Europe at the time. When

looking at this period it appears that there were really only three

options for the stabilization of the system. The options being an

empire, a federation, and a balance of power. Of these options

only a balance of power was workable. The coalitions formed

against France in I7l5 had weakened France in both relative and

absolute terms so much that there was no possibility of a French

empire spreading over the European continent. As no other state

was in a comparable position at the time the imperial option for

European stabilization failed. Federation was no real option

either. Europe at this time was just emerging from the dynastic

state system and there was no adequate administrative or

organizational experience to make this idea work. In the end

there remained only one possibility, the third option of a balance

of power: a European equilibrium.le

The type of balance formulated in the Treaty of Utrecht

represented an early attempt at an associative balance. While

l8ruid., p. 9
l9Penfield Roberts., The ouest for Security: 1715-1740., (New york: Harper and Row
Publishers, 1947) p.2



rudimentary, utrecht embodied a discernable attempt to replace 7 0

Realpolitik with a predominantly moral, legal, and social-

communal model of balance in which equilibrium required first

and foremost the maintenance of the political and social order as a

whole and the unity of all powers in defence of the legally

established order.20 As noted in the previous chapter the

associative model exists after periods of conflict. Robprts saw this

type of equilibrium as coming into existence in the early

eighteenth century. It has been said of this equilibrium that, "it

was established after great wars, when everyone was ruined and

exhausted, and that it could never be permanent because of the

mutability of all human affairs. If any state impoverishes itself or

reforms itself, the balance is inevitably upset. The truth of these

observations is illustrated by what happened between L7l5 and

1740."21 Roberts' pessimism was well founded. All associative

balances of this type were to end in roughly the same way for the

next two centuries: war. Balances such as this have existed in a

roughly analogous form in each of the last three centuries.

Following Utrecht from 1715-1740, following the Napoleonic wars

with the Concert of Europe and following the First World war with

the League of Nations.22

In each of these cases Britain would play a leading role in

designing the rules of international security, however

2OPaut W. Schroeder., "The Nineteenrh Century System: Balance of Power or Political
Equilibrium," Review of International
2iRob.rtr., op cit., pp. z-3
22rbid., p. 240

Strrrìi cc 15, 2, 1989., pp. l4l-142



unsuccessful the outcome of these attempts , and in preserving 7 1

the system of states in a condition of relative peace and

tranquility. Further, it was during these times that Britain would

use diplomatic alignment to adjust the balance on the continent.

An active role in forming the rules of the system has proven to be

the hallmark of British action during associative power periods. It

is the maintenance of this status quo that inspires Britain's

balancer role. Of all experiments with the associative model the

one beginning with the Treaty of Utrecht must be considered as

the most tenuous. While there were serious attempts at

implementing rules of consultation and diplomacy in the system

the ethos of the era would allow only a limited amount of

consolidation.

The period was a crossroads between the medieval and

modern worlds. The rules of the system were unconsolidated and

contested. There existed an uneasy balance between the

Quadruple Alliance23 and Alberoni. This balance would change as

Cardinal Alberoni instituted reforms aimed at getting back the

Italian possessions which Spain had lost in the Treaty of Utrecht.

The Quadruple Alliance was opposed to any attempts on the part

of Spain to undo the Utrecht agreement. The Quadruple Alliance

throughout the period between 1715 and 1740 would change

dramatically. The first Treaty of Vienna in 1725 would see Spain

leave the Quadruple Alliance and form an unlikely alliance with

Austria: the Austro-Spanish Alliance. Further to this period was

23B.ituin, France, the Netherlands, and Austria



72the formation of the League of Hanover

Prussia as the main actors with Sweden

allies.

with France, Britain and

and Holland as additional

As a result of this transitional atmosphere real stability for

Europe in the eighteenth century could not be secured. It has

been noted that:

neither an institutional framework for peaceful
international consultation, nor the habits and
traditions of peaceful compromise, nor indeed the will
to peace, really existed in the Europe of the
eighteenth century. In light of the riyalries of the
time, the precarious peace that followed for a
generation after Utrecht seems more surprising than
does its dissolution into the wars of the mid-century.
In view of the difficulties of maintaining a balance of
the three-hundred-odd states, great and miniscule, of
the European state system, the comparative stability
of the time may well be attributed more to general
exhaustion after the wars of Louis XIV than to efforts,
skilled though they were of peacemakers like
Stanhope, Dubois, Walpole, Fleury, Patino and their
fellows.2a

In so stating the diplomatic activities of Lord Stanhope in

particular are put into perspective. While it can be contended

that British moves to construct the Quadruple Alliance are

representative of the development of Britain's balancer role one

cannot ascertain to what degree success was achieved through

political manipulation or because of war exhaustion. The level of

diplomatic initiative taking place in associative periods does

24la¡a., p. 262



t5suggest that political manipulation was an important part of

system development during these times. As these periods

degenerate into adversarial balances and the system polarizes,

however, the serious activity of system preservation or

restoration for the balancer begins. From l73g with Jenkin's Ear

and the subsequent War of Austrian Succession the adversarial

balance in Europe was once again set in motion.

The years between the death of Louis XIV and the rise of

Napoleon in Europe were marked by a complicated series of

events.25 This interregnum saw the emergence of a new

international system from the war of Austrian succession in

which four powers, Britain, France Prussia and Russia, would be in

competition. The historic birth of the balance of power concept

was ready now to take on a more concrete form in the European

system. "If," as Martin Wight commented, "the struggle against

Philip II had brought a balance of power into systemic operation,

it was the struggle against Louis XIV that raised it to the level of

theory. The balance of power had now become a major theme of

European political culture."26 while the rise of Russia as a great

power would have far reaching consequences in the struggle for

European power, it was the struggle between Britain and France

that served to further define the role of Britain in world politics

and in the framework of the European balance. In the interests of

25D"hio., op cit., p. lo3
26Wartin Wight., "The Balance of Power and International Order," Alan James ed., The
Bases of International order: Essays in Honour of C.A.w. Manning., ( London: oxford
University Press, 1973 ) p. 88
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focussing specifically upon the development of Great B¡itain as a

power of both continental and global importance the rise of Russia

will be treated as adjunct to the struggle between France and

England at this time. While it does have a bearing on the

development of the European balance it will not be the object of

the discussion at present.

France was the natural enemy and it was in the emergence

of Napoleonic France that was to inspire the streamlining of the

balance of power concept and the balancer. By this time the

pattern had been set in which Britain sought to prevent the rise of

a preponderant on the continent by allying with the other

threatened states of Europe. While the War of Spanish Succession

had seen the denial of Europe to France it did not extinguish these

aspirations forever. The War of Austrian Succession, some thirty

years later, saw a reinvigorated belligerence on the part of France.

Britain could not avoid being drawn in. At the outset Britain and

France were opposed to each other only as auxiliaries of other

combatants. It was not until 1744 that they formally declared

war upon one another.2z Early in the war there did not seem to

be much in the way of a direct threat to British interests and as

such Britain initially considered the war as relatively

unimportant. The French, however, saw to it that this would

change. In 1746, the French invaded the Austrian Netherlands

and, in 1747, Holland, violating in the process the cardinal

principle of British security policy. With British interests clearly

zjEg"rton., op cit., p. 62



75at stake the conflict was now to take on historic significance.ZS

From an associative system only a scant few years earlier

the European system had now been firmly polarized into opposing

factions. Through the rest of the eighteenth century this state of

conflict was to worsen in Europe. Napoleon's arrival on the

European political scene was to push the evolution of the

European state system and the concept of the balance of power to

its limits. The cooperation that had marked the attempt at

forming a rudimentary Concert of Europe after Louis XIV still held

its appeal in government circles. It would not prove to be enough

to maintain the peace. As Rousseau noted, "'W'ar is born of peace,

or at least of the precautions which men have taken for the

purpose of achieving durable peace." 29 Even a world composed of

good states would be a world in a state of war. The climate in

Europe at this juncture was not one of cooperation and it appeared

that a great jolt was needed to further progress in the search for

stability on the continent. This shock to the system came in the

form of the French Revolution, the foreign policy of the Republic

and the Napoleonic Empire.30 And for a time, Britain was alone.

In 1763, with the signing of the Peace of Paris Great Britain was

indeed great. For the time being it appeared as if the U.K. was at

the peak of its glory. By 1781, with the loss of the American

colonies and the return to isolation, Britain stood alone against an

28rcia., p. oz
29p.H. Hinsley., Power in the Pursuit of Peace: Theory and Practice in the Histor]¿ of
Relations Between States., (London: Cambridge University press, 1963) p. 5l
30craig and George., op cit., p. 25



76increasingly menacing France backed by the armed neutrality of

most of the other European powers.3l

In reading the literature on the Europe of the late

eighteenth century what one begins to notice is a marked

transition in the operation of the balance of power. while the

balancer had been in existence for countless centuries as an

operational concept, and had been seen to work, it was the

Napoleonic period that was to galvanize it as the guardian of the

state system. Prior to the Napoleonic Wars there is difficulty in
separating the true balancer action of Britain from the play of

dynastic manipulation. The Kings and Queens of the fifteenth

through seventeenth centuries, as has been seen, often had

difficulty adhering to the balance of power concept. while it was

a consideration it regularly was not the paramount policy for

nations, especially Britain. The pre-Napoleonic age was a

formative period for the balance of power concept. The lagging

ethos of medieval times made the transition to the balance of

power between sovereign-states a. slow process.

The rise of the sovereign-state and the end of the dynastic

age, heralded by the French Revolution and the fury of Napoleon,

brought with them a new urgency for achieving a balance of

power. writing at the time of Napoleon, David Hume made the

statement, "'War has its laws as well as peace."3z With Utrecht

3l Strung., op cit., p. 85
32David Hume., An Inquiry Concerning the Principles of Morals., (LaSalle: Open Court,
196Q p. a5 reprinted from the 1777 edition



77some of these rules were stated. The hegemony of Napoleonic

France, however, demonstrated that they were in serious need of

enforcement. It was in working to restore order and society on

the continent that the balance of power and its mechanism, the

balancer, came to the fore. To enumerate the many battles of the

Napoleonic wars would be a waste of time in this discussion.

What is important to examine in this era, however, is the

operation of the balancer. Its work in blocking Napoleon's

advance toward continental domination is what is of interest.

Great battles are consequential only in that they are the end

result of alliance formation and posturing. The ultimate victory

the anti-French forces in these conflagrations is but an example

the new balance of power concept in action. Key to this action

was the role of Britain as balancer.

2.3 Diplomacy and Balancing:
The Arrival of Britain as the
Guardian of the European Order

It is in the Parliamentary debates of the late eighteenth

century that one can get a sense of the changing nature of the

balance of power and of the perceptions of Britons as to what

their role in the system was. In 1791 there was heated debate in

both the House of Lords and the House of Commons on the

practice of the balance of power. Opponents to Pitt's policy of

porwer balancing were not actually against the policy in principle,

"that it would be a national right, and even a national duty, to

of

of



intervene if the balance was seriously threatened."33 What these 7 8

opponents, led by Fox, were concerned with was what had been

the method of power balancing. Compensating territory between

states to give the countries of Europe a relative equality of power

and resources. They protested what Fox called the 'diabolical

principle' of maintaining the states of Europe in the same relative

power positions.34 It was argued in that spring of l79r that the

object of power balancing for Britain was to prevent one state

from acquiring a dangerous amount of preponderant power and

Fox himself commented that he had supported this use of it
against France.35 Circumstance would make Fox and his

supporters appear prophetic. The compensatory theory of power

balancing was destroyed by the Napoleonic upheaval. Thereafter:

the preoccupation was, first, to build up coalitions
against the actual or prospective aggressor, a
procedure'that has since become familiar..., and
secondly, once the aspiring conqueror had been
subdued, to establish a new balance and to seek to
maintain it by a concert of powers either
regionally or universally based. This procedure,
also, has become familiar. They were both adopted,
in parallel, in the peace which brought the
Napoleonic Wars to an end.36

This quote speaks volumes about the nature of the balance of

power system that was to emerge in the ensuing years of the

nineteenth century. The experience of Napoleon had in actuality

33stt"ng., op cit., p. 89
34Ibid., p. 89
35ruio., p. ss
36lbid., p. 90



79served to formalize the way in which the cyclical nature of the

balance of power was established and maintained. The quote is a

more effective guide to this if disassembled into its parts.

First, a growing threat to the integrity of the state system

must be met by an aggregate of opposing states and in the end the

alliance must be successful for the status quo to be preserved.

The example of this coalition forming to counter Napoleon can be

found in the wars with the second coalition from l79g to rgoz

and the with the Third coalition from 1g03 to 1g07j7 Similarly,

opposition to threatening continental preponderants can be seen

in the Triple Entente of the Great war, in the Altied forces of

world war Two and in NATO through the cold war. The coalitions

of the Napoleonic wars stand as the first definitive steps taken

toward the preservation of a system of sovereign states, as

opposed to the recently surpassed system of dynastic states.

From this point on the national interest as defined in terms of
power and independence would be the governing force operating

in the system of states. The survival of the state and the system

would take precedence over the whim of a monarch or the

resolution of a petty squabble. As had been the trend for the

previous two centuries, however, the coalitions took time to

develop. It was not, in fact, until the horror and magnitude of

Napoleonic war was realized that statesmen took proper action

against Napoleon. The inabitity to keep allies focussed upon the

3Tcharles Breunig., The Age of Revolution and Reaction: 1789-1850., (New york: W.W.
Norton and Company, 1977) pp. 56-104



crisis at hand was a major problem throughout the course of the 8 0

wars. Napoleon could buy time with offers intended to distract

statesmen from his advances. Eventually, however, his subterfuge

was recognized and bargaining became more difficult. As Ranke

wrote of this time, "Everything that happened in Louis XIV's time

had now been far exceeded. The old liberties of Europe were

submerged. Europe seemed about to be swallowed up by

France. "3 8

Britain attempted to form anti-French coalitions. They could

not depend upon the support of Russia, unfortunately, and Prussia

did not enter into the conflict until 1806 at which time Napoleon's

armies made quick dispatch of them at Jena and Auerstadt.3e

only afte¡ Napoleon's failed attempt to take Russia were the other

powers of Europe able to consolidate an alliance that would

eventually defeat the French juggernaut. The Grand Alliance of

Austria, Prussia, Russia and Great Britain blocked the French

advance.aO That this had happened was due to the fact that

statesmen, particularly in Britain, had learned as a result of

painful experience how to confront Napoleon. The lesson being

that the forces aligned against Napoleon had to be more skilfully

utilized than they had been in the past. The Cabinet of 1810

brought with it men who had the experience to conduct operations

38cited in Craig and George., op cit., p. 26
39one of the best descriptions of this Prussian defeat can be found in the classic work
of Clausewitz., On War. It was, in fact, the crushing defeat the Prussian's suffered at
Jena that served as the impetus for Clausewitz's work.
4otbid., p. +6



against Napoleon more successfully and keep the Grand Alliance I I

togethe¡.4I

The Grand Alliance stood against Napoleon at the Battle of

Nations in 1813. As a result of the success of this act of balancing

many of the rules of the system were developed out of the

alliance. Consensus that was to be the essential strength of the

European system until the 1850s was formed. In 1814 the

governments of Austria, Russia, Prussia and the Great Britain

signed the Treaty of Chaumont stating that the war against

Napoleon would continue and that their cooperation would

continue for twenty years after the signing of the treaty. This, in

combination with the establishment of the Congress System at the

congress of vienna and the Second Peace of Paris, would set new

rules for the international system and begin what has been

termed the pacification of Europe or the Zenith of European power.

The second aspect of the quote from Lord strang, that a new

balance must be decided upon by a concert of powers after the

preponderant has been removed, brings out another aspect of

Britain's influence in the balance of power that will be further

developed. Establishing the rules of the international order was

inseparable from the maintenance of them. The diplomat and the

balancer go hand in hand. The interplay between Britain and

Austria in vienna demonstrates this idea. Metternich desired

41v.c.r. webster., "The Pacification of Europe," The cambridge Historli of British
Foreign Policy: 1783-1919 vol. 1., sir A.w. ward and G.p. Gooch eds., (London:
Cambridge University Press, 1922) p. 393



82largely as a result of Austria's position on the continent, to ensure

that the system of equitable power distribution was legitimized.

He espoused the essentially Grotian sentiment that the balance of
power in Europe for the basis of what was the unwritten

constitution of international society.42 Britain's insularity and

power status, however, gave it a different perspective on

European affairs and its national interest gave it the incentive to

act in the interests of a European balance. Because of Britain's

physical separation from the continent the notion of legitimacy

was relatively less important than it was for Metternich's

Austria.43 Equilibrium was thought to be based on

political/military rather than social terms. The requirement of

the 
. 
balaricer that the differences among the other powers to be

greater than their differences with itself led Britain to cooperate

with Metternich's idea of legitimacy to some extent Kissinger

wrote that, "the British nightmare was a continental peace which

excluded Britain."44 Britain's interest through the nineteenth

century was, then, twofold: to assist in legitimizing or

institutionarizing the balance of power as an idea based on

consensus about the distribution of power and to express the long

held sentiment that should the balance be upset Britain would

fight to restore it.4 5

42Martin Wight., International Theory: The Three Traditions., Gabrielle V/ight and
Brian Porter eds., (London: Leicester University press, l99l) p. 165
434 desire for legitimacy of the balance of power in Europe did exist in Britain, it
was, however, subordinated to the actual physical manifestation of the balance.
British efforts to legitimize the concept of the balance are visible as early as Utrecht.
44Renty A. Kissinger., A World Restored: Metternich. Castleraegh. and the problems
of Peace 1812-22., (Cambridge [MA]: The Riverside press, 1957) p. 3l
45rbid., p. 3s
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From this point the remainder of this chapter will rook at

the three experiments in balance of power politics that occurred

during the nineteenth century. As the century progressed the

system evolved from the associative type balance exemplified by

the Concert to an ever more adversarial type of system

culminating finally in the eruption of World War One. To

understand the actions and attitudes of Britain in the twentieth

century one must understand from whence they have developed.

The history of Europe has been shown to have been built upon a

slowly coalescing balance of power system. The nineteenth

century represents what was, perhaps, the acme of this system in

its classical form. The metamorphosis of the balance of power

system to the end of the First world war will be examined next.

British views on the legitimacy of the balance of power system in

Europe, especially during the nineteenth century, will develop as

this chapter develops.

2.4 Why the pacification of Europe?

Beginning with the rationale behind the British approach to
the establishment of srability in Europe will help is assessing the
relative success of the operationar balance of power during this
period. The benefits of equiribrium must be understood if one is ro
understand the importance of its restoration to Britain. It has been
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mentioned that the link between Britain's maritime colonial policies

and its continental interests is clear. The main lines of this policy

had been handed down through history and tradition. The

maintenance of maritime and colonial supremacy, with the

exception of the loss of the American colonies, was now completely

established. Britain had become the preeminent naval power in the

world. Many former French colonies were now in the possession of

the united Kingdom along with those that had been Dutch and

Danish.a6 one academic viewed this period with great cynicism.

Schmitt wrote that:

In that period of European history Great Britain was
repeatedly at war with France for the nominal purpose of
preserving the balance of power in Europe, but the actual
result of this policy was to make the island nation the
leading commercial nation in the world, to secure for it
the control of the seas in time of war, and to obtain the
fairest colonies of France for the extension of her own
emPire'47

Schmitt's cynicism may have some foundation but can be considered

somewhat myopic. Britain did indeed benefit from its conflicts with

France. However, in the effort to guarantee the security of its
interests overseas Britain redoubled its resolve in keeping the

continent on an even keel. Graham commented that the elimination

of the French empire was intended to safeguard the traditional

European balance of power, or, more accurately, tilt it in England's

46v.c.x. ìvebster., "The Pacification of Europe," The cambridge Histor), of British
Foreign Policy: 1783-1919 vol. 1., sir A.w. ward and G.p. Gooch eds., (London:
Cambridge Universiry Press, 1922) p. 397
4TBernadotte Everly Schmitt., Eneland and Germanv 1740-lgl4
Fertig, 1967) p. 3

(New York: Howard
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favour.48 He elaborated that, "it is clear that the achievement of

what became known as Pax Britannica was never the simple

consequence of naval power real or remembered...the safety of the

empire depended in the long run, as in the eighteenth century, on

Britain's ability to enlist allied support on the continent of Europe.,'4e

At the congress of vienna, Britain, represented by castleraegh,

began again to participate in scripting what in effect was a more

streamlined version of Utrecht. It was the restoration of the system

norms established in Vienna that Britain would be compelled to

ensure later in the century. The immediate question was what did

Great Britain get out of the Congress of vienna and the Concert of

Europe?

As stated, the congress of vienna was in effect a renewal of

the utrecht attempt at generating system norms in Europe. The

issues that led to the wars of the early seventeenth century were

not in actuality much different from the issues that were fought

over in the late eighteenth century and early nineteenth century.

The players were different but the general theme prevailed. France

sought continental hegemony and a coalition orchestrated and led

primarily by Britain fought to prevent such an eventuality. Holsti

has cited what he deemed to be the main issues that generated the

wars of both periods. Further, he placed the issues into a chart

plotting the distribution of these issues as important causes of war.

4Scerald S. Graham., The Politics of Naval Supremacy: Studies in British Maritime
Ascendency., (London: Cambridge Universiry Press, 1965) p. 17
49Gerald s. Graham., Tides of Empire: Discursion on the Expansion of Britain
Overseas., (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University press, 1972) p. 8l
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The distribution of issues that caused wars

1648 and 1713 was as follows:

fssues

Territory
Commerce/Navigation
Dynastic/Succession Claims
Strategic Territory
State/Regime Survival
Protect Religious Confreres
Enforce Treaty Terms
Colonial Competition
Balance of Power/Hegemony
National Liberation/State Creation
Defend/Support Ally
Commerce/ Resources
Other

The issues for the

same. They were:

Issues

in the years between

Frequency Vo of
all issues

r02

period between l7I3 and 1815 were much

Fresuency 7o of all issues Previous
Period, 7o

24
t6
14
t0
10
6
6
4
4
2
2
2
2

12
8

7

5

5

3
aJ
2
2
1

1

1

I
50

51

the

Territory 2 4
Commerce/Navigation I 3

Dynastic/ Succession 8

Strategic Territory 6
State/Regime Survival 6
Government Composition 5
Colonial Competition 4

26
t4
9
7
7
5

4

24
t6
L4
10
10

4

50Kalevi Holsti., Peace and War: Armed Conflicts and International Order 1648-1989.,
(Cambridge University Press, 1991) p. 49
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Protect Religious Confreres
Empire/State Creation
Defend/Support Ally
National Liberation/
State Creation
Enforce Treaty Terms
Maintain Integrity of State/
Empire
Other

97

As can be seen in the list of issues generated by Holsti, there was

not a great deal of change in the logic of war through these

centuries. States fought for basically the same reasons in the

eighteenth century as they did in the seventeenth century.

However, the frequency and intensity of the issues did change. The

shattering impact of Napoleonic War in Europe served to move the

issue of state survival to the top of the agenda. Most of the other

issues either fell away or became a means to the end of state

survival within the more dangerous system of the late eighteenth

and early nineteenth centuries. If, as asserted by Graham, British

continental and maritime interests were linked ,then the priority of

promoting stability on the continent which involves the majority of

the issues presented falls under the rubric of Britain's quest for

survival. The resolution of these issues was the goal of Castleraegh

during the negotiations which would lead in the end to a Concert of

Europe and the establishment of more firmly defined norms for the

distribution of power in Europe

6

2

2
6

4
4
4

3

3

J
4

4
4
4

J
3

3

4
-51

9t

51tuia., p. aa
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The British interest in the creation of a legitimate set of norms

and rules for the European system did not begin with vienna.

Roberts found that while those hammering out the utrecht

settlements were not consciously attempting to create any particular

European order the British plan had some order building elements

within it.sz Roberts' view of the situation was that the plan,

complicated though it was, was more advanced than had been the

Treaties of osnabruck and Munster. Particularly in the way that, "it
envisaged the use of community power to enforce the settlement,

rather than sanctioning unilateral intervention...There is thus the

idea that the entire community of states has a stake in preserving

the peace settlement."53 This associative equilibrium has been

conceded to have been fostered primarily by the British and it
found support from most parties, including the French and the

spanisþ.sa Hinsley saw that during this early period states were

restrained not only by the growing strain of war but also by the

notion that they had, "a common responsibility for an international

order to which they all belonged."Ss

British leadership in establishing some sort of order in the

European system was at its apex in the early decades of the

nineteenth century. The failure of Utrecht to secure the peace in the

previous century served as a reminder to those negotiating the new

settlements. European international society needed to assemble a

5 2Iuia., p.
53ruro., p.
54lbid., p.
5 5 Hinsley.,

79

79

79

op cit., p. 9
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set of rules and obligations that would be amenable to atl concerned.

This period during which castleraegh was Foreign Minister was

important in British diplomacy in that it witnessed the formation of

the Grand Alliance and the defeat of Napoleon. Britain's actions at

this crucial time in history can be argued as having been the

essential key to the future of Europe. Throughout 1813 and 1g14 it
was the guiding and steadfast hand of Britain that kept Metternich,

the czar and the King of Prussia on track to defeat Napoleon.

Trevelyan, in fact, contended that had the British not taken the lead

at this time France would never have been defeated and reduced

nor would Napoleon have been dethroned.s6 That Britain entered

the balance against Napoleon is not a question. What is of interest

here is how Britain acted to create order in the system after

Napoleon. The type of order created and its especial interest to the

United Kingdom explains much of why she acted as balancer again

as the century progressed. we have seen what issues were of

concern to Britain in their drive to maintain the balance of power on

the continent. How were they resolved? The attempt to reconcile

the powers of Europe that was the congress of vienna is seen by

Craig and George to be the first of three such experiments in power

balancing that would occur in the nineteenth century. It represents

the primary associative period of the nineteenth century.

The plan for the

was in formation long

'new Europe' of the early

before the eventual demise

nineteenth century

of Napoleon at

56c"otg" Macaulay Treveleyan., British History in the Nineteenth centur)¡ and After
(1782-1919\., (London: Longmans, Green and Co. Lrd., ß69 p. 133
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Waterloo. Ideas first put forward by Pitt in 1805 resurfaced after

Napoleon's defeat at Leipzig.sT The best source of this British plan

for the settlement of Europe is to be found in Cabinet documents of

the day, The Cabinet Memorandum of 26 December 1813, or,

Instructions for Peacemaking, being, perhaps, the most useful.5 8

This document bears need of scrutiny in that it contains the

essential aims of the Great Britain prior to meeting in Vienna two

years later. The results of the Cabinet discussions of December 1813

were felt at first to be generally tentative. As will be seen this

hesitation on the part of the Ministers was unfounded as all of the

British objectives were essentially fulfilled in Vienna. In
summarizing the Memorandum of 1813 it may be said that the

following points made their way into the Vienna agreement: France

was to be excluded from the Low Countries and the Rhine, what is

today Belgium was joined to Holland to form a strong Dutch state,

other regions were strengthened as well most importantly Piedmont

with the addition of Genoa and Austria with Lombardy and venetia,

Prussia received substantial districts south of the Rhine, except for

Alscase-Lorraine which France retained. Where the colonies were

concerned Britain took only what was deemed to be modestly

necessary, returning to France Guadaloupe, and to Holland, Java and

some other Dutch Indian Islands.se

STPrior to his final fall ar Warerloo in 1815
58Th" Cabinet Memorandum of 26 December l8l3: or, Instructions for peacemaking.,
printed in, Harold Temperley and Lillian M. Penson eds., Foundations of British
Foreign Policy: From Pitt (1792) to Salisbury 119021.. (London: Frank Cass and Co.
Ltd., 1966) pp. 29-34
59luio., pp. zg-34
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In its role in authoring the guidelines for a new Europe the

British made an historically significant contribution to the evolution

of the European state system. Prior to the post-Napoleonic peace

Britain's actions in altying with threatened nations to restore the

system were, while important to system survival, not necessarily

legitimized actions within the system. As has been seen in the

proto-balancer era of the seventeenth and early eighteenth

centuries the actions of Britain were often uncertain. Britain was a

balancer in deed but not in fact. castleraegh, in bringing the

objectives of the British cabinet to Vienna saw to it that the balancer

would become a legitimate element in the future European state

system. Support for this sentiment can be found in V.C.K. webster's,

The Foreign Policy of Castleraegh. 1812-15 in which he srates thar

the arrangements for guaranteeing the settlement show a decisive

originality.60 Castleraegh proposed, "a general accord and guarantee

between the great powers of Europe, with a determination to

support the arrangement agreed upon, and to turn the general

influence, and if necessary the general arms, against the power that

shall first attempt to disturb the continental peace."6l

The themes of castleraegh's proposal and of the December

cabinet Memorandum were clearly present with the advent of the

Congress System and the Quadruple Alliance after the Second Treaty

of Paris. In its birth one can see the legitimization of Britain's role as

regulator and mediator; as balancer of the European equilibrium.

60lbid., p. 28 cited originally in V.C.K. Webster., The Foreign Policy of Castleraegh.
r812-15 (1931)
61ruio., p. zs
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The outcome of this period of adjustment in Europe expresses

clearly that the British view of the nature of Alliances (especially at

the time the Quadruple Alliance), sounded the keynote of a policy

that would develop into full maturity in the coming years. Britain

would be the guarantor of the continent through the alliances it
formed to enforce and restore the boundaries and rules of peace put

forth in Vienna and Paris. It was, however, to provide this

guarantee from a distance. Coincident with the formulation of the

new European balance the British government stepped back,

attempting to disengage itself from any possible continental

problems. In doing so, it became apparent that the continental

states and Britain had opposing conceptions of the utility of

alliances. The continentals saw the alliance system as carrying with

it the obligation of intervening into the revolutionary struggles of

other states. The British, not wanting to be involved at that level in

continental difficulties, wanted the alliance to act as a counter-

weight to any challengers for hegemony.62 British feelings in this

regard were given public notice when, in May of 1820, Castleraegh

published his State Paper. The passage which refers directly to the

British return to isolation must be presented here in its complete

form. It is too important a statement of the British view of their

role in the European balance to be abridged. castleraegh wrote:

The principle of one state interfering by force in the
internal affairs of another, in order to enforce obedience
to the governing authority, is always a question of the

62Harold Temperley and Lillian M. Penson., "The Co¡gress System," Harold Temperley
and Lillian M. Penson eds., Foundations of British Foreign Policy: from Pitt (1792) to
Salisbur)¡ (1902)., (London: Frank Cass and Co. Lrd., 1966) pp. 38-39
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greatest possible moral as well as political delicacy, and
it is not meant here to examine it. It is only important on
the present occasion to observe that to generarize such a
principle and to think of reducing it to a System, or to
impose it as an obligation is utterly impracticable and
objectionable. There is not only the physical
impossibility of giving execution to such a System, but
there is a moral impracticability arising from the
inaptitude of particular states to recognize, or to act
upon it. No country having a Representative System of
Government could act upon it,and the sooner such a
doctrine shall be distinctly abjured as forming in any
Degree the Basis of our Alliance, the better; in order that
States, in calculating the means of their own Security
may not suffer Disappointment by expecting from the
Allied Powers, a support which, under the special
circumstances of their national institutions they cannot
give: Great Britain has perhaps an equal power with any
other State to oppose Herself to a practical and
intelligible danger, capable of being brought home to the
National Feeling: When the territorial balance of Europe
is disturbed, she can interfere with effect, but she is the
last government in Europe, which can be expected to
commit herself on any question of an abstract
character.6 3

This, then, would mark the return of Britain to isoration.

Operating from isolation had always been a particularly British trait

stemming from its insularity and its cultural separation from the

continent. Even though Britain had in past returned to its island

solitude, it was this retreat from continental politics that marked the

formalization of Britain's unique relationship to the powers of
Europe. with very few exceptions, Britain has preferred to follow a

63Th" State Paper of 5 May 1820; or, The Foundation of Brirish Foreign policy, printed
in Harold Temperley and Lillian M. Penson eds., Foundations of British Foreign polic.v:
from Pitt (1792) to Salisburl, (1902)., (London: Frank Cass and Co. Ltd., 1966)
pp. 6t-62
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policy of avoiding permanent ties to other powers. While alliances

and coalitions did exist they were always entered into for the

express purpose of restoring the balance on the continent. In

correspondence between Castleraegh and Metternich on May 5, lgz0,
assurances were given that, while Britain could not be party to the

conference on the terms wished by the other powers it could be

counted on if there were a true threat to the peace of Europe.6a Once

secure Britain would return to isolation. While she did join from

outside the balance, at these times the European system had not

developed enough to make this a true component essential to system

survival. As the system developed, however, Britain's balancer role

crystallized into its nineteenth century form. The demise of the

congress system and the subsequent alliance between the three

Eastern powers: Austria, Prussia and Russia would compel Britain,

represented at this time by Foreign Secretary Canning, to open new

avenues to preserve ïhe status quo and the British relationship with

Europe. Great Britain was attracted out of the orbit of the Holy

Alliance and into that of the American Republic.6s

canning, in calling the New world into existence to redress

the balance of the Old had made a gesture of historic and timeless

importance.66 Craig and George portray the structure of the Concert

of Europe system as being one in which a consensus between all of

the major powers preserved the vienna agreement and supported

64craig and George., op cit., p. 32
65Alg"tnon Cecil., British Foreign Secretaries 1807-1916: Studies in personality and
Policy., (London: G. Bell and Sons, 1927) p. 70
66ruio., p. zo
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the main contours of the equilibrium in Europe. After Britain

withdrew from the Concert its position in relation to the continental

powers was that of an insular power with an interest in continental

equilibrium. Castleraegh's statement was only an affirmation of
what had become axiomatic in the British national character: that

the survival of the state depended upon the maintenance of a threat

free Europe. Unlike France, a state so preoccupied with the security

of her North-Eastern frontier on the Rhine that there was always

competition with the strongest power from across the Rhine,

Britain's interests lay primarily in her maritime and trans-oceanic

concerns. Fear of a continental power only arose when there was a
perception of change in the balance. British security had always

meant that alliances had to be flexible in nature because of the

changeability of power relations on the continent.6T A first

impression of this might leave one believing that there has been an

inconsistency within British policy. This is not true. In fact, the

purpose of Britain's policy has been certain and consistent

throughout the past two centuries, it is only her methods that have

changed.6S This comment will become ever more important as the

discussion continues. The consistent path of British policy in

working to keep Europe secure can be seen as the nineteenth

century progressed. The pacification of Europe may have served to

formalize that which Britain had been doing in Europe, but it would

be the final half of the century that would serve as proof of this

formal balancer role for the United Kingdom.

6TBritish Securit],., A Report by
Institute of International Affairs,
68ruia., p. :t

a Chatham House Study Group., (London: Royal
t9aÐ p. 3t
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2.5 Growing Tensions in Europe
and the Action of the Balancer

While the period of the Concert was significant in the fact that

it established the practice of consultation and cooperation, it was, as

a political event, a brief scene on the European political stage. Its
accomplishments do not negate the reality of its intermittent

existence.69 The return of Britain to the isolated confines of its
insular existence, and the continually growing aspirations of the

states of Europe, would see to it that any long term consensus as to

the organization of power on the continent would fade. The erosion

of the system of consensus in Europe was gradual but relentless. Its

complete collapse being assisted by the changing political climate in
the middle years of the centuryT0 and the swift and violent conflict

that was the crimean war. Entering into this war as they did to
support, with the French, and ltalians, the struggles of the Turks

against the Russians, the British acted in accordance to their now

established balancer role. The polarization of the system between

the Russians on the one hand and the Ottoman coalition on the other

set the stage for the entry of Britain into the balance. The integrity

of the European system hung in the balance. The crimean war was,

after all, to the British a situation that if lost to the Russians would

69curtt"n Holbraad., The concert of Europe: A study in German and British
International Theory 1815-1914., (London: Longman, 1970) p. z
70Th" changing political climate during the middle years of the nineteenth century
was most apparent in the new generation of statesmen taking hold of the reins of power
in Europe. Felix zu Schwarzenburg in Austria, Louis Napoleon in France and Otto von
Bismarck in Prussia were leaders who believed in the efficacy of power. Realists all,
they laid the groundwork for a type of national politics in Europe far removed from the
dynastic and immediate post-dynastic ethos of much of the previous 200 years.
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see the influence of the Czar extend dangerously into the region.T l

Such an eventuality would upset the balance in Europe. As it was,

the war opened up a period of ever increasing tension and conflict

in Europe. If the Concert had marked the establishment of a time of
associative relationships the Crimean War marked the beginning of
a series of adversarial relationships that would end in the

slaughterhouse of the Great War.

The years after 1856 saw Britain and to a resser extent

Austria standing as the only status quo powers in Europe. Russia,

France, and Prussia were not interested in the order as it was. The

anarchy left in the wake of the Crimean conflict had created a

situation of power flux in Europe. What was left of the spirit of the

concert had vanished. within fifteen years there were to be four

major wars fought on the continent; the Italian war of 1g59, the

wars between Austria and Piedmont lFrance, and between Denmark

and the German states in 1864, the Austro-prussian War of 1g66

and the Franco-Prussian war of 1970.72 The result of this cluster

of warfare was the elimination of the old order and the entry into a

period of attempts to found a new one based on a new distribution

of power. The associative period was to be replaced with an

adversarial system This, then would be the next experiment in the

European system. craig and George label this the Bismarckian

experiment. The type of system that Bismarck did try to build,

however, was also to be fleeting. Further, it would set up the

71Holsti., op cit., p. 155
Tzcraig and George., op cit., p. 36
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European house of cards that was to collapse in sarejevo three

decades later. The statement here refers to the system of secret

agreements and alliances which would be put into motion at the

critical point of the Balkan crisis of 1914.

The decades in question, the final three of the nineteenth and

the first of the twentieth centuries, were years in which a quiescent

continental balance would be once again unsettled. For the first half

of the nineteenth century, after the Congress of vienna and the

guarantee of Belgian neutrality, Britain was without a doubt secure

in terms of her external relations. After the aforementioned series

of wars, especially the Franco-Prussian war, the newly emergent

power of the German Reich upset this carefully orchestrated

European balance and injected into the system a new sense of

rivalry for the control of the continent. Great Britain responded in

two ways which, as has been discussed, were of necessity inter-

related. To ensure a maintained or increased level of power Britain

promoted trade through the extension of its empire. This was

coupled with attempts at preventing the formation of a strong

continental power bloc.73 It was this new threat to the balance of

power and the British response to it that is of interest here. As the

prelude to the First World War this period in history offers what is

perhaps the purest form of Britain's traditional balancer role. What

must be examined are the changed conditions that threatened

Britain.

T3Marvin Swartz.,
Gladstone., (New

The Politics of British Foreign Policy in rhe Era of Disraeli and
York: St. Martin's Press, 1985) p. 6
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It is important that the emerging power of Germany at this time

be understood at least basically. only by seeing how the perceived

threat manifested itself can one gauge the reactions of Great Britain in
terms of the defence of its interests and in terms of the balance of
power. The main lines of the story must be known. statesmen

during the century being examined here were trying to solve a riddle.

The riddle is this: how can desirable changes in the international

status quo be affected and undesirable changes prevented, without

recourse to war?74 With Britain diverted from continental matters by

the demands of the empire, and the united states not yet ready to

move to the center of world affairs, it appeared to be Germany's turn

to attempt to construct a durable peace. It was after the signing of

the Treaty of Frankfurt in 1871, then, that Bismarck began his work

to ensure peace on the continent. "our task," wrote Bismarck, "is to
see that France leaves us in peace, and to make sure that in case

France refuses to keep peace she shall have no allies"75

Bismarck's attempt to formulate a new European power matrix

was seen as being very complicated and operating on a foundation

of secrecy, maneuver, and disingenuousness.T6 The war scare of

7875 is arguably one of the best examples of the changed balance of

power in the new European system. For several years prior to lg75

T4Raymond James sontag., European Diplomatic History r87t-1932., (New york:
Appleton-Cenrury-Crofrs Inc., l96l) p. vii
75ruio., p. e
TíCraig and George., op cit., p. 39
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Bismarck had been able to manipulate the actions of European states

without interference. While there were objections and appeals

coming from London, Bismarck's lack of respect for the men in

power, Gladstone in particular, led to his virtually ignoring these

communications.TT The new power of Germany made it possible for

Bismarck to ignore these appeals without fear of retribution.

Bismarck's style in the area of foreign affairs is visible in any of the

numerous covert agreements he arranged with the other leaders of

Europe. One such agreement signed in 1884 was a secret neutrality

agreement with Russia. It was completed without the knowledge of

the other parties of the Triple Alliance, Austria-Hungary and ltaly,

and was intended to give Germany protection in the case of an

Austro-Russian rapprochement.TS As can be seen, the German

approach to the creation of a peaceful Europe was not one that lent

itself to trust and consensus. It was divisive and very dangerous.

The war scares of 1875 and of 1886-1887 brought Europe closer to

the b¡ink of general war than it had been for nearly a century.

Bismarck was able to maintain the system and contain the dangers

within it only through the most questionable and dangerous of

means.79

It is important to consider the British reaction to this state of

affairs on the continent. In the early Bismarckian era Great B¡itain

was on much more friendly terms with Germany than would be the

case in the following decades. While still isotating itself from the

77sontug., op cit., p. lt
78Eg"rton., op cir., p. 334
Tgcraig and George., op cit., p. 39
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pull of continental politics and commitments Britain did maintain

definite diplomatic connections to the capitals of Europe, and was

quickly sought and quick to offer advice on any number of difficult
situations. Evidence of this is availabre in communiques between

Derby and odo Russell at rhe height of the 1g75 war scare.8O It is
also available in numerous other communiques of the same

period.8l Apart from offering advice and consultation, however,

Britain was loath to get more deeply involved in continental

matters. Great Britain stood outside of Bismarck's continental

slster¡.82 A reply to Bismarck after his overture to alliance in LB76

makes this tendency to isolation abundantly clear. The reply states:

It is unnecessary to point out to your Excellency that
England desires no exclusive alliances, nor do the
principles of English policy admit of such a thing being
contracted. The principle object of H[er] M[ajesty's]
Gov[ernmen]t is, and must be, the maintenance of
European peace. This object may, in certain
circumstances, be materially promoted by a cordial
understanding, and by concerted action between
Germany and England, and the line of policy thus
indicated would undoubtedly recommend itself to the
sympathies as well as ro the judgement of the English
people. It is one, however, which, desirable as it may be
in principle, cannot be definitely adopted without a

80Do.utn"nt 137., Derby Instructs Odo Russell to Support Russian Diplomatic Action,
8 May 1875, and, Documenr 138., Derby's Inrerview with [count] Munster, g June,
1975.' cited in Harold Temperley and Litlian M. Penson eds., Foundations of British
Foreign policy: from Pitt 11792) to Salisbury 11902)., (London: Frank Cass and Co.
Ltd. 1966) pp. 3s2-353
8 i S"" Temperley and Penson for further sources
S2Robert K. Massie., Dreadnought: Britain. Germany and the Coming of the Great war.,
(New York: Ballantine Books, l99l) p. 82
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clearer knowledge than we now possess about prince
Bismarck's recent overtures...83

This sentiment was not to change for some time. In lggg the

Stanhope Memorandum listed continental intervention as the lowest

priority role for the British Army.8a The British stance came as no

great surprise to the Germans. Bismarck had pointed out himself

that it was difficult to establish any firm, long term, relations with

the English because treaties of long duration were not a part of
British tradition.ss Also, once Gladstone replaced Disraeli as Prime

Minister any possibility of alignment with Germany evaporated.

Where Disraeli held the respect of Bismarck as a true realist and a

conservative, Gladstone earned nothing but derision. Gladstone's

morality led British diplomacy into what has been remembered as a
time of miscalculation. This confusion being exemplified by the

British view as to whether their enemy in the East was Russia or

Turkey. Britain stood against Russia in rB77 and again defended

Turkey at the Congress of Berlin. In 1880, however, Gladstone railed

against the Turks for their atrocities against Bulgarian Christians.s6

However amicable relations

been,the growing tensions on the

between the two states would see

of the Anglo-German relationship

between Britain and Germany had

continent, and the growing gulf

to their end. The changing nature

became apparent in the months

83Do"u*"nt 139., Derby Replies to Bismarck., 16 February, 1g76., cited in Harold
Temperley and Lillian M. Penson eds., Foundations of British Foreign Polic),: from pitt
(1792) to salisbury (1902)., (London: Frank cass and co., Lrd. 1966) p. 356
84Howard., op cit., 1972., p. 35
85S"hmitt., op cit., p. 149
86Massie., op cit., p. 83
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surrounding Congress of Berlin in 1828 and even more so in its
aftermath. In order to be able to stand up to German demands at

the congress, the British government set out to consolidate its

bargaining position in the months leading up to the congress. Never

did a power attend an international conference with such a portfolio

of prior treaty guarantees, and commitments as Great Britain at the

Berlin Congress.sT Preparation such as this did help Britain at the

Congress in that the Treaty of Berlin was acclaimed as a triumph for

Anglo-Austrian policy.sa It has been noted also that no

international covenant has been as systematicaily violated as the

Treaty of Berlin. Within the next two decades the signatories of the

treaty would disavow their obligations and promises to the point of
driving a wedge through the continent. with Britain as the only

great power outside of the balance, the tradition of the balancer

would be put to the test. Unfortunately for Germany, the balancer

rule dictated that Britain would align against them and not with

th em

If one looks too closely at the details, the last decade of the

nineteenth and the first of the twentieth centuries can be very

confusing. Here was a period of often intense and rapid political

action with the web of agreements and counter-agreements growing

almost daily. It is simplified somewhat if one looks only at the

manifestation of the European balance of power. The general

STwillium Harbutt Dawson., "Forward policy and Reaction lg74-1gg5.,,, The
cambridge Histor]¡ of British Foreign policy 17g2-1919 vol. 3., Sir A.w. ward and
G.P. Gooch eds., (London: Cambridge University press, 1923) p. l3g
881¡i¿., p. t4z
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distribution of power between the great powers of the European

system and the quality of relations between the powers opens a

window through which the movement of the balancer can be seen.

This period, as has been stated, began with an Anglo-German

relationship that seemed to dispose of all serious disputes between

the two states. By the end of the first decade of the twentieth

century there could be no question of the magnitude of Anglo-

German rivalry.se In 1890, the Triple Alliance was without a doubt

the dominant force on the continent. This coupled with the frantic

pace of German naval production quickly turned the relationship

between Britain and German sour. The conclusion of the agreements

that formalized the Dual Alliance between France and Russia would

soon challenge this German hegemony. With Europe split into two

armed camps it would only be a matter of time until the lines were

drawn and the balancer would be engaged to restore the

equilibrium of the continent.

The growing animosity between the two powers and the

growing strength of the German bloc sounded alarms in London.

The 1904 signing of the Entente cordiale between Britain and

France, and the 1907 Anglo-Russian Agreement, drafted a new

chapter in the role of the balancer. Great Britain had passed over to
the side of the Dual Alliance and by her action began to restore a

semblance of equilibrium to a Europe long dominated by Germany.e0

Alas, the movement of the balancer deepened the adversarial

89rui¿., p. 139
9or¡i¿., p. r39
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balance of the European system. There was no consensus between

the two opposing blocs as to the nature of the European equilibrium

and in the end the state system could only be returned to its natural

condition through war. once equilibrium was restored Britain, as in
past, felt it would be free to concentrate on its imperial role. Colin

Gray adds a further point to this argument. By keeping the

continent free of a hegemonic power such as Germany, there would

be no one nation that could successfully challenge Britain's colonial

supremacy. This, he claims, is why Britain fought world war one.e l

unfortunately, history has shown that Britain was to be less a

decisive factor in the final outcome of hostilities than could have

been imagined.

At this point the discussion will turn to examine the balance as

it emerged in the first years of the twentieth century and through

the Great War. From this vantage point one can see how the balance

of power, and the balancer, developed through the inter-war period.

The rise of the united states marks the end of the traditional

balancer role for Britain and created conditions in which the lesser

balancer would emerge.

2.6 The United States in the European
Balance: The Beginning

The chapter has shown that the evolution of the balancer in the

European system coincides with the development of the system itself.

9lcolin S.Gray.,Muritirn" St."t"g:n.G"o-politi"s and th" Def"ns" of th" w"rt., (New
York: Ramapo Press, 1986) p. 17
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The sixteenth and seventeenth centuries saw Britain go to war on

numerous occasions. These occasions were not, however, governed by

the workings of the balancer model as often as by the individual

interests of monarches. As the decades and then centuries passed the

European system passed from the dynastic period to that of the

sovereign state. v/ith the system now composed primarily of states

that acted in the interests of the state rather than the monarchy, the

nature of international politics changed; this change being marked by

the increasing totality of war within the system. The stability of the

system was, therefore, becoming increasingly important to maintain,

both for the system, and for the units making up the system, the

states of Europe.

The balancer, as a legitimate actor in the European balance of
power system, acted to restore the integrity of the system while

serving its own national interests. Contrary to Organski's comment

that the balancer cannot act in its own interests and in the interests

of the collective simultaneously, this examination of the development

of the balancer as both a concept and an actor has shown that it can

indeed be done. Great Britain worked as a diplomatic balancer in

periods of an associative balance of power in which there was a

relative consensus that some system of parameters was required. As

has been discussed it was during these periods, at utrecht and

vienna, that Britain was at the forefront in guiding a new system

into existence. With the passing of the years it became obvious that

it was in Britain's interest to have an atmosphere of stability across

the channel. When periods of consensus deteriorated into periods of
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adversarial conflict Britain acted as a balancer in the military sense

to restore the status quo of the system. The actual action of the

balancer in alliance terms operated in adversarial systems which

invariably culminated in war. While Holsti enumerated a variety of
issues which resulted in war during these centuries, they had

different priorities for different states. Britain fought wars primarily

for the acquisition of power and the preservation of independence.

All of the issues listed as causes of war during this period

were simply means to this end for Britain. By the nineteenth

century the development of Britain's priority of maintaining an

equilibrium on the continent had reached its zenith. As the

literature has shown, the nineteenth century saw what has been

called, "The Pacification of Europe."92 An era of relative stability

was ushered in on the continent; an era in which Great Britain was

reaching its peak as the worlds foremost colonial power. The

increase in Britain's power brought about by its colonial expansion

ensured that it would be able to intervene if there were a threat to

the continent and, short of that, British power, especially naval, was

immense and would have to be considered by any continental

challenger. "The nineteenth century was," as Graham rightly
pointed out, "an epoch in history when Britain was able to use her

naval supremacy to maintain a balance between conflicting

European land powers to keep the peace: an age of equilibrium, that

permitted, not the forceful imposition of pax Britannica, but the

international acceptance of a British monopoly of the seas which

92w"brt"r., op cit., pp. 392-521
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Mahan rightly identified with world power."e3 up to the beginning

of the First world war this power position was taken to be

axiomatic for Britain. The war would change everything. By the

end of the war it was evident that Britain was no longer able to

solely operate in the interests of restoring the European system to

its equilibrium. The united states emerged as a major player in

international politics and the role of the balancer changed forever.

But it did not cease to exist.

It has been argued that the Great war marks a decisive

turning point in the modern era, marking the emergence of a new

international politics, distinct in both essence and style from that

which had existed previously.e4 When looking at the events of this

period one is forced to agree. The emergence of American power as

a factor in the European balance did change the overall nature of
operational balancing in Europe. It was a turning point in that, for

the first time, an extra-European entity had a significant impact of
the continental outcome of balance of power politics. Canning may

have called the New World into existence but it was not until the

Great war that this New world would affect the shape of the old.

The realization of the possibility of redressing the European balance

came some years before the outbreak of the war. president

Theodore Roosevelt stated in a speech in 1910 that:

93Graham., op cit., 1965.,
94Sarson Sofer., "Old and

Studies.. 14, 3, 1988., p.

p. 125

New Diplomacy: A Debate Revisited," Review of International
195
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As long as England succeeds in keeping up the balance of
power in Europe, not only on principle but in reality, well
and good; should she, however, for some reason or other
fail in doing so, the United States would be obliged to
step in at least temporarily in order to reestabrish the
balance of power in Europe, never mind against which
country or group of countries our efforts may have to be
directed.e s

The first decade of the century found Britain confident of its
ability to contain hegemonic aspirations on the continent. As with

Britain's relationship with Europe for much of the nineteenth century

there was a confidence that Britain was, or at least would be the

dominant power in any combination of powers. As such it would be

able to prevent the rising preponderance of any state on the

continent. British power would be an ordering principle within the

European slster¡.96 The European equilibrium which had supported

a Pax Britannica through the nineteenth century was crumbling,

however.9T The disintegration of the European system in the first

two decades of the twentieth century would force Britain into a new

and unfamiliar position. British power at this time declined in

relative terms to the power both of Germany and of the united

States.

once the German Empire had been consolidated by Bismarck

in 7871, it was no longer open to Britain to act as the mediator of

95Kenneth w. Thompson., "collective security Reexamined,,, American political
Science Review., 47,3, 1953., p. 764
96lnit L. Claude Jr., Power and International Relations., (New york: Random House,
1962) p. 71
97craham., op cit., 1972., p. 94
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European politics.es Its ability to act as the holder of the balance

became questionable. Northedge points out that it would take many

years for this reality to be recognized, and by that time the United

states would be required to rescue the balance for Britain.gg

Through the closing years of the nineteenth century the British

perception of their continued power can be seen in the naval arms

race with Germany. The British can hardly be blamed for desiring a

modicum of naval superiority and meeting the German challenge. A

history of naval supremacy as a guarantee of national safety and

security was behind them, pushing the British government to ever

greater competit¡u"¡e5s.1 oo

In the decade between lg04 and l9l4 Europe passed through

one of its most turbulent periods. Four times the spectre of war

could be seen on the horizon; in the summer of 1905, in the winter

of 1908-1909, again in the summer of 1911 and, finally, in the

winter of 1912-1913. Not all of these crises directly impacted on

British interests, yet because of of her position in the world and role

as a great power Britain was a participant on each occasion.lOl

Three of the four disputes put Great Britain and Germany on

opposing sides, and as crisis followed crisis what became apparent

was that the underlying issue was a test of strength and will

between the two powers.lO2 For Britain, it was a test that it

98f.S. Northedge., British Foreign Polic]¡: The Process of Readjustment 1945-1961.,
(London: George Allen and Unwin, 1962) p. ß
99luio., p. t+
1oo5ç¡r¡;1s., op cit., p. 219
10116¡¿., p. zt9
10216¡¿., p. 2r9
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unknowingly was ill prepared to meet. It was once written that, "A
Nation which at a particular moment in history finds itself at the

peak of its power is particularly exposed to the temptation to forget

that all power is relativs."lO3 The rise of Germany on the continent

to such predominance, with the Triple Ailiance as its shield,

weakened the balancing capability of Britain. The Triple Entente

would not be enough. Once war was engaged the island nation would

have to look to the other growing power, the United States, to assist

in restoring the balance in Europe.

Colin Gray suggested that Britain did not have to twist arms to

make the United States aware of the significance of a preponderant

on the continent. The American entry into the First World War in

t9L7 can, in effect, be argued to have been the only time that the

United States was able to act as any sort of balancer in the orthodox

sense. As will be seen in the next chapter the Cold War balancer,

the u.s., could not act. In 1917, however, the united states could

affect the balance. Gray asserts that the same rationale that moved

British statesmen for four hundred years was the under

acknowledged leitmotiv of American international security policy.

A continental superstate would, if unopposed, be able to translate

superior land power into superior naval power. This is, as has been

stated, why Britain fought the war and in the end why the united

states joined. A victorious Germany would have been at liberty to

proceed with naval expansion which clearly posed a direct threat to

103¡J¿¡5 J. Morgenthau., Politics Among Nations: The Struggle for Power and peace.,
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1952) p. lt3
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American national security.lo+ Thus it was essential to the United

States, as it was to Britain, that no single continental power should

come to dominate the Eurasian land-mass. "our interest," wrote

George Kennan, "üay]...in the maintenance of some sort of stable

balance among the powers of the interior, in order that none of

them should affect subjugation of the others, conquer the seafaring

fringes of the landmass and become a great sea power as well as

land power."lOs Once World War One had started the United States

had no difficulty in discovering that the issues involved in it were of
the greatest significance.l06 The growing awareness of the British

inability to bring about a total victory only served to heightened

anxieties in the U.S. and pushed it closer toward entering the war.

Its entry into the fray in 1917 marked the end of uncertainty. The

united states would have an impact on the future course of

European politics and on the organization of power after the war.

After Ig14 statesmen began to search for a way to return to the

peace of the nineteenth century. There was a desire to reestablish

the foundations of the European balance of power. But the more

decisive factor in the outcome of the post-war peace process was the

influence of the United g¡¿1s5.107

lO4cray., op cit., 1986 p. t7
l05G"orge F. Kennan., American Diplomac)¡ 1900-1950., (Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 1951) pp. 4-5
lo6lui¿., p. os
1078.¡1. Carr., The Twent]¡ Years Crisis 1919-1939: An Introduction to the Stud)¡ of
International Relations., (London: MacMillan and Co., Ltd., 1962) p. 27
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2.7 The Balance Supplanted:

The Inter-War Period

Relations between Great Britain and the United States through

the inter-war period, especially through the 1920s, can be gauged by

looking at certain key events which reflect their general mood. Two

issues in particular stand as serviceable barometers of the

relationship: naval power, and Locarno. of these issues, naval power

most seriously tested and reflected the fabric of the Anglo-American

relationship. The inter-play between Great Britain and the united
States regarding these issues illustrates the Americanization of the

international system. The internationar playing field during the

inter-war period was to be governed increasingly by rules emanating

from the united States. The increasing prominence of the united
states created stresses in the Angro-American relationship as the

new power surpassed the old.

Nowhere was the tension in the relationship more apparent

than in the resolution of questions of naval power. In fact, the naval

issue stood as the most tangible evidence of the struggle between the

U.S. and the united Kingdom for great power status after 191g.r08

The scuttling of the once threatening Germany Fleet at the Scapa Flow
in 1919 only added to the difficulry. From that poinr on, the

American navy gained a decided increase in strength and

presence.l09 Financially, the United States made significant gains

1083.¡.g. McKercher.,"Introduction," B.J.C. McKercher ed., Anglo-American Relations
in the 1920s:The Struggle for Supremacy.,(Edmonton: The University of Alberta press,
1990), p. 5
1o9lbid., p. 2
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through the 7920s as a result of the Anglo-American debt settlement

of 1923. work in this area, done primarily by American scholars,

suggests that Britain had been superseded by the U.S. as the twenties

wore on. American growth in economic terms does not address the

entire situation. when looking at the dynamics of this period what

becomes clear is that while the united states may have gained

advantages in financial or economic terms there was still a substantial

British strength in other areas, especially in naval power.ll0 on the

surface this may not appear as important as it in fact is. while the

United States through the inter-war period exerted its influence in
the areas of commerce and international diplomacy, Britain

maintained much of its traditional power in terms of Realpolitik. The

United States increasingly influenced the course of politics throughout

the decades in question, but simultaneously Britain worked at balance

of power politics writ small. The continued efforts of Britain in
relation to the European balance can be most visible seen in the

events surrounding the Locarno pact.

Immediately after the First world war people in general

craved security. While not directly threatened at the time Britain

did have high stakes in the formation of a new security order. The

pre-L914 order had disappeared and, since it was so widely blamed

for causing the war, there was no desire to have it back. A new and

better order had to be constructed, and Britain would play an

important part in its development.lll Orde suggests that the British

110ti¿., p. :
I I 14nn" Orde., Great Britain and Internarional Securiry 1920-1926., (London: Royal
Historical Sociery, 1978) p.l
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role has historically been that of a producer of security.ltz The

balancer role of Britain was intended to produce conditions of

security and restoration of systemic equilibrium. The inter-war

period, however, threw the relationship of Britain to the security of
the international system into disarray. International security in the

broadest sense became the responsibility of the League of Nations.

The creation of a new order was one of the aims, if not the key aim,

of many of the participants at the Peace Conference, and its ultimate

achievement was Woodrow Wilson's main goal at versailles. In

these circumstances Britain was found to be neither willing nor able

to continue producing general security. The problem for policy fell

into two distinct parts, one of which the British could do little about

and the other in which they could. International security in the

largest sense ceased to be operable on Britain's terms, as the balance

of power traditions held by Britain were blocked by American

isolationism and subverted by the Wilsonian view. At times, British

governments accepted the Wilsonian approach and proclaimed faith

in the League, but there can be no doubt that on the whole British

policy remained concerned with the European balance of power.

British concern with the European system was evident in

Lloyd George's persistent view that European recovery would be

impossible without the cooperation o¡ purri¿.113 The British Prime

Minister asked the League to approach the Soviet government to

seek cooperation. The League, however, proved itself to be

ll2rbid, p. 2
ll3p.5. Northedge., The League of Nations: its life and times 1920-1946., (New york:
Holmes and Meier, 1986) p. 77
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ineffectual and read Russian recalcitrance as refusal and abandoned

the project.ll4 This was to become a pattern in that Britain would

attempt to use the League to orchestrate a European balance, but

the refusal of both the united states and the soviet union to
participate in the League of Nations meant that the main elements

were not in place to construct a stable balance of power. Northedge

commented that, in fact, "the absence of the united states from the

League was by far the most serious blow during its lifetime. It is no

exaggeration to say that the failure of the League to prevent the

second world war after only two decades of peace was due more to
the absence of the united States from its peacekeeping

arrangements than from any other ç¿sss."t l5 Nevertheless, the

security of Britain and areas of especial interest to the British

government continued to occupy the British security agend¿.I16

The Anglo-American inter-war relationship, and the Locarno

Treaty, represent a continuation of British efforts to balance on a

much lower level. concessions made at the washington Naval

conference were compensated for rocalry with Locarno and through

the maintenance of the British navy within the limitations of the

Naval Agreement. Balancing as a mechanism of stability was, on the

whole, thwarted by the absence the u.s. and the u.s.s.R. Britain,

however, did not forget its traditions and motivations for balancing

and, as presented, attempts were made to use the League to meet

with British concerns. It is within this conflict between

ll4rbia., p. 77
115¡6;6., p.g7
ll6otd"., op cir., pp. l-4
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internationalism and balancing that the Anglo-American

relationship developed.

Through the I920s the United States stood on the sidelines of

world affairs attempting to orchestrate disarmament, ostensibly

with a view toward securing peace. The fact that such action would

also secure American interests must not be overlooked. In order to

complete this task there was convened in Washington on November

12, 1921, the washington conference, which was intended to limit

arms, "without distinction."llT Each of the Powers went to

washington with a different agenda. Britain went prepared to

discuss land and air forces, and was intending to encourage

American support of the L9l9 Anglo-French rreaty. The French

came prepared to demand security in return for a reduction in their

army. The united states, however, controlled the agenda in real

terms. Given the grand naval tradition of Great Britain it is in the

naval agreement that one can see the initial transformation of
British power. John Ferris put it as follows:

...naval standards measured not Britain's maritime ability
to defend its empire but rather its idea of what the
empire had to be defended against. Variations in these
standards do not necessarily represent changes in
Britain's real maritime strength. The evolution between
1890 and 1920 from the two-power standard against
France and Russia to 160 per cent standard against
Germany to the one-power standard vis-a-vis America
does not in itself indicate a decline in British power, but
rather alterations in its perceptions of the scale of
dangers at sea. Through these standards Whitehall

117lui¿., p. s
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defined which states might threaten its maritime
interests. Then, after considering factors such as cost, it
selected the optimum ration of naval strength needed to
preserve these interests against this potential menace.
In reaching this decision Britain might choose not to
defend certain maritime interests. These standards were
simple and convenient means to define Britain's maritime
needs. They were chosen no less for reasons of prestige
than security; they were just as much tools of internal
politics than as of externar policy. Naval ratios should
not be mistaken for maritime realities. Britain was no
less secure at sea with a one-power standard during the
1860s than with a two-power srandard in the l g90; [orwith a one-power standard once again in the 1920sl.rrs

The one-power standard arising in the 1920s carried with it a

different significance than it had earrier. It marked a permanent

change in the British naval standard. There would no longer be any

shift to a power standard measurable against a state other than the

united states. American power became the yardstick by which all

things were measured. According to Ferris the one power standard of
the 1920s was no less powerful than the two-power standard had

previously been.119 In reality, however, the one power standard was

clearly indicative of Britain's desire to forestall an arms race it could

not afford. It was clearly better to be at least equal to the United

States rather than fall behind.

The establishment of the Ten year Rule did not seem to

directly or immediately threaten Britain's position as related to the

I 18¡s¡¡ R. Ferris., "The Symbol and Substance of Sea Power: Great Britain, the United
states and the one Power Standard lglg-1921"., B.J.c. McKercher ed., Anglo-
American Relations in the 1920s: The struggle for Supremacy., (Edmonton: The
University of Alberta Press, 1990) p. 55
I 19tbid., p. 6g
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united States. Being based on the assumption that there would be

no war for at least a decade, the Ten Year Rule was an attempt to

hold down spending on all military mareriel through the 1920s,

including spending on naval m¿¡s¡is1.120 During the 1920s the Ten

Year Rule was several times extended, and in lg2g it was made

automatically self-perpetuating - "that is to say that on any given

date it was to be assumed for the purpose of preparing service

estimates that no major war would take place for ten years.',tzt

After the armistice, Britain still had the capacity to match the u.s. in
shipbuilding, and the United Kingdom also retained the largest fleet

in the world. The result being that despite the limitations placed on

naval procurement Britain could accept a one-power standard

measured against the naval assets of United States.

The significance of the Anglo-American naval arrangement

coming out of the Washington Conference was that Britain chose it
as a relationship preferable to the Anglo-Japanese Treaty, which

had to be abandoned at washington under U.s. and commonwealth

pressure. This change in partners reflected the growing realization

of the importance of the u.s. to the European balance and the need

to encourage American involvement. It also reflected the

assessment that in the choice between allying with one of the naval

powers or opposing both of them it was better to ally with the

united states. The First sea Lord, wester wemyss, voiced his

concern about this soon after the war, stating, "We may have to fight

l20stephen Roskill., Naval Policy Between the Vy'ars I: The Period of Anglo-American
Antagonism 1919-1929., (London: Collins, t96B) p. 215
121¡6¡¿., p. 2r5
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the united states or Japan. But can we contemplate an alliance of
those two nations against us? If not, what is our standard of
strength to þs.t'122 Britain was establishing links with the u.s. in
order to preclude this eventuality. Further, as already noted,

establishing a standard based on American naval armament levels

would ensure that Britain was not surpassed by the U.S. in naval

power.tz3 To this end Great Britain sacrificed the symbol of the two-

power standard for the substance of the one-power standard with

the united g¡¿¡ss.l24 "Instead of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance, based

on a nice calculation of mutual interests and relative capabilities,"

stated Max Beloff, "Britain was to enter into a new system whose

functioning would principally depend upon the incalculable shifts

and whims of American democracy."tzs The agreement arrived at

in V/ashington also reflected a slow yet significant shift in Britain's

international field of vision. codified was the recognition that as

European, Japanese, and American power grew, Britain's hold over

the regional waters in these areas was challenged. Naval power was

becoming regionalised, and for Britain the one-power standard

became a way of salvaging its relative position in the maritime

hierarchy. Britain, "remained at a maritime plateau, after declining

from its peak in the nineteenth century. The washington naval

treaty did not alter this position."l26

122rcia., p. øø
l23ps6s¡¿ A. Hoover., Arms Control: The Interwar Naval Limitation Asreements.,
(Denver: Monograph series in world Affairs, vol. 17, Book 3, 19g0) pp. lg-19
l24Ferris., op cit., p. 64
125.¡1"¿ in Howard., op cir., 1972., p. 87
126uia., p. lz
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In terms of international relations' the united states was

definitely becoming the dominant player. For British historians the

unhappy truth was clear. Great Britain, for the first time since the

reign of charles II, was having to adjust its foreign policy to
conciliate a nation more powerful than Britu¡n ¡¡ss1¡.127 Still, U.S.

control of the international agenda during the inter-war period did

not mean mean that it completely controlled the regional action of
the United Kingdom.

The early I920s found Britain working to establish security

and stability on two fronts. Through the Washington Conference

and other negotiations with the united states and Japan

international security was nurtured on a large scale, taking into

account global balances of naval armaments and other distributions

of power. Of local concern to Britain was the fostering of European

security through the development of a series of assurances to France

culminating in the signing of the Locarno pact. While the United

States sought to isolate itself from questions of security around the

world, Europe continued to be a British interest. The traditional

compulsion of Britain to ensure continental tranquility was

unquestionably active during the inter-war period. Carr supported

the contention that Britain's European interest during the inter-war

years was a continuation of its historic realism. "The history of
Locarno," noted carr, "is a classic instance of power politics."r2g

127ruia., p. aa
128curr., op cir., 1962., p. 104
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Locarno must be assessed in two parts. First, it must be

viewed as a symbol of the continuing interest of Britain in the

European balance of power such as it existed in the inter-war

period, and, second, Britain's actual intent and ability to carry out its
end of the Locarno agreement must be considered. Northedge's

thesis, that the Locarno period was both symbolic of Britain's desire

to continue in its balancer role, and in the end symbolic of Britain's

unwillingness and inability to become involved directly in

continental matters, offers a reasonable explanation of British action

during the inter-war period.l2g

The security situation in Europe early in the 1920s was

unsettled. The failure of the Anglo-American guarantee of lglg led

to a new network of alliances between France, Poland, and the Little
Entente.l30 While it was not a cherished proposition in many British

circles, Austen chamberlain sought the deeper involvement of
Britain in constructing a durable peace on the continent.

chamberlain commented, "'we are involved whether we like it or

not, and the question for us to consider is within what limits, upon

what principles and for what purpose can we undertake fresh

obligations. r' l3l

on 20 February, 1925, the central European Department of the

Foreign office tabled a memorandum setting out the foundation of

129p.5. Northedge., The Troubled Giant: Britain Among the Great powers lo16-lo3q.,
(New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1966) pp. 266-Z6j
13016¡¿., p. 249
1 3 I ¡6¡6., p. 249
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Britain's European policy. Lord D'Abernon, the British Ambassador

to Berlin, wrote of the memorandum:

The essential interest of England is to prevent the
breaking up of Germany. As long as Germany is a
coherent whole, there is more or less a balance of power
in Europe...Many of the arguments which were valid in
t914 against Germany are valid today against France.
Indeed, this is an understatement, for then the Triple
Alliance was balanced by the Russo-French Ailiance; today
France and the Smaller Entente is balanced by
nothing.l32

In order to bind the European states together a treaty was signed in

Locarno creating a mutual guarantee system. Belgium, Great Britain,

France, Germany, and Italy were bound by the treaty to uphold the

territorial status quo along the Franco-German and Belgian-German

borders as stated in the Treaty of Versailles. Further to Locarno was

the restatement of the clauses demilitarizing the Rhineland as found

in articles 42-43 of the Versailles Treaty.t:: At the time it seemed

that the best route to guaranteeing peace on the continent was by

arranging the security of the most vulnerable area in Europe, the

Rhineland. French security was strengthened by a treaty with

Germany, which was guaranteed by Great Britain and Italy. Also,

Germany joined the League of Nations and appeared to be accepted

back into the European fold. The Pact was greeted with enthusiasm

132¡6¡¿., p. 255
13316¡¿., p. 266
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in Britain and it was hoped that the spectre of war was at last

abolished from the çsn¿f¡s¡¡.l34

what of Locarno? within the text of the treaty itself one

finds the re-emergence of associative barancing on the continent.

There was an attempt made to legitimize the system as it existed in
Europe and to bring Germany back into the European system of
states. And, once again Britain was at the helm, steering the course

toward equilibrium and peace. Locarno was in large part a British

achievement and the was acknowledged by the other parties

involved.l35 As a result of Locarno, "British friendship [was]

cultivated, British counsel asked, British aid sought, and, as in the

days of castleraegh, Great Britain [stood] forth again as the

moderator and peacemaker of the new Europe created by the Great

war.r'136 The associative system symbolized by Locarno was to be

short lived. The defths of a world economic depression and the

rise of Fascism in Europe would bring with them conditions in

which consensus proved to be unattainable.

when examining the inter-war period, the decade of the

1920s provides ample evidence of the rise of the united states to
world power status as well as evidence of a different sort. what
becomes apparent is that the absence of great powers, the united

states and the soviet union specificaily, from the balance equation

l34charles Loch Mowar.,
Ltd., 1955) p. 199
135orde., op cit., p. 184
136¡6¡6., p. 184
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in Europe created a power vacuum. There was no way to construct

a truly efficient distribution of power at this time and, as a result no

general equilibrium existed. Regional efforts were hardty any more

successful. Great Britain's efforts as seen in the Locarno pact

demonstrate this. The 1930s brought with them evidence of
Britain's inability to restore successfulry this balance once it had

been upset. As first seen in 1918, when Britain and France found

that they could not effectively counter Germany, the emergence of
an adversarial system as the 1930s progressed found Britain

struggling with its own sense of what survival entailed and its

growing involvement with the U.S. Britain could attempt to balance

associatively but could not balance in adversarial circumstances. In

the end Britain would find itself having to resort to war in order to
save the continent and itself from Nazi domination.

As early as 7932, noted Howard, the omens were not

favourable. The economic recovery and cooperation that had

marked the associative Locarno period had been overshadowed by

the collapse of 1929 and the rise of parties in Europe bent on

violence and nationalis¡1.l37 The Annual Review of the Chiefs of

Staff in october of 1933 warned of storm clouds on the horizon. It
stated, among other things, that:

Germany is not only beginning to rearm, but...she will
continue this process until within a few years hence she
will again have to be reckoned as a formidable military
power...It would therefore seem that at any time within
the next, say, three to five years we may be faced with

l37Howard., op cir., 1972., p. 96
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demands for military intervention on the continent, either
as a result of repercussions rising out of attempts to
prevent German re-armament or by means of threats and
sanctions, or in order to implement out obligations to
provide assistance in case of aggression by Germany
under the Covenant of the League or the Locarno
1'¡s¿¡¡es. r 3 8

In whitehall, however, it was apparent that there was some

difficulty in plotting the exact course of action that Britain should

follow. The source of this difficulty could be found in Chamberlain's

conception of the British role and responsibility vis-a vis Locarno.

In his effort to keep Britain out of continental involvement unless

absolutely necessary, Chamberlain limited the British commitment

to the maintenance of the territorial status quo in the West and to

arbitrate between the European powers should a violation of the

territories covered under the treaty occur. To ensure that Britain

had the choice of commitment, the violation had to be flagrant.

Britain, in every case, was to be the judge of what constituted

unprovoked aggression, which in itself lacked any definition. The

outcome of this recipe for indecision can be seen in the British

response to the sudden re-occupation of the Rhineland on 7 March,

1936. Britain, not being bound to act, did nothing.r3g

Few will deny that the twenty three years between the wars

were among the worst for any British government. Entering into

this period Britain was at the apex of its power, the holder of the

most extensive empire ever known. By the end of the 1930s, her

13816¡¿., to4
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prestige had fallen so low that British power and influence were

virtually written off by many o6r"¡ue¡s.140 Britain was now

dependent upon the united states if the balance were to be

restored. The decline of British power was exacerbated by the

Second World War, but it had started more than fifty years earlier.

The balancer was slowly weakened relative to the power of the

united states. The re-militarization of Germany and the re-

occupation of the Rhineland made clear that not only a mediating

role was out of the question for Britain, but as in the Great 'war,

Britain and France were no match for Germany.l4l In Europe,

balancing power against a threatening preponderant now seemed an

immense undertaking.

The new balance of power resulting from the division of

Europe in the Second world War brought with it the possibility of a

re-emergent balancer. The nuclear age and the bipolarity of the

international system meant that Britain, if it were to resume its

balancing role, would have to operate in a very different manner

than had historically been the case. The only conclusion for Britain

was that it would have to participate in the new balance of power if
the shape of the post-war system was not to be determined solely

by the United States and the Soviet Union. The lesser balancer, thus,

emerged as a key actor in the cotd war international system.

l4o16i¿., p. 617
141p.5. Northedge., British Foreign Policy: The Process of Readjustment 1945-1961.,
(London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 1962) p. 14
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Chapter 3

3.L BritaÍn After World War Two

The events surrounding the end of the second world v/ar and

the formation of the post-war international system have for most of
the past 45 years been seen as American in origin.r This has been a

grave misperception. While the United States clearly influenced the

eventual shape of the Cold War system it must be acknowledged that

there were more factors in play than has been generally accepted.

The formation of the cold war system, its institutions, and its

strategic motivations, can be attributed in large part to the actions of
officials of the United Kingdom. No other state in modern times has

been as closely identifieá with the principle of maintaining a balance

of power in Europe.2 As chapter 2 has shown, Britain had no desire

to control the continent itself, but had no reservation about fighting a

war to prevent any other nation from doing so. Britain engaged the

Habsburgs, Louis xIV, Napoleon, and Germany in order to forestall

the domination of the continent by u single power. Alan Bullock

wrote of the end of the Second World War:

If Germany's defeat was not followed by the restoration
of a stable balance of power in Europe; if some other
power such as Russia now succeeded in establishing a
dominant position which, after six years of bitter

lF.M. Cartoll., "Anglo-American Relations and the Origins of the Cold V/ar: The New
Perspective," Canadian Journal of History., 19, August 19g9., p. 192
Carroll notes that a major explanation for this was that the American government was the
first to open its archives and publish its major documents as well ur th" papers of
American Presidents and scholars. This meant that Cold War scholars, in tonducting
their research, had to rely, "overwhelmingly on the documentary sources from only one
country. "
2Al^n Bullock., Ernest Bevin: Foreign Secretar]¡ 1945-195 1., (London: W.!V. Norton
and Company, 1983) p. 4
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fighting had been denied to Germany, then it could be
argued that the British would have failed to secure the
most important objective - after their own survival as an
independent nation - for which they fought the war.3

This Chapter will examine how Britain worked to guarantee that the

war was not fought in vain. The role of Britain during the years

following the Second World War was especially crucial in securing

the integrity of the European balance. As it was noted in Chapter l,
there were those who saw the emergence of the Cold war as the

end of the balancer as a useful concept in expraining the

equilibrium of the international system. It is true that new factors,

particularly nuclear weapons, would change the way in which

power politics was conducted. The existence of such instruments of
instability, however, provided added impetus to the concept of

maintaining the balance. whereas armed conflict had been an

option for restoring a disrupted balance in the past, the birth of

nuclear technologies removed this as an option. The balance now

had to be maintained and war prevented. Furthermore, the

European theatre was central to the global balance of power after

7945. other areas of the world were undoubtedly important, but it
was in Europe that the center of the balance was established.

To illustrate the utility of the lesser balancer concept as an

explanatory tool for the action of Britain during the Cold War, three

main aspects of British policy and action will be examined. First, the

origins of the cold war will be examined through the diplomatic

3mia., p. +
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activity of Foreign Secretary Ernest Bevin. An examination of this

sort will determine the motives for British action early in the period.

How Britain, as lesser balancer, secured the European balance is of
particular interest. Such an examination will answer questions as

to whether the balancer really ceased to exist. Bevin's diplomatic

objectives suggest that Britain's interest in and ability to maintain

the balance did exist, although it was operation alized differently

from what historically had been the case. The second aspect of

British poticy in the Cold War to be explored will be the conrinental

commitment. For the first time in its history Great Britain

committed a substantial military force to continental defence in

peacetime. Such a departure from traditional policy implies that a

new meaning was attached to the security of Europe. The role of

British forces on the continent as an element of lesser balancer

policy will be considered; the objective being to determine if this

new commitment was necessary to maintain stability. Study of . the

conventional commitment to the continent will address this

question. Finally, the chapter will look at the origin and evolution of

British nuclear policy and the role it played in the strategic balance.

The Anglo-American relationship in this area is of particular

significance in that extended deterrence and the security of Europe

are interrelated. The nuclear relationship constituted an important

link that tied the united states firmly to the defence of Europe.



1313.2 A New Continental Order

To begin one must go back to the wartime alliance. It is in
the alliance that the emerging strands of cold war roles can be

seen. The leaders of the Big Three in the Grand Alliance met in

Teheran in 1943, and after the war in yalta and potsdam, to discuss

war aims and peace plans. These meetings were relatively

unsuccessful. It has been observed that the outcome of the

declarations and negotiations of this period left the situation more

uncertain and unstable than desired. Yalta was representative of
this problem in that it produced a formal declaration of the right of
the people of Eastern Europe to self-determination while

simultaneously agreeing that an informal sphere of influence

existed in the East under the U.S.S.R.4 This apparent contradiction

proved intractable. The relationship between the u.s., the u.s.S.R.,

and Great Britain regarding the organization of the post-war world

was not harmonious. The threat posed by the advancing Soviet

army was recognized early on in Britain. on the way to Teheran in

1943 churchill commented to MacMillan that, "Germany is finished,

though it may take some time to clean up the mess. The real

problem now is Russia. I can't get the Americans to see it."5

4P"te, J. Taylor., Britain and the cold war: 1945 as Geographic Transition., (London:
Pinter Publishers, 1990) p. Z0
5Ritchie Ovendale., The Fnglish Speaking Alliance: Britain. the United States the
Dominions and the cold v/ar 1945-1951., ( London: George Allen and Unwin, I9g5 )p.6



132It was this threat that drove both Churchill and Bevin to send

warnings to the u.s. government. Their urgency, coupled with the

enormity of the soviet expansion into the free states of Eastern

Europe meant that eventually the United States would take notice.

ovendale claims, however, that at that time Britain and the united
States held quite different perceptions of the soviet union.

Roosevelt felt that there was a possibility that Russia and the u.S.

could work together for peace: the soviet union and the united

States would manage world affairs under the auspices of the United

Nations.6 At Potsdam, the division of the world into two poles

began.T Roosevelt, still envisaging a cooperative union with Stalin,

underestimated Soviet advances in Eastern Europe and discounted

them at the meeting. Britain was more pragmatic, and, given its
history, more concerned with the realities of power emerging on the

continent. The concern was manifest in suspicion of soviet

intentions and anxiety over the apparent American blindness to an

obvious threat to continental security.8

In reality the united states was not blind to the threat posed

by the soviet union. It was, however, cautious in its dealings with

both the soviet and British governments. The soviet threat was,

from the American standpoint, a mere allegation at the time.

Evidence of this cautious approach to the period at the end of the

war can be found in a number of sources. c.J. Bartlett, for example,

wrote that, "neither Roosevelt nor the state Department was

6ruia., p.e
7Taylor., op cit., p. 20
SOvendale., op cit., p. 6
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persuaded that the British would wholeheartedly support the United

states over the whole range of its post-war interests and

aspirations."9 An opposite but equally stern assessment of Britain

was noted by Coral Bell, who saw in the united states a sector of
public opinion, "which tended to prefer a go-it-alone position and

xenophobically...spurnfed] allies as mere burdens, lthey] tended also

to be especially suspicious of Britain as a pre-eminently

Machiavellian freeloader on American effort."lO As can be seen, the

Grand Alliance of the Second World War did not readily appear to be

transferable to the post-war world. Animosities and suspicions

prevented any firm cooperation. Unlike other post-war periods, the

years immediately following the second world war did not

automatically bring with them a new associative balance.

cooperation and the generation of system norms would evolve. The

belligerence of the Soviet Union and the distribution of power along

ever more clearly defined lines, however, seemingly entrenched a

new adversarial system. It was within this mix of associative and

adversarial tendencies that Britain would have to work to maintain

the balance.

In the traditional balancer model the primary criterion for the

balancer includes the important axiom that the balancer be a state

with great power status insulated from the core of the balance of
power system. Many contend that as of 1945 Great Britain could no

9C.J. Bartlett., The Special Relationship: A Political History of Anglo-American
Relations Since 1945., (London: Longman, l99Z) p. g

l0Coral Bell., The Debatable Alliance: An Essay in Anglo-American Relations.,
(London: Oxford University Press, 1964) p. 5
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longer truly lay claim to such a position, having been surpassed by

both the united states and the soviet union in terms of power and

influence in international affairs. While it is true that the relative

power of Britain declined as a result of soviet and American

advances it did not immediately precrude its ability to act upon the

world stage.

There were three main victors at the end of the Second World

war; the united states, the soviet union, and Great Britain, and the

era of the Big Three did nor actually end until 1947. During this

time Britain was as active as the Americans and soviet union in
trying to construct a new order for the international system,

especially the European system. It must be remembered that when

v/illiam T. Fox first used the term "superpower" in 1944, he was

referring as much to Britain as to the u.s. and the u.s.s.R. At the

end of the war there were three superpowers, not two.lr Even after

the united States and the soviet union moved into their usually

conceived of superpower roles Britain did not fall into a second class

status. In fact, as stated in the introduction, Britain can been seen

throughout the cold war as, "a great power in reduced

circumstances."l2 Auton and Hanrieder add support to this position

llTaylor., op cit., p.25 Ritchie Ovendale has also noted in his introduction to The
Foreign Policy of the British Labour Governments. lo45-1q51, that the term
"Superpower" was gaining currency in 1945, and at that time it applied to Britain as
well as to the United States and Russia. Ritchie Ovendale, "Introduction,', The Foreign
Policy of British Labour Governments. 1945-1951., (Bath: The Leicester University
Press, 1984) p. 3
l2pnil williams., "Meeting Alliance and Narional Needs.,,, The Future of Brirish
Defence Policy., John Roper ed., (London: Gower pubiishing, 19g5) p. l0 also in David
Greenwood., "The united Kingdom," Douglas J. Murray and paul R. viotti eds., The



135in writing that "Britain occupied the eccentric position of being no

match for the united states or the soviet union, yet at the same

time wielding far more power than any country outside the Big

Three."l3 That Britain was able to continue to influence the

structure of the system and guarantee its own security and the

security of Europe was no simple task. In the years following the

end of the war this task fell to one man in particular, Ernest Bevin,

the British Foreign secretary. The next step in examining the

development of the lesser balancer role for Britain will be to look at

the record of British commitment as it evolved in the post-war

years. The events that occurred during this time cast the

institutional and military structures that would stand for the next

45 years.

3.3 Britain in the CoId War Balance

The election of clement Attlee and his Labour party in July of
1945 gave the job of representing the British perspective during the

construction a new international system to Attlee and his Foreign

secretary Ernest Bevin. churchill, it seemed, had won the war but

was not the man who would win the peace.la This is not to say that

Churchill's efforts would be unrecognized. He was, however, not going

Defense Policies of Nations: A Comparative Stud)¡., (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1989) p. 260
l3wolftatn F. Hanreider and Graeme P. Auton., The Foreign Policies of West Germany.
France and Great Brirain., (Englewood cliffs: prentice-Hall, l9g0) p. l7g
l4David Dimbleby and David Reynolds., An Ocean Apart: The Relationship Between
Britain and America in the Twentieth century., (New york: Random House, 19gg)
p. 176



136to be the man who put them into action. Bevin, within days of taking

up his position, was able to convince some Foreign Office officials that

he would continue on with Churchilt's policy of ensuring that Britain
remained a world power and erected a new balance in Europe.l5

Further, and more central to the lesser balancer argument, was

Bevin's continuation of Churchill's efforts to make the Americans

appreciate the danger of soviet power in Europe. It was necessary

for Bevin to "prevent the united States from withdrawing into

isolation, and to make that country rearize what appeared to be the

reality of the Soviet menace."l6 As a result of his accomplishments in

these areas Bevin would be seen to be the architect of the Western

Alliance that would deter and defend against the soviet threat.l T

v/hile the British people might have wanted to turn inwards at the

end of the war the Labour government fought to sustain Britain's role

as a world power and to ensure that it was the pax Americana that

replaced the pax Brítannica and not a world dominated by the Soviet

union.l8 Ernest Bevin in fact might be considered the new canning.

Both men looked west across the Atlantic to strengthen Britain's hand

in providing security for the continent.

The literature relating to

Cold War has become cliched in

was a pragmatic relationship for

relationship for the Americans.

Anglo-American relations during the

terming it a 'Special Relationship". It

the British and an often contentious

The simple fact that both nations

l5ovendale., op cit.,
l6Iui¿., p. 273
17lbid., p. 273, also
l8Ovendale., op cit.,

p. 273

in Carroll., op cit., p. 200
1984., p. 4
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share a language and similar cultural roots does not make this

relationship especially wonderful and harmonious.te It was a

relationship based on survival and power. For Britain it meant that

status would be maintained and survival ensured, for the United

States it meant that power could be projected. British pragmatism

about the requirement to use American power to bolster her own in
the post-war system was evident even during the war. Taylor quotes

the following Foreign Office Memorandum entitled, The Essentials of
American Policy: "It must be our responsibility not to balance our

power against that of America, but to make use of American power

for the purposes which we regard as good."2O Bartlett provides

corroborating evidence of this from the American viewpoint:

The state Department noted that a weakened Britain, with
no immediate restoration of the balance of power in
Europe in prospect, might feel compelled to look initially
to the united Nations(uN) for help in the defence of her

l9Not all are in agreement about the "special Relationship." Many students of Anglo-
American relations feel that the relationship is truly unique and, as Coral Bell put it,
that some allies are more allied than others. sentiment about the "special
Relationship" is particularly well expressed in the following statement from
Ambassador George McGhee: There is still a Special Relationship based on our common
ancestry, which provides our two countries with a common cultural, political, and
philosophic heritage. I believe such ties will continue to exist. We must, however,
tealize the increasing limitations in the practical value of this tie, which has been
greatly reduced from the period when we fought Hitler together as allies, to the
present situation in which Britain has become an integral part of the European
Community. The decrease in effectiveness of the tie also reflects the greater
difference that now exists in the relative power and influence of our two countries in
the world. I believe, however, that something special still exists between us, and I for
one welcome it and wish it long life. Others hold a different view. Sir Michael Howard
stated that the "Special Relationship" may not endure...To many Americans now in
ascendency, Britain consists of a far away people of whom they know nothing. They
regard the world beyond the United States as an arena for confrontation with the Soviet
Union. In Britain itself the wave of the future may belong to those who look upon the
united states with dislike bordering on hatred. Taken from wm. Roger Louis.,
"Preface," wm. Roger Louis and Hedley Bull eds., The Special Relationship: Anglo-
American Relations Since 1945., (Oxford: Clarendon, 19g6) p. xi
20Taylor., op cit., p. 26
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interests. It accepted that in due course the British would
probably try to use the United States as a counterweight
to the u.s.s.R. Even ar this earry date lr945l those
drafting memoranda in the state Department were
sufficiently troubled by Soviet actions in Eastern Europe
to add the observation: specificaily, it is not in our
interest to deny to the United Kingdom protection against
possible dangers from the Soviet Union.2l

Bevin was keen to cement this security relationship for Britain
from early in his term of office. From the beginning he believed

that, without American strength, Britain alone could not negotiate a

satisfactory settlement with the Russians. More importantly, they

could not face the consequences if no agreement were reached at

all.22 Remembered were the months of desperation as Britain

confronted Germany alone during the early years of the Second

world war. This 1940 syndrome would not be allowed to happen

agair,.23 Britain, still basing its security on the absence of a

continental threat, had to make certain that it would never have to
face the soviets alone. The immediacy of the soviet threat was to
dominate efforts to consolidate power in the West. At yalta the

Churchill government understood that Britain alone would not have

the resources, military or economic, to resist any such antagonism

by the soviet union.24 winston churchill's famous 'Iron curtain'

speech in March of L946 set the pace for the united states and

2lBartlett., op cit., p. 8
22Bullock., op cit., p. 394
Z3Paul Buteux., British Nuclear Polic]¡ and Doctrine., (University of Manitoba:
unpublished) The 1940 syndrome refers to the fear of finding Britain alone again,
faced with a threat from the continent.
24Benjamin W.A. Lombardi., The Concept of the Securit)¡ Regime: Theoretical Roots.
and a Case Stud.'¿ using the Treat]¡ of Brussels. 1948., (Thesis: University of Manitoba,
1987) p. 171
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provided the foundation for the formation of power blocs. similar
views emerged in the U.S. and Britain with respect to the Soviet

threat by the end of 7946, but, as has been suggested, "the Attlee

government and Foreign Secretary Ernest Bevin in particular had to
work very hard over the next three years to persuade the

Americans to take appropriate actions in response to the threat.

The institutions that were established during that period were a
product in no small part of British diplomacy."zs In order to

properly assess the success of the British effort to produce security

in Europe this examination must now turn to the institutions

established to see if they fit into the traditional scope of British

security policy.

To facilitate an understanding of the importance of Britain's

post-war commitments a brief restatement of the British record of
commitment is required. The hesitation with which Britain entered

into the Second World War underscores that committing troops to
the continent was the exception rather than the rule in the overall

scheme of British defence policy. when troops had been committed

in the past it was for a specific purpose and duration. while the

continent was of extreme strategic importance to Britain, in times of
tranquility the eyes of the crown tended to focus more upon colonial

affairs. The only times that the continent was given adequate

attention were when there was a direct threat to the balance of
power. Generally, thoughts of committing troops to battle on the

25Brian white, "Britain and East-west Relarions," Michael Smirh, steve smith and
Brian White eds., British Foreign Polic),: Tradition. Change. and Transformation.,
(London: Unwin Hyman, 1988) p. 155
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continent of Europe were distasteful to the British as it was felt that

the power of Britain's military was more wisely used in defence of
the empire. The Stanhope Memorandum of 1888 provides evidence

of this sentiment in that it listed as a possible role for the British

army on the continent as the lowest of Britains priorities.26 The

anti-continental sentiment of the British did not disappear with the

arrival of the Great War twenty six years later. In Britain, "both

popular and official opinion did in fact remain deeply hostile to the

whole concept of any military involvement in the continent; so

hostile, indeed, that it was not evident to anyone until the war had

actually broken out whether a British expeditionary force would be

committed there or net."27 In the case of the First World war the

balance was clearly threatened So, painfully, troops were committed.

christopher Hill describes this British behaviour as follows:

"unwilling to participate fully in European affairs, but unable to

ignore them completely, Britain has intervened spasmodically to
maintain a balance of power favourable to itself and sought

leadership rather than integration."2S

Michael Howard cites two examples of Britain,s approach to

sending troops to the continent in the early twentieth century, one

occurring on the eve of the Great War, the other on the eve of the

second world war. By 1915 the Expeditionary Force, which had

26Michael Howard., The Continental Commitment: The Dilemma of British Defence
Policy in the Era of rwo rùy'orld wars., (London: Tempre Smith, 1972) p. 35
27 rbid., p. 3t

1t.çnti:t:ql9r !ir_r., . 
"The Historical Background: Pasr and presenr in British Foreign

Policy," Michael Smith, Steve Smith and Brian V/hite eds., British Foreign polic)¡:
Tradition. change and rransformation., (London: unwin Hyman, rggs) p. 2g
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been sent to Europe at the onset of the war, had been largely

liquidated. Their replacements were not to be as well trained. At
this time the British were hesitant about sending more troops into

battle- The decision to commit more forces in August was prompted

by the recognition that both France and Russia were nearing the end

of their resources for fighting a war and that reluctance was making

matters worse. Howard points to the similarity between this abrupt

change in Britain's policy and the reversal of British policy that was

undertaken in 1938-1939.2e This reversal came with the

recognition that Germany was upsetting the balance in Europe and

posed a threat to the United Kingdom itself.

These reversals in policy revear a pragmatism in Britain's

defence outlook. In 1939, for example, the chiefs of staff realized

that the security of the united Kingdom could not be uphetd if
France were forced to capitulate. "Britain," they argued, "must be

prepared to participate in the last defence of French territory" if it
were to survive.3O Political and military logic led to the conclusion

that,"the British Isles could only be defended on the continent of
Europe, and that in consequence a firm commitment to continental

allies was inescapable."3l This admission would prove to be

prophetic as the circumstances at the end of the second world rvar

would demonstrate.

29Howard op cit., 1972., p. 59
3OJohn Baylis., British Defence Polic)¡: Striking the Right Balance., (New york: St.
Martin's Press, 1989) p. 19
3lHoward., op cit., p. 95
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Through the course of World War Two, the ability of Britain to
determine its own course of action was circumscribed by a growing

dependence on the united states. Lend-Lease, and the eventual

commitment of American troops to the European theatre would

seriously, and, permanently, change Britain's status. More

importantly, the growth of airpower and the dawn of the nuclear age

meant that the Channel could no longer be considered that last line of
defence for Britain.32 Changes in military technology had altered the

security benefits that traditionally have been afforded by geographic

location. The conditions for securing the continental balance were

changing. The Second World lVar and the emergence of the Cold War

persuaded British policy-makers to abandon their preference for
loosely defined ententes and short-term commitments and embrace,

not always enthusiastically, more binding arrangements.33 As

noted, Britain was able to hold on to its great power status through

the war. While it would diminish afterward relative to the U.S. and

the u.s.s.R. Britain would retain enough power and influence to

continue to play a major role in maintaining the balance. As the war

drew to a close the magnitude of the American contribution and

American power could not be overstated. churchill himself

remarked in his victory Broadcast of 13 May, lg45 that never since

the united states had entered the war [did he have] the slightest

32wnile this was recognised by airpower enthusiasts as early as the 1920s, the
destruction wrought by Germany during the Second World War was to confirm that the
Channel was no longer an adequate barrier to invasion or attack . By 1945 the Germans
has destroyed or damaged over 4,000,000 houses in Britain. cited in Ovendale., op cit.,
1984., p. 3

33David French., "Have options Really changed? British Defence policy in the
Twentieth Century"., Journal of Strategic Studies., 15, 1, 1992., p. 64
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doubt that [Britain] would be saved.34 From that point on, according

to Goodwin, "Britain's future...lay as a European power, not as a major

world power; and to become the former she would have to eschew

the latter. British foreign policy in rhe posr-1945 period is, in large

paÍt, the story of how, reluctantly and painfully, she came to do

so."35 The story of Britain's involvement in the creation of the

primary institutions of the Cold War is the story of Britain's initial
attempt to adjust to its new role as lesser balancer.

In the immediate post-war years Britain, in direct

contravention of its historical tendencies, entered into a number of
increasingly binding treaties and agreements in an effort to reassure

France and to shore up Europe in the face of the growing soviet

threat. Arguably these treaties and agreements were entered into

for three primary reasons: as a promise for Britain to contribute to
the defence of the continent against the Soviet Union and (however

unlikely), Germany; to shore up Britain's waning international

status, and, most importantly, as a device for ensuring the

continuation of the American presence in Europe in order to offset

the soviet union's growing preponderance. To develop this

discussion of Britain's new commitment to Europe, a brief survey of
the treaties of this period is essential. They were the initial seeds

that grew into the current British commitment and the represent

34winston s. churchill., The second world war: Triumph and rraged), vol. vI.,
(London: Cassell and Co., ß59 p. 696
35Geoffery Goodwin., "British Foreign policy Since 1945: The Long odyssey to
Europe"., Michael Leifer ed., Constraints and Adjustments in British Èoreign policy.,
(London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 1972) p. 35



Bevin's legacy which, once entered into, has lasted

century.
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for nearly half a

After the war Europe and the world were given little time to
breathe a sigh of relief. The Soviet Union's presence in the heart of
Europe ensured this. It was hoped during the war that the

relationship between the Soviets and the West would continue after
peace was achieved, but, as has already been presented, these hopes

were confounded. The expectations of 1944 and, 1945, "that the Big
Three could continue to work together through the united Nations

soon evaporated as relations between the Soviet Union, on the one

hand, and the united Kingdom and the united states, on the other,

grew increasingly hostile."36 In the pamphlet, "The Soviet campaign

Against This country and our Responses To It," it was written that

soviet policies provided evidence of a situation in which:

the soviet union [had] announced to the world that it
proposed to play an aggressive political role, while
making an intensive drive to increase its own military
and industrial strength. [It was added that] we should be
very unwise not to take the Russians at their word, just
as we should have been wise take Mein Kampf at its face
value.3 7

The emerging security situation in Europe prompted a series of
treaties that culminated in 1949 with the signing of the North

Atlantic Treaty.

36Michael Dockrill., British Defence Since 1945., (Oxford: Basil Blackwell Ltd., lggg)p. 23
37John Baylis., The DiDlomacy of Pragmatism: Britain and the Formation of NATO.
1942-1949., (Kent[oH]: The Kent state universiry press, 1993) p. 42
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The events leading to this point are highly indicative of the

level of instability in Europe after the war. In reaction to what

could be termed post-war jitters, Britain committed itself to the

defence of France against the possibility of a resurgent Germany by

signing the Treaty of Dunkirk in 1947. Any possibility of a

resurgent Germany was, however, remote. Ever practical as to the

level of capabilities, and still wary of deepening commitments to

continental allies, Britain refused to extend this treaty to any other

European nation.38 with the perception that the soviet sword of
Damocles was dangling ever more precariously it was decided that

more action had to be taken to further European security. Key to
this action was obtaining the guarantee of American involvement in

European defence.3g such involvement had to be nurtured in a

manner that did not arouse American suspicions that the British

government was attempting to establish a sphere of influence in

Europe. It was realised that, "existing British interests absolutely

required a good working relationship with the united States.',40 To

encourage the involvement of the united states in western Europe

and to demonstrate the European willingness to defend themselves

(thus avoiding American fears of Europe free-riding on American

strength), Britain took the lead in negotiating the Brussels pact in
1948 with France, Belgium, The Netherlands and Luxembourg.

Although highly symbolic it was acknowledged in defence circles

38Dock¡ill., op cit., p. 32
39It has been writen thar British foreign policy, in light
post-war Europe, aimed at "entangling" the United States
became an especially salient concern with the relatively
Power cooperation. see Lombardi., op cit p. 167
4orui¿., p. t72

of Soviet preponderance in
in European affairs; this
rapid breakdown of Four
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that the Brussels Pact signatories had littte actual credibility as a

deterrent to the Soviet Union. The united States was needed to

round out the deterrence equation in Europe.

For approximately two years after vJ-day, London had taken

the lead in resisting soviet actions that were thought to be

unreasonable and provocative. But by the end of 1946, the British

were increasingly anxious to turn this task over to the United

states. Bevin argued that it was essential to get help from the

Americans.4l In February of 1947, the British sent a message to

the Americans warning that, "unless the united states agreed to

give financial help for the Greek armed forces, Britain would no

longer be able to carry the burden of supporting the Greek

government against communist guerrill¿s."42 on 12 March, the

Truman Doctrine of supporting free peoples who [were] resisting

attempted subjugation by armed aggression or by outside

pressures, was unveiled.a3 For the first time, the united states had

committed itself in peacetime to the defence of western European

interests.44 It has been noted in the riterature that this

represented many things. It was indicative of the recognition in
Britain of the limited resources available for resisting soviet

aggression. It was also indicative of the similarities in the outlooks

of both countries as to the necessity to block soviet advances. It
was, most importantly, one of the first major attempts by Britain to

4lBaylis., op cit., 1993., p. 63
42rbid., p. 63
43ruia., p. or
44m¡¿., pp. 63-64



147get the united States to acknowledge that as a world power it had a

responsibility to defend Europe.

The courier of this message, Frank Roberts, the senior Foreign

Service officer in Moscow, has been little recognized as a major

contributor to the post-war order. But it was Roberts who heavily

influenced the thinking of George Kennan, the father of the

American doctrine of containment. Hathaway has contended that if
one examines the dispatches between the two diplomats âtr,

"extensive intellectual cross-fertilization," becomes apparent.45

While Britain was beginning to look at the formation of a defensive

community in Europe, American reservations began slowly to be

reversed. A reversal that was evident in Truman's new, firm
attitude toward the Soviet Union. Officials in Whitehall praised the

enunciation of the Truman Doctrine, and officials in both Washington

and London shared in denouncing the czech coup and the tightening

soviet hold on Berlin a. year Later.46 Significantly, it was in lg4g
that the first American B-29s would be forward stationed in East

Anglia.aT

The Ame¡ican reversal symbolized by the establishment of
bases in East Anglia was clearly a gradual reversal. The impetus

provided by the coup d'etat in czechoslovakia in early 1g4g

followed almost immediately by the year long Be¡lin blockade

45Robett M. HathawaY., Great Britain and the United States: Special Relations Sincerù/orld War II.. (Bosron: Twayne publishers, 1990) p. 16
46luia., p. ro
47rbid., p. t7



cemented the American transition. After heated debate on

sides of the Atlantic, the united states agreed to join with

Brussels Pact countries plus canada, portugal, Iceland, and

forming the North Atlantic Treaty organization on April 4,

148
both

the

Italy in

1949:

The North Arlantic Treaty of April 1949 broughr into
being an Alliance of independent countries with a
common interest in maintaining peace and defending their
freedom through political solidarity and adequate defence
to deter, and if necessary, repel all possible forms of
aggression between them. Created within the framework
of Article 51 of the united Nations charter, which
reaffirms the inherent right of individual or collective
defence, the Alliance is an association of free states
united through their determination to preserve their
security through mutual guarantees and stable relations
with other countries.4 8

While the treaty embodied efforts to legitimize the new system under

the U.N. Charter it symbolized much more. It was obviously designed

to prevent further Russian expansion.4g Much of the work done on

Britain's role in the formation of NATO asserts that it was

instrumental in acting as a bridge between Europe and the united

states. British efforts, "to meet agreed alliance goals represent[ed] a

realistic understanding of the nature of the of the American

commitment to European security and the conditions which need[ed]

to be met if that commitment [were] to be maintained."sO Specific to
the British contribution to NATO williams noted that, "The size of

48NATO Handbook., (Brussels: office of Information and press, 1992)
49louis L. Snyder., Fift}¡ Major Documents of the Twentieth Centur)¡.,
Van Nostrand Company Inc., 1955) p. 145
5owilliums., op cit., p. l1

p. l1
(Princeton: D.
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Britain's defence effort has at least as much to do with keeping the

Americans in as it has with keeping the Russians out."Sl

An organization based on the principles of common defence

and mutual aid, NATO was the very antithesis of Britain's traditional

approach to security policy. Britain, for the first time, was allied

with the nations of Europe in times of peace. Britain, however,

insisted on being responsible for its own territorial defence rather

than have home defence placed under NATO command. Implicit in
this new arrangement was the recognition that a new circumstance

had arisen. Even though there was peace, the tenor of the system

was very adversarial. After the Second World War little time was

devoted to manufacturing an associative option. The Soviet threat

required that a balance be established quickly. Adjusting to this

new defence format was to be difficult for Britain. In observing this

transformation, one student of European security stated, "The

unique task of establishing an alliance between sovereign states for
collective defence in time of peace without any direct surrender of
national independence and thus without supranational institutions
posed many problem5."52 within the alliance Britain had to
construct a new role for itself, caught all the while between its
global aspirations and its European destiny. Further, it found itself
pulled continually between its allegiance to the United States and its
obligations to Europe. A compromise resolved some of this stress

and aided in securing the security of the system, the continent, and

5 I tuio., p. r:
52p'W. Mulvey.,The Politics of Western Defence., (London: Thames and Hudson , 1962)
p. 22



150of Britain itself. The lesser balancer entered into the balance of
power equation.

3.4 Lesser Balancing

As has already been presented, Britain's international

perspective was substantially narrowed as a result of the emergent

bipolar system. coinciding with this truncation of Britain,s 'world,

came the dissolution of the U.K.'s imperial inventory. It is certainly

understandable that during these years of change many would

subscribe to the ideology of decline.s3 Having held the empire high

as a symbol of international status for so long it was a psychological

trauma for many to see it go. A pall was cast over the united

Kingdom. It has been more optimistically stated, however, that, ,,A

country that is never prepared to disengage from anywhere wilt
end up with a set of political and military relationships that are

hopelessly anachronistic."54 This, then was Britain's struggle. To

overcome the burdensome anachronism of empire while retaining

the status and ability to ensure its security by securing the

continent.

complicating this struggle were the rules of the new alliance.

Britain did have a deepening commitment to Europe. It had to find
ways, however, to deal with its new role and responsibilities.

Consequently a Pandora's Box of conflicting proposals and priorities

53Dockrill., op cit., p. 125
54Neville Brown., .,

(Harmondsworrh: Penguin, 1967) p. l3
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was opened within Britain's political and military establishment.

under the North Atlantic Treaty, "the u.K. [was] committed to treat

an attack upon one or more of its allies as an attack upon itself. It
ha[d] even stronger obligations to its partners in the wEU [western
European union], the members of which assert that if any one of
them [was] attacked they will afford the party so attacked with all
the military and other assistance in their power."55 philip sabin

commented further that British security policy was in the post-war

era shaped more and more by international commitments;

particularly commitments to Europe.56 In truth British security

policy was shaped by commitments which were, by design, oriented

to best ensure a British conception of security. None of these

commitments has had a deeper and more profound impact on

British defence policy than the commitments made to NATO in the

mid-1950s ensuring the placement of troops in Europe in exchange

for the admission of Germany into NATO and its subsequent

rearmament. The push to have Germany participate in the defence

of Europe was heightened by the removal of American troops from

the European theatre to the South East Asian theatre to fight the

Korean War.

In order to maintain the security of the continent Britain took

the lead in addressing the German Problem.sT Removing the

55pnilip A.G. Sabin., British strategic Priorities in the lqoOs., Adelphi paper no.
254., (London: IISS, 1990) p. 20
56tbid., p. 20
STBritish Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden made a , lightning tour , of the European
capitals in September of 1954 to explore the possibility of including Germany in the
Brussels Treaty organization and by extension into NATO. The results of his



1restrictions placed on German rearmament would solve the potential
crisis of instability that would have ensued had nothing been done

to bolster the American presence in Europe. To encourage French

acceptance of this, Anthony Eden signed the paris Agreements of
1954 thereby guaranteeing the stationing of four divisions and a

tactical airfo¡ce on the continent. By the conclusion of this

negotiation in 1955 Germany had joined NATO and the Brussels

Pact. By making the decision to commit troops to Europe which

allowed for German participation in western defence, Britain was

irrevocably drawn into the heart of the European security corpus.

Britain was officially and substantially committed to the long-term

defence of Europe.58 From this time on British defence policy would

be re-tooled to face new frontiers and new responsibilities that

focused increasingly on the defence of the central Front in Europe.

The evolution of the continental commitment in the wake of
the second world war can be found in the succession of Defence

Reviews, White Papers, and Statements of Defence Estimates. Critics
of Britain's post-war defence policy have found this profusion of
reviews, statements and studies to be nothing more than a chisel

discussions led to the Four-Power meetings with representatives of the United states,
France, the United Kingdom and the Federal RepubliC of Germany whose goal was to
obtain French agreement on: 1. the expansion of the Brussels Treaty to include Italy
and Germany, 2. the admission of Germany into NATO, and, 3. the restoration of
German sovereignty. The Nine-Power Conference, with participants from the six EDC
countries as well as The U.K., the U.S., and Canada deciàed to end the occupation of
Germany and allow for its entry into NATO. In return, the FRG agreed to äuthorize the
stationing of foreign troops on its territory, and especially, the siationing of British
and American troops on the European continent, "for as long as necessary.,, cited in
Jose Manuel da Costa Arsenio.,
E-volving Perspectives., (Winnipeg: Programme in Strategic Studies occasional paper
#9, 1990) pp. 6-7
58Dockrill., op cit., pp. 55-56

52
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chipping away at the country's once proud defences. It was stated

quite sharply that, "The story of the Defence Review is the story of
and intense, sustained, sophisticated and barren attempt by large

numbers of able people to square a circle."59 criticism aside,

statements by the government during the post-war period provide

the analyst with ample evidence of the evolving di¡ection of
Britain's defence policy and, by extension, of the evolving nature of
Britain's balancer role. while treaties and pacts point to the

external circumstances of British defence, Reviews and White papers

illuminate the evolution of Britain's defence commitments from the

inside. They are useful in looking beyond the declaratory stance

found in treaties in that these documents give an idea as to the

attitudes common within government and within the defence

establishment at the time. A survey of some of these government

documents offers insights into the development of Britain's

commitment to maintaining the central balance through the Cold

War.

It is not necessary to examine every single paper or

statement to come out of Whitehall and Downing Street over the

past several decades to see the overall evolution of Britain's

security attitude. Taking one example from each decade is enough

to demonstrate the general pattern toward and into Europe as a
result of the continental commitment. They depict the

transformation of Britain's role in establishing and maintaining a

59Michael Chichister and John Wilkinson.,
1969-1990., (Aldershor: Gower publishing, 1982) p. 27
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balance of power in Europe. Beginning with the report by the

chiefs of staff of 22 Muy, L947 entitled, Future Defence policy, one

can find the k"y statement:

In the past we have relied on building up an alliance of
European countries to unite us from the very beginning in
resisting aggression. There is now, however, no
combination of European powers capable of standing up to
Russia on land, nor do we think that the probable military
capabilities of an association of European states at
present justify us in relying upon such an association for
our defence. Nevertheless, any time which we gain to
improve our defences would be of such value that every
effort should be made to organize an association of
Western European Powers which would at least delay the
enemy's advance across Europe.6o

The seriousness of the Soviet threat to the continent was, as has

been noted, recognized quite early on by British officials. The

British attitude toward the actual stationing of troops on the

continent was, however, luke warm. Practically speaking, it was

acknowledged that work had to be done to ensure a more secure

and stable Europe. The method of restoring European security was,

however, still in its formative stages. work was continuing on

enlisting American support in the maintenance of the European

balance.

As has become clear at this point, the decade spanning from

the late 1940s to the late 1950s was a decade of startling change in

60Dockrill., op cit., p. I33 also in Julian Lewis., Changing Direcrion: British Militar,r¡
Planning and Post-war straregic Defence 1942-1947., (London: Her Majesties
Stationary Office, 1988) pp. 370-387



155the policies of a long aloof Great Britain. Many of the events of this

decade have been presented already. what is of importance here is
the test of British attitudes toward Europe after ten years of
readjustment and commitment. The report, Defence: outline of
Future Policy. from 1957, provides evidence that confirms the shift
in Britain's outlook. It states:

Brif¿¡¡'t defence policy is determined by her obligation to
make her contribution to NATO and othàr alliances for
collective defence, as well as to discharge her own
special responsibilities in many parts of the world.6l

In but one decade B¡itain's responsibilities in, and attitudes toward,

Europe had changed dramaticaily. In the report, however, there is
clear mention made of the anachronistic belief that Britain still had

significant global responsibilities. This, too, would change. It was

asked, "To what extent did the British foreign policy elite, clinging to

a timeworn global outlook, misunderstand or deliberately ignore the

changes that had reduced Britain's relative power position and

responsibilities? How much of British foreign policy is based on a
faulty conception of the world?"62 As this thesis contends, British
foreign and defence policy was not based on a faulty conception of
the world. Rather, it was a pragmatic adjustment of a traditional

role to new circumstances. Evidence of the evolution as found in
government statements supports this conclusion.

6l Iui¿., p.139
62Hanreider and Auton., op cit., p. 180
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As of 7967, a supplementary statement on Defence policy

proclaimed that the security of Britain was dependant above all on

the prevention of war on European soil.63 Atong with this

declaration went the statement that:

we [in Britain], therefore, regard it as essential to
maintain both the military efficiency and the political
solidarity of the North Atlantic Treaty Organizátion. For
this purpose, we must continue to make a substantial
contribution to NATo's forces in order to play our part in
the defence of Europe and to maintain thJ nêcessary
balance within the Western Alliance. This contribution
will become even more important as we develop closer
political and economic ties between Britain and her
European neighbours.64

Here, Britain's attention is directed squarely at Europe. Having

weathered twenty years of Euro-anxiety, the British had rinally
accepted that concentrating on the defence of Europe was her

paramount concern. The link between the British concern for
continental security and the evolution of its commitment becomes

particulary significant when one recognizes this as the time of
Britain's application to join the common Market. Even though it was

British sensitivity to continental imbalance that set the Cold War in
motion originally, obtaining a firm peacetime commitment to the

continent was a painstaking process. By the 1960s the military
component of the lesser balancer role was firmly established.

63Dock¡ilt., op cit., p.
64lbid., p. 153 as cired

147

in the



157A final quote out of the voluminous backlog of defence

statements rounds out this presentation of the evolution of the

British commitment during the cold war as represented in

government statements. Drawn from John Nott's controversial 1981

white Paper: The united Kingdom Defence programme: The way
Forward, this statement reflects the resolve of Britain to maintain

the continental commitment despite financial pressures at home and

abroad. Mr. Nott stated:

The Government has considered with especial care the
future of the large portion of our land and air forces we
maintain permanently in the Federal Republic of
Germany, backed by avery extensive commitment for
rapid reinforcement from the United Kingdom in
emergency. Despite all the financial pressures on our
defence effort, the Government has decided
that this contribution is so important to the Alliance's
military posture and its political cohesion that it must be
maintained. The central Regime is the Alliance's
heartland in Europe; the forward defence of the Federal
Republic is the fo¡ward defence of Britain itself and the
full fighting capacity of the First British Corps is needed
to guard the vital 65 kilometer sector assigned to it. we
will therefore stand by our Brussels Treaty commitment
of land and air forces and the figure of 55, 000 which we
have upheld under it for over twenty years.65

As the continental commitment nears its Golden Anniversary one

can look back upon its evolution and see a marked consistency in

growth and resolve. The survey of defence statements was

intended to show the change in the British attitude toward its
commitment to Europe. That Britain has become entwined in a web

65The united Kingdom Defence programme: The way Forward., (CMND gg2g, Her
Majesty's Stationary Office, 1981) p. 6



158of treaty obligations and restraints has also been shown. euestions
remain. Regardless of the apparent spirit of Britain's continental

commitment, how did it evolve in practice? Has the u. K. lived up to
its balancer tradition? To address these questions it is essential to

penetrate both the heart of the British politicat and defence

establishment and the heart of the Alliance.

3.5 Policy in Practice

Two schools of thought, the first known as the orthodox school

supported by Baylis, Chichister and Wilkinson, and the

contemporary school, represented by David Greenwood, are

particularly relevant to this section of the discussion. The orthodox

school represents the majority of opinion about the direction of
Britain's post-war defence policy direction. supporters of this view

tend to subscribe to the declinist perspective, believing that Britain
was a weakening power. conversely, the contemporary school,

criticized as being revisionist, has taken the view that the

incremental and piecemeal approach to policy development was

instrumental in maintaining British power and influence at a

reasonable standard in the face of both internal and external

pressures. An examination of the arguments put forward by both

schools will help in assessing the evolution and current status of
Britain's continental commitment. The previous section gave a
synopsis of how external pressures and changes have pushed

Britain to adopt a new method for maintaining a continental

balance. Now, the study turns to rook at how the British have coped



ls9with adjusting their defence policy and the results of this

transformation.

To address the question of how did the post-war commitment

evolve in practice one must look at specific issues that have

affected this evolution and the British responses to these issues.

one issue is of particular importance when examining the British

cold v/ar defence role. This issue, the struggle to balance

commitments and resources to the best advantage of Britain and

the Alliance, caused Britain the greatest difficulty in its adoption of
a new balancing role. If this struggle can be deemed to have been

resolved successfully, then the configuration of British forces in

Europe as they evolved throughout the cold war represent an

acceptable national effort toward maintaining the continental

balance. Evidence of this kind adds further credence to the

contention that a lesser balancer did exist and was active during

the Cold War.

Questions of a balance between commitments and resources

have plagued defence planners in the United Kingdom for decades.

To say that the dilemma of making commitments and resources

meet is a new phenomenon would be wrong. Every state in the

world has to deal with these questions at some point. What makes

Britain's situation unique is the complexity with which the defence

problematique manifests itself. Critics have often railed against the

incremental approach taken in establishing British defence policy

on the continent, contending that, "considerations of status have
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often loomed as large as the question of security itself."66 Critiques

of this type claim that the incremental style of British defence

organization in the post-war period was intended to increase British

power and status despite the Alliance. And, to some extent this is
true. However, it has already been argued that the attitude and

style of Britain was more subtle and historically grounded than the

critics believe. Defence planners in Britain have long realized that

the only way to truly defend Britain would be through forward

defence on the European continent itself. It can be argued that

British policy in the Cold War represents:

as much by accident as by design, a series of hedges
against a variety of political and military contingencies
in Europe and elsewhere. The policy can be understood as
a prudent compromise between immediate pre-
occupations and challenges to British security which
might arise in the medium or long-term. It also strikes
the apprgpriate balance between national considerations
and Alliance concerns and is therefore a sustained and
impressive attempt to manage a continuing dilemma.67

Incrementalism, then, is where one must turn to begin

reconstructing the evolution of British forces on the continent.

critics of the incremental approach view this path to policy

development as the least satisfactory method for constructing a

comprehensive security system. often this methodology has been

termed "muddling through", implying of course some sort of
bumbling effort to conceive poticy. David Greenwood's thesis,

66lvilliur'r., op cit., p. 9
67tuio., p. ro
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however, points out that muddting through need not be a pejorative

phrase. Rather, there has developed in Britain a science of muddling

through.6S "[Incrementalism]," he concludes, "seeks out not the most

efficient allocation of resources but some satisfactory allocation

which will command agreement in society ãt large.,,69 This domestic

perspective of incrementalism provides only half of the picture. on
an international scale, the incrementalist is one who is wise enough

to know that the universe is too big for him.70 whether this

incrementalist program has been detrimental to Britain's defence

policy and continental policy in particular has been the theme of the

debate between the orthodox and contemporary schools.

Further development of questions relating to the efficacy of
incrementalism necessitates weaving the arguments on both sides of
the debate around the factual evidence provided by the very real

deployment of British forces in Europe over the past five decades.

Has Britain's role in NATO been adequately carried out under the

incrementalist program? The formulation of military policy through

the past decades, found largely in white papers and statements of
Defence Estimates, does contain a plethora of evidence of pruning.

critics of Britain's defence programme have reinforced this

contention stating:

since the end of the Second World War with
of Mr. Duncan Sandys' Defence White paper

the exception
of 1957 which

6SDavid Greenwood., Budgeting for Defence., (London: Royal United Services Institute,
1972) p. 23
69Iuta., p. zs
7orcia., p. zz
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ended conscription and ushered in the era of Britain's
independent nuclear deterrent and rearmament
programme for the Korean 'war, every defence review has
been dictated by considerations of financial stringency
rather than military strategy.T t

Many in Britain's defence establishment do not disagree with the

assertion that difficult economic circumstances made defence poticy
formulation a tricky business. what they do disagree with,

however, is the pointed contention that decisions were made in
haste and without the defence position of the Alliance in mind. An
example of this type of criticism is evident in the statement that,

"both main political parties have faited and are failing to take the

necessary action to ensure the readiness of this country to defend

itself or at least play a part in NATo where a large element of our

defence must lie."72 To rebut this remark it has been offered that

the united Kingdom, while reducing the size of armed forces

globally, increased its European role and was the only NATO

member to maintain the obligation of keeping a minimum force on

the continent of Europe.73

A survey of the trend of British deployment in Europe since

the beginning of its treaty obligations will demonstrate whether

problems of adjustment impacted seriously on Britain's ability to

defend itself and Europe. Did the u.K. maintain its strength and

ensure its lesser balancer position or, as some would have it, have

7l Chichist"r and Wilkinson., op cit., p.
72rbia., p. t*
73Mulu"y., op cit., p. 223



163Britain's defensive capabilities declined steadily since the end of the

second world war? To simplify the evaluation of this line of
argument, this section will be divided into two distinct parts. The

first will deal with the general configuration and deployment of
British conventional forces (land and air) on the continent; following
this the British nuclear deterrent will be put into the framework of
the cold war balance of power. Based on the evidence presented in
this section, the real efficacy of Britain's defence programme will
come to light. The military aspect of lesser balancing will, in the

end, become clear.

conventionally, Britain's role in NATO has been crucial. In
this, Britain's declared posture of forward defence, which was

adopted by the SACEUR on German insistence, conformed with the

NATO doctrine of defence of the central Front. The early years of
the cold war saw the main contribution of European forces as

providing a 'tripwire' which would trigger the American extended

deterrent if the 'warsaw Pact nations were to prove aggressive.T4

with the adoption of the strategic concept of flexible response by

NATO, the deployment of forces along the central Front became

doubly important. The British contingent supplied for this purpose

was dubbed the British Army of the Rhine (BAOR). The number of
troops making up the BAOR has been one of the main points of
contention in debates over changes to British defence policy and the

continental commitment. Remarkably, however, the overall number

74G"orge Richey., Britain's Strategic Role in NATo.,(London: The MacMillan press,
1986) p. 63



t64of troops stationed in Germany through the cold war was quite

consistent and, contrary to criticism, actually grew after Britain's

initial commitment to Europe. The following chronology shows the

number of troops stationed in Germany as a whole during the cold
war. of especial interest are the numbers of troops in the BAOR on

the central Front. what must be kept in mind is that evidence of
troop numbers and deployment presents a picture of British

strength measured in absolute, not relative, terms. In absolute

terms, Britain was incomparably stronger by 1967 than it was in
1945. The optimism of the late 1940s, when contrasted with the

pessimism of the mid-cold war period of the 1960s, reflects a view

of relative strength in comparison to the superpowers.T5 As the

cold war progressed, British military strength grew in absolute

terms, thereby providing the source of balancing. In both

conventional and nuclear terms British strength continued to grow

throughout the Cold War.

year

19 64-6s
t969-70
1973-74
197 8-7 9
1 984-85
1988-89

total

56,000
55, 1 00
66,500
66,600
69,961
83,700

forcesT 6

77

T5Joseph Frankel., British Foreign polic)¡ 1945-1973. (London: Oxford University
Press, 1975) p. 7a
T6Total forces include B.A.O.R., Berlin and R.A.F.
77The Military Balance., (London: IISS, 1964-65,
89) in sections headed Britain or United Kingdom

Germany .forces
1973-74, 1978-79, 1984_85, 1988_
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As shown in the figures presented, criticisms as to the withering of
British forces in Europe are not well founded. While there has been

fluctuation and change in the composition of forces such as changes

in the types of brigades to a more armoured format, the total
contingent in Germany, especially on the central Front, has not

declined. It has, in fact, increased and become more specialized in
its roles. As admirable as Britain's consistent fulfillment of its
European obligations has been, one must look beyond consistency to

the strategic core of NATO conventional forces in Europe. It must be

determined if British forces in Germany live up to the strategic

responsibilities of NATO forces in Europe. Further, and key to this

discussion, it is important to determine if British forces have added

significantly to the maintenance of a stable balance of power on the

continent.

The growth in the numbers of British forces on the continent

coincides with the deepening of the Cold War and the consolidation

of Britain's role as lesser balancer. Early in the cold war Britain
simply acted in conjunction with other alliance members as a

tripwire triggering a massive American nuclear response.

Acknowledging that the possibility existed for a period of non-

nuclear war between Alliance and warsaw pact forces, was the

basis of flexible response, was seen to put considerable strains upon

Alliance members.T8 opinion in some circles held that flexible
response was an untenable proposition. Flexible response, "in the

78Rich"y., op cit., p. 65



166central Region makes sense if the soviets conducted limited
operations with limited aims. But is a limited attack in the Cenrral

Region, of all the NATO command areas, a realistic scenari o.,, 79

Richey added, "Intentions are difficult to assess, it is capabilities

that count."8o

In the area of capabilities Britain's contribution to the defence

of the Central Front has not been a minor one. This contribution was

assisted by the reduction of British force levels globally. Those in
the orthodox school saw decrine as a retreat from global

predominance. And, a point can be made for the belief that Britain
maintained its European and self-defence commitments at the

expense of England. The key event supporting this view was

Britain's withdrawal from East of Suez. Nostalgic sentiment of this
sort underestimated the importance this global reduction would
have on the maintenance of the balance of power in Europe. Auton
and Hanreider attributed much of the criticism of British policy
during this period to "cognitive lag".8l Cognitive lag being a

condition in which preconcieved mental images have not yet caught

up to actual changes in circumstances. Nostalgia, it is argued, was

clouding the view of many to the true utility of Britain's global

readjustment. British forces were streamlined and greater emphasis

was placed upon the use of British forces in a region where they

would have the most utility. The global balance was left to the

united states. Europe, as the centre of the balance was guarded in

79ruto., p. os
8oIbid., p. 66
SlHanreider and Auton., op cit., p. l7g



167large part by the military force of the lesser balancer in conjunction

with the forces of other European powers. Enoch powell state, ,,A

Britain which concentrated its defensive investment

overwhelmingly upon the means of victory in the areas of its
natural strength, the Eastern Atlantic and 'western Europe, would
find itself, relative to its situation, a military power not inferior to

âtry."82

The capabilities ascribed to any force come from a variety of
factors, many of which are unquantifiable. In the areas of weapons

and training, however, Britain's growing capabilities can be seen.

Looking at the type of forces and equipment deployed by Britain in
Europe one is able to see that Britain was definitely working to
increase its strength in the quickest and most efficient way

possible. After the sandys white paper eliminated conscription,

manpower levels in the British forces began a gradual yet constant

decline. Although troops can never be entirely replaced, Britain did
find that the development of force multiplying technologies allowed
them to continue with their commitment without sacrificing the

security and safety of the Alliance's position at the front or of
British home defence. These technologies were supplemented in
Europe by the redeployment of troops to the continent from other
regions of the world. This explains the absolute increase in British
numbers on the continent through the cold war. The combination

of improved training and technology filled any gap in capabilities.

The defence establishments' critics commented that, "inevitably

82as cited in Chichister and Wilkinson., op cir., p. 2l



168lack of manpower must be compensated by good training and

firepower."83 It was. A recent article noted that Britain's armed

forces have been superbly trained.sa unfortunately, even with
upwards of sixty thousand weil-trained and equipped soldiers

stationed in Europe the truth is that they would only last a short

time in any actual battle of attrition.ss The conventional

contribution to continental security is only one element of the

British effort to maintain the fulcrum of the cold war balance of
power. The uniqueness of the British role in NATO becomes more

apparent when one looks at the British contribution at all levels. It
is the combined impact of the British conventional force, as well as

tactical and strategic nuclear capability that points toward Britain
remaining a great power in reduced circumstances, but

nevertheless able to continue the balancer tradition.

The united Kingdom is the only European country in NATO to

commit forces at all three levels of defence: conventional, theatre

nuclear' and strategic nuclear, in fact, at all three levels upon which
NATo's defensive strategy of flexible response and nuclea¡

deterrence have been based.86 An examination of Britain,s nuclear
forces and doctrine within NATO will reveal further that despite

budgetary constraints, the conscious effort of Britain to tailor its
military to meet the demands of European security was beneficial to
the integrity of the balance of power. within the British nuclear

83rui¿., p. 209
84H"l"n Gibson and v/Illiam Mader., " Isle of Despair., ', Time., March 15, rgg2
85subin., op cit., p. 5
S6Chi"hister and V/ilkinson., op cit., p. g6



169programme one can see the clearest link between the United States

and the United Kingdom. The extended deterrent link would prove
to be a significant factor in projecting the seriousness of the

American commitment to the European balance. Britain,s role in
securing American participation in this area was one of its greatest

acts as the lesser balancer. The nuclear relationship between the

U'S' and the U.K. provided Britain with its roles as intermediary and

contortionist in trying to be both Atlanticist and European at the

same time. Britain, in bridging the gap between Europe and the u.s.
was instrumental in shaping the nuclear balance by guaranteeing

the continuation of the American commitment. Further, Britain,s
own independence of nuclear doctrine acted as an additional
element in providing safety and stability to the European balance.

clark and wheeler wrote of this that, "British policy-makers, while
seeking to sustain a security relationship with the United States, did
make provision for the risks of isolation."87 Again, it can be seen

that the 1940 syndrome provided an additional motivation for the
direction of B¡itish policy in the Cold War.

Britain was the first

development in the atomic

Pierre wrote that:

country to undertake research and

area for the purposes of militar! uss.8 8

country to decide to build an atomic
British decision was overtaken by a

87lan Clark and Nicholas Wheeler.,
1955., (Oxford: Clarendon press, 19g9) p. 3
88P"t"t Malone., The British Nuclear Deterrent., (New york: st. Martin,s press, l9g4)p. I

Britain was the first
bomb. The original
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subsequent decision to merge the effort into a joint
Anglo-American project. Nevertheless, history will
probably record that the government of Britain was the
first to recognize and act decisively upon the military
and political implications of atomic energy.se

In the introduction to their work on The British Origins of Nuclear

strategy. clark and wheeler offer a number of reasons for this:

political status and the quest for "powerhood", as a solution to the

question of how to defend an economically limited power, and as a

continuation of wartime projects which carried an irresistible

momentum.90 Atl of these reasons hold a considerable element of
validity and none are mutually exclusive. In concert they

provided Britain with some of its impetus to pursue a nuclear

weapons programme. The most important reason for acquiring an

atomic bomb is not, however, included in this list: the reason being

war. An atomic bomb would ensure that Germany did not

irrevocably tilt the scales of the balance in her favour. This, of all
the reasons cited fits nicely into the immediate post-war scheme of
British defence poticy. John Garnett quite succinctly places British
strategic thought into the category of applied strategic thought. In
comparing the American and British views on the subject Garnett

commented that when contrasting the two, "one is tempted to make

the distinction between pure and appried strategic thought, and to
comment on a British tendency to avoid the former."gr This,

89Andr"* J.Pierre.,
Strategic Force 1939-1970., ( London: oxford university press, 1972 ) p. 9
90clark and Wheeler., op cit., p. 2
9lJohn Garnett', "British Strategic Thought," John Baylis ed., British Defence polic)¡
in a changing world., ( London: croom Helm, 1977 ) clark and wheeler also use
Garnett's point about applied strategic thought to launch their discussion.



171Garnett asserts, is because British thought is firmly rooted in
experience and in the British effort to apply the lessons of the past
to existing strategic problems.e2 since the primary theme of British
strategy has historically been to assure a balance of power on the

continent by warding off potential preponderant powers, it seems

only logical then that this theme wourd continue to permeate the
post-war environment. British nuclear doctrine is highly reflective
of this continuation of the balancer role both in the Anglo-American
connection and in Britain's desire to acquire an independent

deterrent as a guarantee in the face of American reluctance to

engage an enemy on the continent.

In 1941, eleven years before Britain's first atomic test, many of
the nation's top scientists, those on the MAUD committee and the

scientific Advisory committee for example, agreed that Britain
should begin ernest exploration of the atomic option. The MAUD
committee, in fact, wrote in its report that, "even if the war were to
end before the bombs are ready the effort would not be wasted,

except in the unlikely event of complete disarmament, since no

nation would care to risk being caught without a weapon of such

decisive capabilities."g3

Even though the British were

atomic research, collaboration with

virtually simultaneous, beginning as

92rcia., p. tt
93Pieoe., op cit., p. 2o

the first to undertake seriously

the United States was in effect

early as the MAUD Report in



172r941.e4 The Quebec Agreement of 1943 was proof positive that

collaboration on atomic materials was occurring. In general,

however, cooperation between the u.s. and Great Britain was

difficult throughout this period because of divergent national

objectives. Early in the war Britain, having the upper hand in
atomic research, rejected an American proposal for joint research.

By the end of the war positions had changed. The u.s. had advanced

rapidly in atomic research and Britain, unable to match American

industry and technology, lapsed into a diminished position.es Losing
ground to the u.s in atomic research and development put the

British government into the new position of having to find a way to
tie a superior power to the European balance. such power had to be

linked to the security of Britain and Europe. Britain was not
prepared to see the united states as the sole custodian of the

"sacred trust"- The atomic bomb was too powerful to be left in the

hands of one country alone. Attlee, upon visiting the united states,

was determined to secure a share of the sacred trust for Great

Britain.96 General Groves, commenting on British thinking at this

time, stated that, "The British realized from the start what the

implications of the work [on atomic weapons] would be. They
realized that they must be in a position to capital ize on it if they

94PieoenotedthatVannevarBushacknowledgedinhiswork,@
Men, that the wartime exchange of information between the two countries began in late
1940 when Tizzard led a scientific mission to washington which broughr wittr it ablack box containing drawings and details of weapons inventions. At the time theBritish were interested in exchanging information on radar which was of more
immediate importance, but this trip to washington also marked the initial exchange ofreports on Uranium research.
95lbid., p. 34
96e.¡.R.Groom',.,(London:FrancesPinter,
197$ p. 25



were to survive as a post-war power, and they must also have 
17 3

realized that by themselves they were unable to do the job. They

saw in the united states a means of accomplishing their purpose."97

unfortunately, in 1946, the united states cut Great Britain
ad¡ift with the passing of the Atomic Energy Act. The British move

to continue with its atomic weapons programme proved to be less a
decision than a non-decision. At the end of the war Britain had put

it to the United States' government that it would continue its atomic

research programme regardless of American actions.gS It was

simply assumed that Britain would go ahead with the programme.

status was a consideration as was the requirement to secure

European stability if the u.s. did not want to. British strategic

thought at this stage was related directly to the perceived threat of
the soviet union. It has even been noted that even if it was not

immediately accepted that the U.S.S.R. was the immediate or obvious

post-war enemy, much of the planning of the period was predicated

on the assumption of war with the Soviet union.ge The British

atomic programme would continue because their history demanded

it.

It is here that one can look for additional rationales for the

British atomic programme. As already observed one motive for this

action was to meet the Soviet threat to British interests. Another

motive, however, provides an important clue to Britain's operation

97tuio., p. ts
9Sclart and Wheeler., op cit., p. 45
99lbid., p. 5



as a lesser balancer. As Groom points out: the united states was

leader of the Western Alliance [and] it was essential for Britain to
able to exert sufficient influence on it to ensure that vital British
interests were safeguarded. By virtue of being an atomic power,

British could perhaps hope to exert such influence.lOO

174
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The detonation of the Soviet Union's first atomic device made

matters more urgent. one needed to be an atomic power to be a

great power.lOl The British nuclear programme, as it developed,

grew to have a twofold purpose, both relating to the security of the

continent: first, it gave Britain a local deterrent strength, and,

second, it bought Britain a degree of influence over American

nuclear power which strengthened the balance from the British
point of view. By cementing the Atlantic link to Europe the

American arsenal provided deterrent security to the continental

balance. Lawrence Freedman has stated that, in fact, the ,,nuclear

bias" was initiated partly by Britain as a more credible means of
deterring any Soviet intentions in Europe.lOz This nuclear bias was

most visibly presented in the Global strategy paper. This documenr,
"has been hailed as the most important document in post-war

British nuclear defence policy, and has been seen as laying the

l oocroorn., op cit., p. 43
1o1ruio., p. ++
1O2la*rence Freedman., Britain and Nuclear weapons., (London: Macmillan, r9g0)p.2Section3.2ofBIackett'smemorandumofl947:
Policy for Great Britain. provides early evidence of British recognition of the need tobring American nuclear power to bear on the continental balance. Blackett wrote, ,, Infact the only serious possibility of the united Kingdom fighting rhe u.s.s.R. is as anally of the United States." in Margaret Gowing., IidependJnce and Deterrence: Britain

Press, 1974 ) p. 198
i!€l., ( London: The MacMillan



175foundations for Britain's development of an independent nuclear
deterrent."lO3 In fact, it made Britain the first nation to base its
national security planning armost entirely upon a declaratory poticy
of nuclear deterrence.t04 Its significance as it relates to this

discussion is that the paper is said to have influenced not only the

future development of British nuclear strategy, but also, ,'the

development of strategic doctrine in the 'west as a whole."r0s

Interpretation of Britain's path in relation to the Global strategy
Paper illuminates this in part. The paper has been seen as a direct
influence upon the New Look tabled by the Eisenhower

administration in 7953-7954.106 It was argued in the paper that
much more reliance should be placed on the threat of nuclear

retaliation in containing soviet power.rO7 The paper was clear about
the threat posed to the West by the unlimited aims of Soviet Russia

and held the view that British cold war policy could only be

successful based firmly upon the nuclear fls¡s¡¡e¡t.rO8 Reflected

was the widely held view that:

The destructive power of nuclear weapons was considered
so great that no nation would dare provoke a war in
which there was the slightest risk of becoming a victim of
an attack using them. There was no plausable defence
against these weapons. It would tequite a major effort
and expense to develop sufficient nuclear rupubility to
destroy the soviet union as a viable society, 

-but 
far less

103ç¡ut¡ and Wheeler., op cit., p. 160
104¡o¡n Baylis and AIan MacMillan., ,,The British Global
Jqurnal of Srrategic Studies, 16, 2, 1993., p. 200
1o5lbid., p. zol
106ç¡¿.¡ and Wheeler., op cir., p. 160
lO7Freedman., op cit., 19g0., p. 3
l0Sgaylis and MacMillan., op cit., pp. 204-206

Strategy Paper of 1952," The



than an attempt to match the vast conventional forces ur77 
6

the disposal of the K¡emlin. If it was made clear that
nuclear weapons would be used in NATo's defence then it
was felt that the soviet union would deterred from
launching an attack, particularly while the west enjoyed
a significant relative, if no longer absolute, superioiity
over the East in the quantity and quality of its nuclear
stockpile.l oe

Freedman adds that in L9s2 this was a policy that only the united
states could implemen¡.110 American strategic capability was

drawn into the European security fold at a time when Britain was

incapable of offering such a globally defensive umbrella.

When looking at the British interest in nuclear technologies it is
important to assess this interest in light of the Soviet threat at that
time. The British early nuclear programme coincides with the Soviet
union having only a short range capability, threatening Europe and

Britain but not the united states. while soviet union's first
successful ICBM test did not come until August of lgs7ttt, Britain
wanted to ensure that the soviet union was not at all tempted to

launch an attack upon western Europe with conventional and/or
tactical nuclear forces. Britain applauded the enunciation of the New
Look by John Foster Dulles, at which time he stated that, in future,
rather than, "fight communist aggression on its own terms with
strong local conventional forces, the response would take the form of

109ruia., p. s
1 10161¿., pp. 3:4
I I I christopher Bluth.,
Cambridge University

., (Cambridge:
Press, 1992) p. 53



177a punishing attack, of a magnitude, and at targets appropriate to the

ç¡i¡¡s."l12 The very nature of Soviet medium-range aircraft, missiles

and submarines made these weapons systems made them an

immediate threat to Britain and a low priority for the united

$¡¿¡s5113 and the declaration of a retaliatory nuclear doctrine gave

the British some comfort. Still, it was an independent British nuclear

force that was most desired. It would provide the best possible

guarantee of satiating the British desire for security.

As British nuclear planning developed in the early 1950s it
was brought to the attention of the Chiefs of Staff that their initial
estimates of Soviet capabilities were low.rt4 Rather than risk an

imbalance of forces, and therefore an imbalance of power, the chiefs
of staff, in spite of a lack of firm data, sought to increase the size of
the overall nuclear procurement programme. "The bomb," they said,

"is incomparably the most powerful weapon in the world today and

its possession in adequate numbers provides the only means of
offsetting the enormous Russian preponderance in conventional

armamen¿5-"l15 By the mid to late 1g50s, both nuclear weapons and

delivery vehicles were in the R.A.F.'s inventory and a first
generation independent deterrent was uuu¡1u61e.116 Prime Minister

ll2Freedman., op cit., 1980., p. 4
ll3ti¿., p. s
Tl4Wargaret Gowing., Independence and Deterrence: Britain and Atomic Energ)¡ 1945-
1452. volume 1 Policy Making., (London: The Macmillan press, 1974) p. 21g
I 1516i6., p. 218
ll6Malone., op cit., p. 13 Freedman praces the start of an operational nuclear
capability in lare 1956



r78Harold MacMillan commented at the time that, "The independent

contribution...gives us a bette¡ position in the world."ll7

The nuclear relationship with the united states was

troublesome. Britain did have a new, or more correctly, a continued
power position in the world. The nature of their nuclear weapons

procurement programme, unfortunately, did not allow them the

autonomy that they would have preferred. This was because of the

growing dependence of Britain on the u.s. for assistance in
developing and maintaining the British nuclear arsenal. British
dependence on the united states was most visible in the area of
delivery vehicles. After plans for the BIue Streak Missile were

aborted:

President Eisenhower agreed in 1960 to sell Britain the
skybolt air-launched missile, then under development. In
return thé British agreed to make available a base for U.S.
submarines at Hoty Loch in scotland. unfortunately the
skybolt programme was beset with difficulties and was
cancelled in November 1962...The abrupt cancellation
undermined the British nuclear programme and
underlined the extent to which nuclear weapons were
creating a form of dependence on the United States rather
than becoming a source of influence.il 8

Admitting that Britain was dependent upon the united states for
delivery systems does not mean that British decisions as to how
weapons were to be used were equally under the influence of

llTlawtence Freedman., The Evolution of Nuclear Strategy., (London: The MacMillan
Press, 1989) p.3l I
118y6¡6., p. 3lo



179washington. Here, in the area of doctrine and deployment, Britain
made a significant contribution to the maintenance of the Cold War
balance of power. It is necessary to look at the size and type of
nuclear forces that Britain did eventually deploy and the

contribution of these forces to the deterrence strategy of NATO.
"National nuclear forces in Europe," it was once observed, ,,were

considered the most divisive and intractable problem, facing the

Atlantic Alliance, the subject of bitter political struggle and

sustained academic ¿11s¡1isn."lr9 By the early 1960s proposals for
the sharing of control over nuclear weapons had emerged.l2O

Proposals, however, did little at first to ease tensions over

determination of the ultimate control of NATO nuclear forces. The

United States saw the European nuclear forces as so destabilizing
that secretary of Defense Robert MacNamara condemned them in
1962. Attitudes in the u.s did slowly change to acceptance, and

then only after much negotiation. In the end the nuclear force of
Great Britain was to play a significant role in determining the nature

of the Cold War balance of power.

The Nassau Agreement between Britain and the United States

formalized their relationship by stating that Britain would retain
national control of its strategic force based upon the Polaris missile

system rather than entirely upon the v-bomber system. National

control was based on the premise that Britain's nuclear weapons

were committed to NATO but could be withdrawn in times of

1l9Malon"., op cit., p. 156
l20P¿u1 Buteux., 

,(Cambridge: Cambridge University press, l9g3) p. 7



perceived national emergency. More importantly British forces I 8 0

could be aimed at targets of especial interest to Britain

Nevertheless, Britain's acquisition of the polaris system as a means

for ensuring their continued possession of a strategic deterrent

meant that the British submarine force would have to be made

available for inclusion in a NATO nuclear force.t2t The polaris force
consisted of four submarines with 16 missiles each; with one

submarine on station at all times. Small in comparison with the

forces of the superpowers, the British nuclear force could not be

ignored because of the potential of an independent doctrine being
activated. As a wild card in the European deterrent hand the British
nuclear force gave the soviets cause to think. The purpose of the

British nuclear force, then, "for the international defence of the

Western Alliance in all circumstances,"lz2 seemed to strike the right
balance between European defence and trans-Atlantic obligation.

72lrbid., p. 23
The interpretation of what type of force created some difficulties. The American,s
sought a collective force in which the British Polaris submarines that were to be builtas a result of the Nassau Agreement would be made available for inclusion in a NATOmultilateral force. The same paragraph of the Agreement that made this stipulation,
however, also stated that Her Majesty's Governmenl may decide that when ,uir"r"
national interests are at stake these forces would be be withdrawn. The British feltthat they had committed themselves to nothing more than the allocation of the polaris
force to NATO in accordance with the inter-allied force idea. They did not feel thatthe Polaris force should be part of a complete multilateral force as presented by theAmericans. Such a commitment would by in opposition to the British objective ofmaintaining an independent deterrent while Biitain would retain its objective, it wasthis process of deciding how NATO nuclear weapons control would be alotted that leadto the formarion of the Nucrear pranning Group. See lbid., pp. 24-3g
722Freedman., op cir., 19g9., p. 311
This is significant in the the withdrawal of France from NATo's military
establishment meant the the British nuclear force woud be the only European nuclearforce within the Alliance structure.
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The rationale for the British decision to acquire an element of

nuclear independence, however circumvented by their growing

reliance on the united states for materiel, did not follow the

American doctrinal position entirely. Even while tacitly accepting

the adoption of flexible response as an option for NATO, the B¡itish
government felt that the position of a second centre of nuclear

decision-making in the U.K. would provide an added level of strategic

stability to the balance of power equation. Flexible response was

seen by many Europeans as lacking an understanding of the

European position, as it would inevitably lead to the devastation of
the continent once again. For many Europeans, "such a strategy was

both financially and politically unacceptable. Europeans believed

that war was unlikely, but that any war, conventional, tactical

nuclear, or strategic, would prove fatal...support for independent

British (and French) forces, which injected a certain incalculability
into European conflict, was perhaps ineyi¿¿þ1s."123 This was how

British nuclear forces really and substantively contributed to the

maintenance of the balance in Europe. The continuing deployment

and development of Britain's secure second-strike force only further
served to enhance this incalculability and as a result strengthened

the western deterrent. A brief survey of Britain's nuclear forces

from the early 1960s to the end of the l9g0s will trace this

development.

l23Malon"., op cit., p. 165
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British Nuclear Forces

V-Bomber Force Equipped with Blue Steel
Air to Ground Missiles
Canberra Strike Squadrons in Germany Armed
with Tactical Weapons

4 SSBN: Each with 16 polaris A-3 Missiles
V-Bomber Force: 50 with Air to Surface
Nuclear Missiles
80 Canberra Strike Aircraft in Germany

4 SSBN: Each with 16 polaris A-3 Missiles
6 Medium V-Bomber Squadrons

4 SSBN: Each with 16 polaris A-3 Missiles
6 Medium V- Bomber Squadrons

4 SSBN Each with 16 polaris A-3
Missiles Refitted with 3 MRV (Chevaline)
No Statement of Air Nuclear Capabilities

4 SSBN with 16 Potaris A-3TK MSL(64
Warheads)
Tactical Aircraft in Europe

Not shown in this representation, but nevertheless of real

significance, was the decision to go ahead with the purchase of
Trident missiles with D-5 warheads from the united states. where
the development of Britain's strategic force through the late 1970s

and early 1980s continued with the clandestine chevaline

modification of existing Polaris missiles, the purchase of Trident
marked a major increase in Britain's second-strike capabilities and

deterrence credibility. chevaline was an attempt to enhance the

1247¡" Mititary Batance., (London: IISS, tg64-65, tg6g-:/0, tgl3-74, tgl8-7g, lg84_85' 1988-89) in sections headed Britain or rhe united Kingdom

t24



183penetrarion ability of British missiles by giving them MRV capable

warheads which would be able to get past soviet ABM systems.

Trident, on the other hand, offered Britain the possibility of a

substantially larger nuclear force than has been in operation
previously. Larger primarily in terms of warheads. Eight missiles,
for example, would give one submarine lzg MIRVs in comparison to
Polaris's 48 MRVs (pre-chevaline). And, each submarine will be

capable of carrying 16 missiles if required.l25 The Trident force will
give Britain much more nuclear clout. opponents to Trident argued

that it was far too sophisticated a system and far too expensive.

However, none of the alternatives presented passed the

government's criteria for cost-effectiveness, survivability and

penetrati cî.126 Further criteria provided by Colin Mclnnes include
massive capability, operational availability, and operational

independ ence.t27

This, then, provides an overview of the development of
Britain's nuclear forces and points they way to where they may be

headed in the future. In 1991 the theatre nuclear presence in
Europe was eliminated with the withdrawal of the V-Bomber force
and squadrons of tactical strike aircraft, as well as the removal of
tactical nuclear weapons from ships and shore-based maritime air
s1¿¡isns.l28 Britain slowry deveroped and modified its strategic

l25go¡¡n Mclnnes., Trident: The Onl]¡ Option?., (London: Brassey,s, l9g6) p. 54L26PeterByrd.,',DefencePoIicY,''.,PeterByrd
ed., (New York: Philip Allen/St. Marrin's press, lggg) p. tøZ
127M"Inn"s., op cit., p.42
128The Militar], Balance., (London: IISS., 1992-93) p. 33
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capacity to the theoretical potential of rzg independently

targetable warheads per boat with rrident. with a potential total

approximating 500 warheads altogether, Britain's strategic force

could rapidly dwarf the long-reliable polaris system whose total

warheads were less than 200.129 However, with the reduction in

global tensions brought by the end of the cold war, it has been

stated that the Trident fleet will have no more capability than

Polaris. While retaining the potential for expansion, Trident will
only be fitted to carry the same type and number of warheads as

Polaris. Its value remains, however, in its potential. The

contribution of Britain's nuclear force to the security of the Cold

War balance of power is clear.

of Britain's roles in NATo, the deterrence of the soviet union

in the European theater has been paramount. The cost of the

combined conventional and nuclear effort of Britain bears this out.

Clark and Wheeler add that the most conspicuous of post-war motifs

has been the, "pessimistic perspective that a strategy of deterrence

offers the only means of survival in the nuclear age...it was the only

available method for disuading the Soviet Union from embarking

upon global 1ry¿¡."130 The disbursement of total defence costs for

Britain in NATO demonstrates the importance of sustaining

deterrence in Europe to the British. NATO and the continental

commitment have grown to be the foundation of Britain's defence

posture and now account for over 90 per cent of the countries

l29sabin., op cit., p. 5
130ç1ur¡ and lùy'heeler., op cit., p. 230



defence expenditure.l3l

outlays is as follows:

sample breakdown of British defence 
1 8 5

Estimated cost of Defence commitments for 19gg-19g9

Central Front
BAOR
R.A.F. Germany
Berlin
Home Defence
Strategic Nuclear Deterrent
Eastern Atlantic
Maritime
Channel
Other
TOTAL

f.409 0m
f.29 9 8m
f1033m
f5 9m
f.2165m
f.107 2m
f.2013m
f.25 83 m
f,57 0m
f84 8m
f.17 431 132

Of this total it can be stated that at least f,15500 can be attributed
to the defence of the continent and the maintenance of the Cold V/ar
balance of power. certainly, the central Front, the BAOR, Berlin,
Home Defence, the Strategic Nuclear Deterrent, the Eastern Atlantic,
a substantial portion of Maritimel33, and a substantial portion of
Q¡þe¡134, can be attributed to ensuring security in Europe and the

integrity of the balance. Britain's commitment can be further
illustrated by comparing the percentage of GDp devoted to defence

l3lTony McGrew., "Security and order: The Military Dimension,,Michael Smith, SteveSmith and Brian White edt.,
Transformation., (London: Unwin Hyman, lggg) p. 105
l32statement on Defence Estimates l9gg., (London: Her Majesty,s printers, lggg)p. 51
l33Maritime includes naval forces stationed in the Mediterranean, the North Atlantic,the Arctic, as well as elswhere around the world. certainly much of the purpose ofthis force has been to contain and monitor soviet activities.l34qr¡¡"¡ the Statement on Defence Estimares states as including the Allied command
Europe Mobile Force, and the united Kingdom Mobile Force, along with its out of areacommitments.



186expenditure with that

presented, the United

percentage of GDP to

major component.

of other major European NATO members.

Kingdom devotes a consistently higher

defence of which European defence is the

As

Britain

Germany

France

Belgium

1970-74

5.0

3.5

3.9

to

Defence

1975-79

4.9

3.4

3.8

3.2

Expenditure as Vo of GDp

1980-84 198s-86 1989 1.990

5.2 4.6 4.t 4.1

3.4 3.0 2.8 2.8

4.1 3.8 3 .7 3 .6

3.3 2.9 2.5 2.4

135

At the beginning of this section describing the trends in
Britain's force-structuring programme it was stated that one of the

main points of contention was that it was undertaken incrementally.
When critics were examining policies relating to conventional and

nuclear forces in Europe it was felt that Britain's military had been

emasculated. The domestic agenda were seen to have clouded
defence planning and to have forced policy-planners into a position
in which drastic cuts and defence restructuring offered the onry
solutions. In 1972 David Greenwood commented that, ',it is not
really the money that matters. what is important is that the

continuing commitment of real resources to defence on this scale

means forgoing their use in other di¡eç1ie¡s."r36 chichister,

135ç¡¡"¿ in NATo's Sixteen Nations., 3g, r, 1993., p.71 Based on 1993 dolrarsl36Greenwood., op cit., 1972., p. 7



187wilkinson, Baylis, and others saw Britain's defence program in
global terms. As a resurt they saw the military being pared down

and the money being funnelled into other, non-defence

programmes. what they apparently did not see was that over the

decades since the second world \var, Britain slowly but surely re-
evaluated its position in the world and chose to concentrate its
efforts upon areas of the greatest importance to its sense of national

security. These areas were, coincidentally, the areas of Britain's
greatest natural advantage. of course what is being referred to is
Europe and the British role in NATO. As a consequence of juggling

declining international status with increased regional

responsibilities, Britain had to exercise caution in any approach to

military commitment and action. It has been noted that, "over the

years the British defence posture has been adapted, albeit with
considerable caution, to the realities of a new international military
order-a process of adaptation which reflected the politics of
necessity rather than the politics of choice."l37 The result was one

of the most persistent problems of post-war defence planning for
Britain; determining the size and nature of the military contribution
to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.l38 Given the consistency

and duration of Britain's commitment to Europe it can be claimed

that the slow, incremental approach to defence planning did not

negatively impact on Britain's role and responsibilities at all.
Rather, the time was taken to ensure that despite declining levels of

137McGr"*., op cit., p. lo2
l3SStephen Kirby., "Britain's Defence poÌicy
in British Foreign Policy., Michael Leifer ed.,
1972) p. 70

in NATO," Constraints and Adjustments
(London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd.,



manpower and budgetary constraints, the United

to continue in its traditional role of maintaining

European balance.

This chapter has been a discussion of attitudes and action. In
purposely avoiding the study of the myriad of individual evenrs and

documents that make up the British commitment to the European

balance during the Cold War, what has been presented is an overview
of the relationship between Britain's changing feeling about European

defence and their growing European defence focus. The past five
decades have not been easy for the successive governments of Great
Britain. The fear that British opinions and influence were of declining
importance did prove difficult for many Britons. Many felt that
Britain had to reclaim some of its lost status.

coinciding with this changed global position was the growth of
the European security community under the auspices of NATO and

to a lesser extent the wEU. The events of the second world war
and the heightened security threat of the cold v/ar forced upon

Britain a set of new and significant duties. Although harshly

criticized for its refusal to bolster waning strength around the world,
Britain set out to forge a new security posture in its own back yard.

This security posture took the form of contributing to the European

balance of forces and the defence of the Central Front, contributing
to the western deterrent, and working to maintain the American
commitment. The next and final chapter will tie Britain's cold war
security posture to the two streams of tradition and theory

188
Kingdom was able

and defending the



189presented earlier. Britain, far from becoming a spectator to
international events, did act in its traditional interests to ensure a
Europe free of a threatening preponderant and with a stable balance

of power. The methodology was new. Britain became during the

Cold War the lesser balancer.
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Chapter 4

4.1 Conclusion: The Transformation
of Britain's Balancer RoIe

At the beginning of this discussion it was suggested that the

Cold War system was the product of both the unique circumstances of
the time and the continued operation of the traditional mechanisms of
international politics. The dawning atomi c age brought with it a new

dynamic affecting relations between states. In doing so, however, the

established patterns of international power politics were not entirely
changed. Traditional balance of power concepts were re-examined

and adjusted to fit these new ci¡cumstances. The key to the

continuity of the balance of power during the cold v/ar was the

transformation of the role of the balancer. Britain did act in
accordance with its traditional fears and motivations concerning the

balance of power on the European continent. It was the way in which
the balance was tended that had changed. As balancer Britain would
enter into the balance of power from without, altering the

equilibrium against a threatening preponderant, thereby returning
the continent to the status quo. This type of balancing has been seen

in the intervention of Britain into continental conflicts throughout its
history.

The period after the second world war and the danger

represented by air power and atomic vyeapons meant that Britain
could no longer wait until the balance was disturbed before it acted.

National survival required that the balance, specifically the
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European balance, be maintained as a preventative measure. where
the balancer of old would work to restore the balance the lesser

balancer acted to prevent any instability that wourd threaten the
balance. In concluding their arguments in The British origins of
Nuclear Strategy, clark and wheeler support this claim, stating that,
"The principle task of British post-war strategy...was to prevent the
outbreak of war."l

with this said, the purpose of this chapter is to draw the loose

ends together. By overlaying the theoretical/historical basis of the

balancer model and the actions, diplomatic and military, of Britain
during the cold war one can address the question: Did the role of
Britain during the Cold War constitute a continuation of its historic
balancer role? By looking at the evidence of Britain's startling shift
in sentiment toward continental involvement after the war one can

construct a reasonable case for the fact that Britain's motives for
being a balancer remained the same. The need to place forces on

the continent and to acquire an independent nucrear deterrent
reflect not only this continued motivation, but a change in
methodology aimed at achieving this end. The nature of the bipolar
balance that emerged between the soviet union and the united
states required that the balance be maintained from within. Europe,

as the heart of this balance, was the naturar place to direct efforts
toward securing the system.

llan Cla¡k and Nicholas 'Wheeler.,

(Oxford: Clarendon press, 1989) p.
.,

230
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John Herz's argument presented in chapter I suggested that

the bipolarity of the Cold War led to an impotence on the part of the

superpowers. They became too powerful and aware of each other to
act decisively to shore up the barance if any regional instability

threatened. It was in this capacity that Britain's lesser balancer role

developed. It was asked early in the cold war: can a balance

system function with only two major players? Does it require a
holder of the balance as an equilibrating third force, and if so is
there such a balancer in the present situation?2 Herz thought that

the United States might be the balancer, holding as it did all of those

characteristics necessary for such a role.3 In relation to the

European state system the united States was a status quo power,

preferring as it did that the structure of the system remain in its
favour. It was unquestionably a state in possession of superpower

capabilities, and as a result enjoyed a considerable degree of
strategic security. Impotence and being the western preponderant,

however, made it impossible for the United States to act as balancer.

As also stated in chapter r, Britain's continuation of the

tradition of balancing compensated for this lack of ability on the

part of the u.S., and at the same time acted to protect Britain's

specific security interests. Britain learned to balance from within.
Karl Deutsch might attribute this to the learning capacity of the

system; its capacity to behave and respond to events in its

2John H. H"rr., ., (New york: Columbia
University Press, 1959) p. 148
3See Sheehan's list of cha¡acteristics in Chapter I
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environment in new ways, or at least in different ways.4 Following
from this premise, it can be said that the lesser balancer is a

refinement of Joseph Nye Jr.'s post-revisionist model, which states

that the Cold War was inevitable because of the bipolar balance of
power. A bipolar system with a weakened post-war Europe in the

middle was bound to come into conflict.S Britain, with its t¡adition
of balancing, simply adapted its role for a new age and hastened the

birth of the cold war system. It was a catalyst. Being global, the

cold war balance did not offer the opportunity to any state from
outside the balance to step onto the scale. A power from within the

balance itself would have to act as a regulator, maintaining the

internal balance of systemic homeostasis. This, then, in part

explains the shift in Britain's attitude toward placing troops on the

continent. The transformation of Britain's balancer role in the Cold
'war was simply an effort to address the same historic fears of a

continent dominated 'by a threatening adversary.

4Xatl V¡. Deursch., .,( Englewood Cliffs:
Prentice-Hall, 1968) p. l6
sJoseph S. Nye Jr
and Histoq¿., (New York: Harper coilins, 1993) pp. 9g-r00 Nye presents three
different positions on the origins of the Cold wa¡ in his book. Traditionalists believethat the cause of the Cold Wa¡ was Soviet aggression and an American defensive
posture early in the Cold rüar. Revisionists contend that the Cold Wa¡ was caused bythe United States because they possessed the atomic card and the Soviet Union did notearly in the post-war period. Post-Revisionists argue that the Cold Wa¡ was inevitable
because the forces of theory and history made it sõ. The systemic result of the Secondworld war-bipolarity-and the circumstances of the time, a weak Europe, were
conditions from which a Cold War rype of conflict was bound to spring. The historic
tendency of Britain to guarantee its national security by balancing the continent onlyadded to the inevitability of the outcome.
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4.2 The Shape of the System

As John Garnett was noted as stating in the previous chapter,

the British approach to international politics has been an example of
applied theory. The roots of British sensitivity affected the way in
which they acted within and upon the political events of the day.

The British view of the balance of power question clearly impacted

upon diplomacy and military policy. chapter 3 presented examples

of post-war diplomatic and military activity. Now, the task is to
draw the information presented on Britain's cold war actions

through the theoretical/historical argument to determine if, indeed,
Britain's Cold War efforts can be labeled as the actions of a lesser

balancer.

To continue with the approach embarked upon early in this

study, it is necessary first to examine the conditions of the system

as a whole. Much of the discussion has incorporated schroeder's

concepts of the associative balance and the adversarial balance.

These concepts act upon the system as a whole. It was argued that
associative systems occur during periods of political equilibrium in
which the major actors in the system appear to achieve consensus

regarding the general parameters for power within the system.

Always this associative equilibrium was attempted in the wake of a

major systemic war. Looking at the historical record, one can see

that there was a considerable lag between the time of consensual

agreement and the breakdown of this agreement which returned
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the system to its adversarial position. several decades separated

utrecht from the Napoleonic period, and the same held true for the
period after the Congress of Vienna.

The shift in emphasis from an associative to an adversarial
system activated Britain's balancer role. During periods of political
equilibrium, Britain struggled with the rest of the states of Europe ro
cteate a legitimate order of states. With the end of the associative

system and the arrival of adversarial power politics Britain sought to
return the European system to its associative legitimacy. The

method of this effort forms the basis of Britain's balancer tradition.
As with the Battle of Nations against Napoleon and the Triple Entente

of the First World 'War, Britain entered into the conflict after the fact
of battle to restore the system and to thwart the actions of a possible

preponderant. The process of entering the balance explicitly means

that Britain enrered into alliances with powers of like mind.. As walt
put it, "fn anarchy, states form alliances to protect themselves.. Their
conduct is determined by the threats they perceivs.,,6 Invariably, (to
date at least) , the preponderant has been suppressed and the

system has been returned to some semblance of normalcy. The

shape of this type of adversarial system, with the balancer outside of
the actual balance, has been depicted in chapter 2.

The Cold War international

of conditions and, as Morgenthau

system created a very different set

and others have argued, one of

6stephen M. Walt., The Origins of Alliances., (Ithaca: Cornell
p. viii

University Press, 1987)
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these conditions seemed to have been the elimination of the balancer

as a useful concept. Unlike Herz, who early on saw the United States

as a possible balancer, and waltz, who saw the possibility of action

by a lesser power in a superpower system, Morgenthau believed that
the nature of nuclear bipolarity negated the balancer. when the
British record is examined in light of several more decades of
experience it can be seen that Morgenthau was wrong. British cold
war diplomacy, the continental commitment, the independent

nuclear deterrent, and the establishment of a link between the

impotent balancer, the united states, and the center of the balance,

Europe, all point to an active British interest in the maintenance of a

balance of power on the continent. All of these efforts were directed
against the only preponderant threat - the soviet union.

Had Britain not acted the system would not have polarized as

quickly, nor as definitively. The inexperience of the United States in
detecting threats to the balance such as the one posed by the u.s.s.R.
would in all liketihood have meant an delayed reaction, as was the

British fear at Teheran and Yalta. The United States would not have

been as closely tied to Europe if not for Britain's insistence and the

diplomatic efforts of the likes of Bevin and Churchill. Such a sysrem

would provide no guarantee against possible soviet intentions on

the continent. In order to guarantee stability, the preferred system
structure was one in which the united states was firmry connected

to Europe. Much of the development of the cold war system can be

attributed to the lesser balancing of Great Britain. Distorted
perceptions of the events of the cold war based on Americentric
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research and much premature criticism have for several decades

hidden this fact. Most importantly, the significance of British action

during the Cold War was overlooked because the pattern did not fit
any recognizable form in its early stages.

After the second world war the immediate threat of air
power and atomic power, as well as the physical presence of the

soviet military in Eastern Europe, virtually closed the gap between

associative efforts to achieve equiribrium and the adversarial

necessity to balance power. Diplomatically and militarily the new

norms of the atomic age and the military structure of the system

emerged almost simultaneously. European security would prove to
be a decisive issue in the reaction of Great Britain to this new

system. Experience always a factor, the evolution of British defence

policy in the new cold war climate filled Britain's two primary

requirements: it contributed to the establishment and maintenance

of a balance of power between the western states and the soviet
bloc, and at its base it guaranteed that should the balance fail
Britain would have a fighting chance at survival. The next step in
this, the concluding chapter, is to put the evolution of British
defence commitments into the lesser balancer framework.

Balance of power was defined at the outset as a method of
creating order in an ana¡chic system, attempted at first through the

use of diplomatic efforts and, failing that, through the demonstration

of, and ultimately, the use of force against force. The use of
diplomacy and military power to create a stable system of
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international relations by balancing the interests and abilities of
individual states is the essence of the balance of power concept.

Diplomacy, however, has historically been found to operate most

effectively in associative systems, where the goal is consensus and

legitimacy. Military force, either the threat of, or the actual use of,
is generally a component of an adversarial balance. In a system in
which both the associative and adversarial elements are

simultaneous, the more threatening adversarial component will
dominate. As a result the military structure of the system will take

shape before norms are agreed upon. This is evident in the rush to
arm early in the cold war and in the subsequent period of detente

in which certain norms were finally established. It is also evident in
the urgency with which nations in the West formed defensive blocs.

The evolution of British defence policy during the Cold war is a

remarkable example of a state operating in this new dynamic.

Because no systemic rules were set for the future of a European

balance at the end of the war, Britain set out to ensure that stability
was guaranteed militarily. It did so both as a national effort, by

redirecting its defensive energies to the defence of the continent,

and in its efforts to create a collective security regime based upon

the premise of American extended deterrence.

The sensitivity of the British government to continental

stability can be seen in its quest to maintain strategic stability
during the Korean War. The British response to the problem created

by the war was to maintain the homeostatic balance of the system.

It worked to replace forces that were removed from Europe. At the
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time, when American eyes were focussed upon a distant front, the

governments of the nations of Europe sought to fashion a European

Defence communiry(EDc).7 The failure of the EDC gambit did not

mean reffeat. Rather, Britain made an attempt to strengthen the

military pool in Europe by arguing for the entry of Germany into

NATO. Although rruman did agree to send more troops to Europe in

September of 1950, the Chiefs of Staff saw thar this certainly did not

eliminate the danger of the Soviet Union over-running Europe if war

broke out.8 concern was so great for European security that in
1954, in response to the failure of the EDC, British forces were

committed to the continent for the long term, a hitherto unheard of
concession to the maintenance of the European balance. The Attlee
government's rearmament programme of the early 1950s was the

result of two requirements: ensuring that there was no outbreak of
war in Europe as a result of a soviet perception of American

negligence, and reassuring France that west Germany would be a

safe NATO partner.e Both policies are clearly related. The security

of Europe could not be allowed to deteriorate in the face of the

Soviet Union. British influence over the actions of its partner in the

balance was also apparent during the era around the Korean

conflict. Twice Britain seemed to have averted a major threat of
general war: by pulling the united states back from the brink:

during the Korean conflict itself, and in Indo-China.ro Military

7Th" Eutopean Defence
part of it.
SctarL and Wheeler., op
9Ibio., pp. 143-144
10H"rr., op cit., p. 143

community was a Franco-German initiative. Britain wanted no

cit., p. 143
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strength at this early juncture of the Cold War was a primary

concern as conditions were highly adversarial and force

overshadowed diplomacy.

The Korean War further emphasized the importance of
conventional forces in Europe and the difficulties in using atomic

weapons. Ironically, the conflict was also significant in that it
provided further impetus to the British drive to achieve the atomic

option. Britain, holding as it did the forward based American

, nuclear arsenal, felt itself to be in an extremely vulnerable position

during the heightened tension of the time. In lg5} the Global

Strategy Paper enunciated this position. rù/hile the British tactical

arsenal would serve to deny the Soviet Union Europe it could not

deter them from striking at American bombers, and later missiles

based on the island. The British deterrence doctrine dates from this
' point. By the late 1950s a British strategic force was well on its way

to development and, as the data in Chapter 3 demonstrates, it has

' not been allowed to weaken. From the Sandys White paper to The
I Wa)¡ Forward to the present, the British deterrent has been

carefully nurtured. Economic considerations certainly play a factor
in this as a nuclear force, once deployed, is relatively cheaper to

' maintain than a cost-intensive conventional force. Strategic
j

,; concerns must, however, be seen to have carried considerable

weight in the placement of a strategic nuclear doctrine into the
; þritish national psyche.
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Through much of the 1950s massive retaliation was the

preferred doctrine in British officialdom. yet, this was a policy that
would not last long. By the end of the decade there was a marked

turn toward a preference for a graduated and flexible deterrent

response.l l The culmination of this doctrinal change, the 1962

White Paper, stated:

We must continue to make it clea¡ to potential
aggressors...that we should strike back with all means
that we judge appropriate, conventional and nuclear. If
we had nothing but nuclear forces this would not be
credible. A balance must be maintained, therefore,
between conventional and nuclear strength. Neither
element must be so small as to encourage an aggressor to
seek a quick advantage, or to risk a provocative local
incident.l2

The development of British defence forces as documented have

contributed to the defence of Europe on all levels that make this

doctrine credible. As the only European NATO member to do so,

Britain would appear to have been more highly motivated to make

sacrifices in order to preserve security. Several rationales for the

British strategic deterrent can be presented. With Britain as a second

center of decision-making soviet leaders would have to consider

odds of nuclear weapons actually being used that are much different
than those of a single decision-maker. It increases the uncertainty in
soviet planning. A British deterrent would be a significant

llTreuo, c. salmon., "Britain's Nuclea¡ Deterrent Force: changing Environment,,,
Ma¡tin Edmonds ed., The Defence Equation: British Militarj, Syste-ms. policy. piannin*
and Performance., (London: Brassey's, 19g6) p. 45
L2rbid., p. 47
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contribution to the NATO deterrent. It would be a hedge against

future American isolationism,l3 and give Britain influence,

guaranteeing that it would remain a great power even in reduced

circumstances. Finally, it would act as insurance against an uncertain
political system in the future generally.l4 With the possible

exception of the last point all of these rationales reflect upon the

British concern for continental and general strategic stability. By
working to expand and mod ernize its military in Europe and its
nuclear force, Britain had made a clear commitment to keep the

continent free of conflict.

David Greenwood has questioned the perception of threat

which motivated the British government to embark on such an

undertaking, contending that the soviet union's intentions were

hard to discern.lS Such a comment is ahistorical. Soviet intentions

were never in need of declaration. The balancer tradition made the

British response to the Soviet Union natural. The critics of Britain's

cold rü/ar defence policies have been equally guilty of making

ahistorical mistakes. when Britain's imperial holdings were

relinquished in favour of a strongry European posture, it was not

recognized as balancing. while on one level the united Kingdom's

defence programme is a futfilment of its alliance responsibilities it

13a possible return to a 1940 type syndrome?-fea¡ of faciug a preponderant threat
alone
i4lbid., pp.47-4g
Although somewhat modified, the basic
Salmon op cit., p. 45.

list of rationales is derived from Trevor

i5David Greenwood., "The united Kingdom," Douglas J. Murray and paur R. viorti eds.,The Defense Policies of Nations: A Comparative Study., (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1989) p. 262
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does, nevertheless, have a more distinctly national flavour. As

lesser balancer Britain sought to prevent the encroachment of the

Soviet Union's massive preponderant power into the central aÍea of
the global strategic balance: Europe. Britain's was a pragmatic

reaction to a recurring situation. Ensured was national survival in
the nuclear age.

In 1982, Northedge and wells wrote that, "British policy

towards the Soviet Union since Ig45 has followed a consistent

course of armed vigilance against aggression, coupled with a search

for detente and all manner of agreements to ease international

tension."16 This quote draws a distinct parallel with the combined

adversarial/associative system of the cold war. It describes the

activity of the lesser balancer throughout the past five decades. In
chapter 1, Ernst Haas's four intentions for the balance of power

concept were presented. Two, the propagandist and the descriptive

intentions, were found to be unsuitable for this discussion. The uses

of balance of power as an analytical tool and as a guide to policy

making have, however, been highly appricabre. Great Britain,

applying balance of power considerations to its strategic situation,

has historically been influential in designing the structure of the

continental balance and enforcing it. As william lvallace

commented, "In the Cold war international order Britain was the

16f.S. Northedge and A. Wells., Britain and Soviet Communism., (London: MacMillan,
1982)
p. 133 also in Nicholas J. Wheeler., "Perceptions of the Soviet Threar," Stua¡t Croft ed.,
British Security Þolicy: The Thatcher yea¡s and the End of the Cold war., (London:
Harper Collins, 1991) p. 161
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pivot of the 'west, the essential partner of the united states in
providing security guarantees to a beleaguered western Europe.,,l7

In 1987, the British view of the continental balance was

momentarily softened by events in the Soviet Union under Mikhail
Gorbachev. In the 1988 Statement on Defence Estimates support for
Gorbachev was evident. "'we are now," it was stated, "at last

beginning to see signs of change in the soviet union, reflected

elsewhere in Eastern Europe....The British government has welcomed

the reforms that are taking place in the soviet Llnion."ls Later in
the same chapter of the Statement, Britain's historic role reappears.

It was written, "There is no reason to believe that the Soviet leaders

want war in Europe. But the soviet union has not, in the past, been

reluctant to exploit the threat or use of force to achieve its political
ends."l9 History was not forsaken. This study has presented a case

for the lesser balancer in the cold lvar. It has, through theoretical,

historical, and policy oriented investigations been argued that a

discernable pattern of behaviour exists where Britain's national
security and the security of the continent of Europe are concerned.

Joseph Frankel based his study on the assumption that, "whether or

not an overall pattern or plan existed, we can nevertheless read ex
post facto some intelligible patterns into the record of the past.,,2O

iTwiuiu- wallace., "British Foreigu policy After the cold wa¡,,, International
Affairs., 68, 3, 1992, p. 424
lSstatement on Defence Estimates 1988., ( Londou: Her Majesty,s Stationary Office,
1988 ) p. I
19lbid., p. 2
20Joseph Fraukel., British Foreign Policy 1945-1973., (London: oxford University
P¡ess, 1975) p. 2
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This is true. In a field of study as rangled with opinion and

conjecture as the study of international relations the concern of
Britain for the physical and political integrity of the continent has

proven to be remarkably consistent. with a change in method,

Britain was able to continue its balancer role for the duration of the

Cold rù/ar.

It is also quite reasonable to assume that the pattern of
British foreign and defence policy will continue in the future. While

it might not fit exactly into the lesser balancer model of the Cold

War, it is almost certain, given its history and national motivations,

that Britain will continue its vigilance regarding the security the

European state system. Michael Heseltine wrote in rggr that:

The NATO alliance has produced its primary objective: the
winning of the cold war. Essentially, it was an alliance
born of closed options, forced upon us. we now move to a
world in which the options are wider, and in many ways
more difficult to get right. I do not believe that we
should for one moment allow the enormous progress and
cohesion in the second half of the z}th century in
western Europe to be fragmented and frittered away, or
that the partnership for peace that straddles the Atlantic
should be put at risk.2l

Such a sentiment reflects the view that disequilibrium cannot be

allowed to re-emerge. Leech suggests that with the disappearance of
the bipolar balance of power, the only alternative for ensuring

security in Europe is integration.22 The new Alliance Strategic

2lMichael Heseltine., "Introduction" in John Leech., Halt! who Goes where? The
Future of NATO in the New Errrole., (London: Brassey's, 1991) p. xx
22rbid., p. 44
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Concept, agreed upon by

7th and 8th of November

the North Atlantic Council in Rome on the

integration. Part I of the

7991, encodes this new effort at

agreement states:

The fact that the countries of the European community
are working towards the goar of poritical union, incluáing
the development of a European security identity; and thé
enhancement of the role of the WEU, are important
factors for European security. The strengthening of the
security dimension in the process of European
integration, and the enhancement of the .õles and
responsibilities of European members of the Alliance are
positive and mutually reinforcing. The development of a
European security identity and defence role, reflected in
the strengthening of the European pillar within the
Alliance, will not only serve the interests of the European
states but also reinforce the integrity of the Allianr. uì
a whole.23

Britain has acted in accordance with the integrationist movement by

placing Home Defence and the air defence under NATO command for
the first time. Further, Britain has, with more reluctance than its
partners, accepted the commitment embodied in the Maastricht

Treaty on European Union,

integration.24 Redefinition

to major initiatives in European political

of European security, adaptation of
European institutions to different tasks, and support for
democratization in Eastern Europe have all become new priorities
for Britain and the other V/est European nations.25 This is all highly
indicative of an emerging associative period in the European system.

The immediate future will see efforts to further consolidate and

23NAto Handboot., (Brussels: office of Information and p¡ess, 1992) pp. r47-l4g24Wall^ce, op cit.,l992 p. 425
25lbid., p. 425
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integrate the rules and norms of the system through diplomacy

cooperation. If stability can be achieved through such methods

much the better for the future stability of the European order.

While integration exists as a possibility there is no doubt that

the impact of a resurgent Russian power would immediately change

priorities. Even without a rise in Russian power, the very real

possibility of regional conflict in Eastern Europe, leaves an element of
risk that must be accounted for. Wallace contends that Britain is at

present probably more remote from military threat than at any time

in its history.26 Yet, that there is risk out there is undeniable, and,

more importantly, the nature and direction of the risk is

unpredictable.zT The risk of any state in the region taking direct,

traditional military action against the states of Western Europe, looks

very low at present. However, "the risk of missile attacks on

European targets using chemical, biological, and possibly, nuclear

warheads might increase, for example, if Britain and France dropped

their nuclear guard." 28 Efforts to foster a durable peace in Europe

may continue, but not at the expense of security.

and

so

It has been asked, "Can there still be a 'British'

policyJ"29 In short: yes. One official remarked with

both Eastern Europe and the United States, "We have

foreign

reference to

a common

26rbíd., p. 434
2TChristopher Bellamy., "soldier of Fortune:
International Affairs. 68, 3, IggZ., p. 444
28Ibid., p. 445
Z9wallace, op cir., 1992., p. 43g

Britain's New Military Role,"
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European agenda, on which there is a distinctive British
perspective."30 Britain is now a great power in changed

ci¡cumstances. Debating in the commons, Douglas Hurd painted a

picture of Britain's continuing power status. He stated, "'we are at

the centre of events. No other country belongs to NATO, the

community, the commonwealth, the Group of seven and the united
Nations security council."3l coming down from Hume and smith,
through Bentham and Mill, the British style and approach to foreign
policy has been that of a preference for pragmatism; for practical

detail over rhetoric and dogma. The British have the craftsmen,

rather than the visionaries, of European security.32 Britain will
work within the emerging associative system to create a secure and

productive Europe. If, however, the European equilibrium should be

upset and adversarial tensions re-surface, the balancer will return.

This should not come as a surprise. It is a role rccognized as being

firmly within the British tradition.33

3oIbid.,
3 I rbid.,
32rbid.,
3 3lui¿.,

p. 442

p. 442 reporred in Hansard Vol. 19g, Col.
p. 442

p. 442

r30
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